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ABSTRACT 
This study examines the role of literary theory on both creative and critical thinking 
of high school students in an Advanced Placement literature course. This study used both 
quantitative (performance assessment) and qualitative (teacher journal, observations, case 
studies) a roaches. Together, these research methods elicited a collection of results and pp 
conclusions that illuminated many facets of literacy instruction. Literary theory authorized 
students to become constructors of their own meaning. It instigated both critical and creative 
thinking for advanced, proficient, and emerging students. Further, for most students, literary 
theory led to divergent thinking and allowed them to create contexts or "schema" for learning 
when they encountered new texts. Overall, the inclusion of literary theory enhanced the 
breadth and depth of connections students made while in AP English. The multiple 
perspectives helped students to become autonomous learners and critical thinkers of the text 
of their world. 
The following conclusions were drawn from the study: (1) High school students can 
identify and apply literary theory to the texts they read. (2) Using literary theory helped 
some students to create contexts for reading and forge new connections among texts. (3) 
Some students were drawn to particular theories. (4) Literary theory was accessible to many 
"advanced," "proficient," and "emerging" students. (5) Learners construct meaning when 
they employ literary theory. (6) Using multiple literary theories helped many students ask 
new questions about literature. (7) Using multiple literary theories helped students to value 
multiple perspectives. (8) Critical and creative, convergent and divergent thinking are 
interdependent. (9) Students must have some command of rhetorical strategies in order to 
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articulate their thinking effectively. (10) Students who employ a process of reading make 





In an age where educational systems are being reduced to desegregated data, 
assembly line-like curriculums, and the pursuit of that elusive "proficient" of standardized 
tests, many educators choose to remain focused on the fundamental principles of learning. 
These educators search for ways to replace the labeling of students with alearner-centered 
approach which empowers students to be self-sufficient and self-actualized human beings. 
Empowerment can begin in each classroom by challenging students to think critically 
about themselves, their world, and the myriad of texts that shape their lives. Bruce Pine 
discusses the authorization that comes from being aware of ideologies: 
Once we recognize how our values shape our readings, we are in a position to 
criticize those values, measure them against the values of others, guard against 
our prejudices, and celebrate or revise our values as appropriate. To engage 
students in this kind of thinking means inviting them to position themselves in 
relation to the values in the text, so that they are ultimately not merely reading 
the text, but also reading the world and reading themselves (44). 
This type of empowerment is acquired through the autonomy of independent thought, not 
through a set of skills under the auspice of a teaching strategy. Many students have learned 
to report what they think the teacher wants to hear. They have been conditioned to value the 
extrinsic reward of grades over the intrinsic reward of learning. They have been disciplined 
to believe that devising the appropriate product is synonymous with genuine learning. 
Conversely, pursuing questions and valuing curiosity will engage learners in a process of 
attaining the intrinsic benefits of lifelong learning. Questions such as "How many points is 
this worth?" or "What do you [the teacher] want?" need to be replaced with questions of 
"What does this connect to?" or "How can I explain my ideas effectively?" Changing the 
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questions that frame our students' educational experience will change how they negotiate 
their place in the text of our world. 
Pirie asserts the necessity of empowering students in the high school English 
classroom, saying, "Students who see themselves as assigners of meaning rather than 
reporters of knowledge are more likely to recognize themselves as responsible agents in the 
ongoing task of making sense of life and building society" (68). Engaging students in the 
process of becoming a meaning maker rather than a knowledge reporter, requires 
reconsidering how literature is taught. English literature teachers can engage students in both 
critical and creative thinking through the study of literary theory in their classrooms. Using 
literary theory as a means to challenge paradigmatic thinking while experiencing literature is 
an opportunity both student and teacher can embrace. If students "re-read" their world, using 
the guidance of literary theory, they can become more independent thinkers and readers. 
Wolf notes how the culture of schools must become conducive to empowering critical 
thinkers: 
... we have to take a very close look at schools: the books we use, the 
questions we ask, and the implicit messages we convey about the place of 
reading. We also have to examine the "culture" of English classrooms, asking 
whether we honor rather than examine literature; whether we encourage 
students to ask fundamental questions; whether our views of good readings 
aren't shaped by a particular view of reading that might be open to challenge 
(2). 
Constructing classrooms that value Dennie Palmer Wolf's "culture" also means 
valuing the role of critical and creative thought and their interdependency. Thus, the term 
"critical thinking" implicitly recognizes its value and relationship to "creative thinking". 
Critical thought enhances creative thought; the two necessarily depend on each other for 
heightened levels of analysis and insight. It has become necessary for teachers to re-envision 
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their role in the classroom and, more importantly, to help students re-envision theirs. 
Students can only become critical thinkers when they are given the time and setting in which 
to do so. They will be empowered when they are guided through the struggle of confronting 
illusions, the task of reconsidering reading, and the promise of thinking autonomously. 
The research question for this study examines student thought: Does literary theory 
affect critical and creative thinking? If so, in what ways? If not, why not? I will begin with 
a literature review that examines the research related to literary theory and critical and 
creative thinking. Then I will provide analysis of a quantitative study that examines how 
students performed on a classroom assessment. Following the quantitative data, I will 
investigate two types of qualitative data: observations and case studies. The observations 
will delve into the dynamics of classroom discussions and the case studies will consider 
different student experiences with literary theory. I will conclude by examining the factors 
that shaped student thinking. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
The literature related to this study includes information from a variety of disciplines 
ranging from the specific study of literature, to instructional methods, to the use of action 
research in the classroom. In order to demonstrate how these various disciplines all influence 
this study I first explore critical thinking, how it is defined, how to achieve it, and its 
relationship to creative thinking. I then summarize and define various literary theories that 
are applicable to this study in the context of a high school classroom. Next, I lay the 
foundation for the connection between critical thinking and the application of literary theory 
in the high school literature classroom. Having explained these connections, I define how I 
gathered both quantitative and qualitative data as used in this study. Finally, I summarize 
how critical thinking, literary theory, and assessment are all pertinent to this study. 
Critical Thinking 
Critical Thinking: Yesterday and Today 
In order to begin to define critical thinking, it is instructive to call upon Ancient 
Greece and the two schools of thought that define both what critical thinking is and what it is 
not. The Sophists and the Socratics represent a dichotomy of critical thinking through which 
educators are still maneuvering today. For the Sophists, education was an effort to provide 
students with a certain set of skills, while the Socratics believed it was more accurately a 
quest for wisdom (Manus 312). The Sophists epitomized what critical thinking is not: a 
dispensation of skills and techniques that would allow them to succeed in society (Brogan 
and Brogan 288); a procedure for the acquisition of knowledge; a philosophy that knowledge 
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"resides outside the person, to be acquired and used to further one's position" (Manus 313); 
and not an emphasis on content or what is to be learned. 
The Socratics embodied a philosophy of critical thinking and how this would 
manifest itself in education. The Socratics wanted to help their students achieve a sense of 
wisdom or knowledge. The Socratics achieved this end by knowing the needs of the learner 
and structuring questions that would facilitate cognitive dissonance in the pursuit of 
knowledge. As Alice Manus reminds us, "Socrates affirmed human potential and self-
actualization as infinitely more worthy than the acquisition of facts" (313). Socratics kept 
their emphasis not on content but on the process of learning, the why and how of learning. In 
order to facilitate such a learning process, the Socratics used questioning to propel students 
further into their own cognitive processes. They advocated that learning should begin at the 
learner's (not the teacher's) point of reference (Manus 313), and above all, create a sense of 
what Manus terms "cognitive conflict" (314) for the learner. 
This type of cognitive conflict can certainly be unpleasant, as is evidenced in the 
frustration Meno asserts in his dialogue with Socrates after being asked a litany of questions 
that force him to reconsider what he knows: "At this moment I feel you are exercising magic 
and witchcraft upon me and positively laying me under your spell until I am just a mass of 
helplessness" (Hamilton and Cairns 363). Meno accuses Socrates of "numbing" (Hamilton 
and Cairns 363) him with his questions so that he feels unable to reply or is unsure of which 
cognitive move to make next. This serves to exemplify for Socrates how important the need 
for "perplexity" (Hamilton and Cairns 368) is in recollecting knowledge. Without this 
discomfort, the learner will not search for a means of alleviating it. Further, Socrates claims 
that without perplexity people would not become aware of their own ignorance and, 
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therefore, not feel a desire to know (Hamilton and Cairns 368). Fundamentally, Socrates 
argues throughout this dialogue that there is an explicit difference between "recollection" and 
"learning" (Hamilton and Cairns 364). Socrates argues that all learning is recollection of 
what is already within the learner. A teacher, in his view, does not dispense a series of skills 
or information, but rather uses the power of questioning to help the learner uncover what 
knowledge and capacity for reason that are already within him (Hamilton and Cairns 364). 
While Socrates used the term "perplexity," some call this cognitive conflict 
"disequilibrium" (Mayfield 4) and others simply term it "curiosity." Regardless of the term, 
a catalyst must create some level of cognitive discomfort for the learner. Only in this 
discomfort can the learner be propelled to acquire the knowledge necessary to restore balance 
or certainty. Piaget calls this dissonance "accommodation" and says that we think when we 
re-order old mental categories, that we are provoked to think when we cannot easily 
assimilate an experience into our paradigms (Mayfield 153). When such an experience 
happens, each learner has the choice to ignore it, perhaps out of fear, or to become 
empowered by thinking through it. This realm of uncertainty may best be explained by 
Vygotsky's "zone of proximic development" (86). This concept of "disequilibrium" will be 
crucial to the ensuing discussion on facilitating critical thinking. 
The spirit of Socrates' philosophy resonates in many critical thinking scholars today. 
Frank Smith asserts that "learning is less a matter of instruction than of experience and 
opportunity" (124). This reminds us that critical thinking isn't necessarily a skill to be 
taught, but rather a process that each person should experience. Smith also asserts that ". . . 
all thinking depends on knowledge. Provided we know enough, we are always capable of 
critical thinking. But if we can make no sense of what we are trying to think about, then 
critical thinking is impossible (103). For Smith, critical thinking is not a complex set of 
learned skills, but rather "competence in whatever you are thinking about" (103). 
Stephen Brookfield also recognizes critical thinking as an element of self-
actualization. He maintains that "being a critical thinker is part of what it means to be a 
developing person, and fostering critical thinking is crucial to creating and maintaining a 
healthy democracy" (1). In order for learners to become independent and autonomous, and 
for a democratic society to flourish, they must be empowered through critical thinking. He 
reminds us that "critical thinking is a lived activity, not an abstract academic pastime. It is 
something we all do, though its frequency, and the credibility we grant it, vary from person 
to person" (14). 
Many definitions of critical thinking abound. While Frank Smith terms it "the 
business of the brain" (9) Marlys Mayfield aligns it with "the process of observing, 
analyzing, reasoning, evaluating, reading, and communicating" (5). Yet, Stephen Norris and 
Robert Ennis perhaps offer the most workable definition: "Critical thinking is reasonable and 
reflective thinking that is focused upon deciding what to believe or do" (1). Implicit in this 
definition is the belief that not all thinking is good or reasonable thinking. Drawing any 
conclusion is not the same as drawing a reasonable one. Thinkers must be aware of their 
own cognitive moves in order to discriminate among them and replicate the reasonable ones 
later. These are thinkers with purpose, with focus, who are capable of decision-making and 
problem solving. Brookfield has suggested that the following elements demonstrate what it 
means to think critically. He asserts that critical thinking is a "productive and positive 
activity" (5), and that critical thinkers are self-confident about their potential for change. 
Socrates' quest for wisdom resonates with his notion that "critical thinking is a process, not 
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an outcome" (6). Finally, he asserts that "manifestations of critical thinking vary according 
to the contexts in which it occurs" (6). Evidence of critical thinking will vary from person to 
person, and from situation to situation. For some the evidence is internal and may only be 
seen in their writing or through dialogue, while for others, the evidence is external and may 
be evidenced in changes they make in their lives. 
Frank Smith advocates that we must resist assuming that critical thinking is a process 
only gifted people can undergo; rather, he asserts that all people think critically, and that 
thinking isn't occasional, but occurs continually. He cautions us against using critical 
thinking as a discriminator of learners (1990). The only discriminator that Socrates would 
identify among learners revolves around the will to pursue knowledge. He argues that any 
person can acquire knowledge if "he keeps a stout heart and does not grow weary of the 
search, for seeking and learning are in fact nothing but recollection" (Hamilton and Caines 
364). Thus, in Socrates' view, we are not blank slates to be written upon by a teacher, but 
beings that need to be guided in recollecting what we intrinsically know. 
Although Smith asserts that everyone is a critical thinker, it may be argued, rather, 
that everyone has the potential to be a critical thinker. This potential is evidenced by recent 
brain research that has informed educational theory and practice. Researchers have 
discovered that critical thinking takes place in the frontal lobes of the brain, specifically the 
prefrontal lobe which is contingent upon physical development. Therefore, some learners 
first need concrete experiences until it is developmentally appropriate to provide 
opportunities for higher order and critical thinking processes (Sprenger 42-43). 
Further, the left and right brains function both independently and interdependently to 
activate critical thinking. Mayfield shows that we rely on the left side of our brain for linear, 
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logical, verbal, analytical, and reasoning functions, while we rely on the right side for 
holistic, intuitive, visual, patterning, and acceptance functions (7). Simplistically put, the left 
brain monitors critical thinking, whereas the right brain monitors creative thinking. We may 
automatically shift between these hemispheres to complete a variety of tasks. For example, 
when writing an essay, one must be able to construct arguments in a linear, logical fashion. 
However, in order to generate ideas for the essay, one must be able to notice patterns or see 
ideas holistically. Mayfield suggests that these shifts can be made more purposefully in 
order to consciously work with thinking (7). In order to effectively understand the 
relationship between these two forms of thinking, it will be beneficial to explore the concept 
of creative thinking. 
Creative Thinking 
Generally, the word "creative" has two understood uses: (1) divergent thinking, which 
is a special kind of mental process and (2) an aesthetic sense of the word (Cropley 7). For 
the purposes of this study, I focused on the concept of divergent thinking as a specific, 
unique mental operation. Smith offers that there are generally three requirements for creative 
thinking: "it must reach high standards, it must be original, and it must be the result of 
intention rather than chance" (73). Yet, he goes on to assert that these processes are not 
specific to creative thinking and, in fact, are no different than any other thinking processes. 
However, despite the semantics of his position, Smith does recognize that each person has 
the potential to be an "artist" (87), thereby contending that creativity is not an elusive entity, 
but one that each person can experience in the right environments with the necessary 
encouragement. Just as he maintained that everyone thinks critically, he also argued that 
everyone thinks creatively (87). 
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Brookfield has also summoned the research of several cognitive psychologists to 
offer various terms for creative thinking: "field—independent, lateral, holistic, divergent, and 
syllabus-free" (114). Overall, these thinkers embody a variable set of characteristics. These 
thinkers are optimistic, have confidence, accept ambiguity and uncertainty, have a wide 
range of interests, demonstrate flexibility, and are curious and independent. They reject 
standardized forms of problem solving and can take multiple perspectives on a problem. 
They often use trial-and-error methods and value change as a developmental possibility 
(Brookfield 115-116). 
Howard Gardner, a brain research scientist, has explored the relationship between 
creativeness and intelligence. His work has forged new perceptions about intelligence and 
has informed a great deal of recent educational theory and practice. He has identified 
through his research what he terms "multiple intelligences," which is the theory that each 
person has different strength areas that should be equally valued and regarded as instrumental 
in each individual's learning process. Gardner's seven intelligences are: linguistic, logical-
mathematical, spatial, musical, bodily-kinesthetic, interpersonal, and intrapersonal (Gardner 
1993). He asserts that "the real point here is to make the case for the plurality of intellect" 
(9). Not only does Gardner's theory promote multiple intelligences, but also implicit in these 
intelligences are many of the components of creative thinking and its inherent value in 
determining intelligence. 
While Gardner has identified and argued for the equal priority of these intelligences, 
Arthur Cropley has also identified the personal characteristics necessary for creative thinking 
to occur. He has determined that intellect (the power to get ideas), motivation (willingness to 
work at getting ideas and communicating them when they have been obtained), and emotion 
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(the courage to think in different ways) are the traits essential in achieving creative thinking 
(32). Personal traits like these are essential not only to achieving creative thinking, but also 
in becoming a critical thinker. 
The Relationship between Creative and Critical Thinking 
The relationship between critical and creative thinking is a complex, symbiotic, one. 
Concisely stated, "critical thinking analyzes, while creative thinking invents" (Mayfield 6). 
While this definition may too quickly assume that these are separate functions, Brookfield 
states that "developing creative thinking characteristics directly affects heightened levels of 
critical thinking" (116). "Most of us have been socialized toward thinking convergently 
rather than divergently. We believe that there is always one answer to a problem, regardless 
of its complexity" (Egan 298). However, cultivating truly autonomous thinkers means 
cultivating those who have the ability to hypothesize many possible answers as well as the 
skill to reason through them. As Norris and Ennis offer, critical thinking is never sufficient 
for deciding what outcomes to accept (18). Rather, "the generation of alternatives is a 
creative activity, and the selection among them must be critical" (Smith 101). 
Cropley identifies the essential difference between convergent and divergent thinking 
in terms of "zeroing in" and "branching out" (42). Convergent thinking, the kind that 
characterizes most "intelligence" tests, assumes that there is a best answer that can be 
"zeroed in" upon using logic in a systematic fashion. Alternately, divergent thinking is the 
belief that ideas are generated from known facts in order to produce innovative ideas. Upon 
reviewing and conducting studies of intelligence, Cropley determined that high achievement 
depends upon a combination of conventional (good memory, logical thinking, knowledge of 
facts) and creative abilities (generating ideas, recognizing alternative possibilities, seeing 
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unexpected combinations) (9). We too quickly separate these two types of thinking and 
dismiss the idea that creating truly autonomous, intelligent thinkers requires a working 
combination of them. As the discussion of applying literary theory develops here, it will 
become clear that in order to use theory effectively, both critical and creative thinking are 
necessary. 
Sometimes educators see dualisms (such as creative versus critical or Sophist versus 
Socratic thinking) as limiting and instead strive to come to terms with more complex visions 
of learning. The members of the Paideia group, authors of the educational manifesto, The 
Paideia Proposal, focus on the plurality of education and have determined three fundamental 
goals for learning and three means by which this learning should take place, all of which are 
interconnected. According to this philosophy there are three "different ways in which the 
mind can be improved" : acquisition of organized knowledge by means of didactic 
instruction, development of intellectual skills by means of coaching and supervised activities, 
and enlarged understanding of ideas and values by means of maieutic or Socratic questioning 
(Adler 22-23). The_ members of the Paideia group value the role each of these types of 
learning plays while still noting that the third type "stimulates the imagination and intellect 
by awakening the creative and inquisitive powers" (Adler 29), which fundamentally is the 
infusion of critical and creative thinking. 
The Paideia group sees this fusion most fundamentally driven by a type of 
questioning and teaching: "It must be the Socratic mode of teaching, a mode of teaching 
called 'maieutic' because it helps the student bring ideas to birth" (Adler 29). The Socratic 
teaching method "engages students in disciplined conversation about ideas and values" 
(Adler 30) by having them become active participants in their own learning experience. As 
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Moeller and Moeller assert, "unless you have questions, you cannot learn" (16). Although 
there is no "official" Socratic method (Moeller and Moeller 16), it is certainly characterized 
by making students active participants in their own learning, believing that knowledge is 
already within the learner, and rigorously using questioning to arrive at understanding. 
Moeller and Moeller suggest several principles of this method, namely that it is "an exercise 
in 'reflective' thinking" and an act of "searching for solutions to a problem" (16). Further, 
they note it is conducted primarily by asking a combination of "prepared and spontaneous 
follow-up questions which develop the ideas being considered with a view to achieving 
resolution" (16-17). This method is designed to evoke a more complete understanding of the 
subject while allowing learners to discover their own meaning. Moeller and Moeller 
concisely define the process: "In sum, the Socratic method begins with a problem (a 
prepared interpretive question), continues as a process of asking spontaneous follow-up 
questions, and results in a product increased understanding and enjoyment" (17). 
The Importance of Critical Thinking 
To cultivate independent, self-actualized learners, the role of critical thinking must be 
valued. Our society has become focused on mass-producing a very "standardized" student in 
the name of accountability to and service to the "consumer." As Cropley states, "recent 
stress on the importance of homogeneity in education seems to imply both a frighteningly 
authoritarian system of classroom management and also a narrow view of equality" (12). 
To counteract the homogeneity of current instructional practices, educators need to 
prepare students for a future of effective problem-solving, thoughtful decision making, and 
lifelong learning. Rather than a system of learning that seems to view knowledge as "fixed 
and immutable," educators need to generate a system where "knowledge [is] seen as 
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innovative and adaptive" (Langer, Hatem, Joss &Howell qtd. in Cropley 23). Perhaps one 
of the most important effects of teaching critical thinking is not a collection of skills that a 
learner acquires, but rather the empowerment that resonates with the learner when he or she 
is granted the opportunity to experience the possibilities of thought. Mayfield contends that 
mental disequilibrium instigates empowerment when followed by the choice to engage in 
thinking that will restore balance and certainty. This balance and certainty empowers 
thinking and learning (32). 
Smith notes that central to empowerment is an environment of respect for both 
teachers and students. Further, he identifies three types of empowerment cultivated by 
critical thinking: "the personal empowerment that comes with independence rather than 
submissiveness or resentment, the expressive empowerment that comes with a language that 
develops as it is valued, and the social empowerment that comes with authority [my 
emphasis]" (128). Each element of empowerment contributes to the facilitation of an 
independent thinker. Brogan and Brogan even indicate that learning is the experience of 
being an empowered individual when the learner is not treated as an object that learning is 
"done to" (291). Rather, the learner should be instrumental in his or her own learning 
experience and should be valued for his or her individual thinking process. 
One component of empowerment is the confidence to employ reflective skepticism. 
Brookfield indicates that "whenever individuals call into question the belief that simply 
because some idea or social structure has existed unchanged for a period of time, it therefore 
must be (a) right and (b) the best possible arrangement [in exercising reflective skepticism]" 
(21). Skepticism, which is not synonymous with cynicism, demonstrates critical thought 
because implicit in it are curiosity, questioning, and a desire to quest for knowledge or 
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information. Reflective skepticism seems to incite mental disequilibrium, illustrating that the 
learner has become comfortable with uncertainty long enough to investigate in an effort to 
restore certainty and once again experience empowerment. This concept of empowerment 
seems cyclical, in that once it has been experienced with success, the learner may be inclined 
to induce the skepticism that leads to empowerment. 
How to Achieve Critical Thinking 
In addition to defining critical thinking, its connection to creative thinking, and its 
importance, educators also face the challenge of helping learners to experience it 
successfully. The three factors needed to implement critical thinking successfully include: 
the learning dispositions that students or learners must possess, the environment which will 
be most conducive to facilitating critical thinking, and the traits that must accompany the 
teacher committed to fostering the pursuit of independent thought in his or her classroom. 
For students to become critical thinkers, they must possess an arsenal of learning 
dispositions that will enable them to use their critical thinking abilities. Mayfield identifies 
many of these habits of mind: maintains self-awareness; resists the impulse to stereotype; 
resists jumping to conclusions or taking things for granted; stands by values to discover what 
is true and fair; prepares persuasive arguments and writes to get a point across; and checks 
for evidence and valid reasoning (l o). Each of these learner characteristics becomes 
essential to opening oneself up to the concept of critical thinking. Further, students can 
enhance their learning by being aware of their learning styles. Brookfield notes that learning 
how to adjust for weaknesses and emphasizing strengths is "a fundamentally liberating way 
by which we can free ourselves of tendencies and inclinations that act to prevent us from 
becoming critical thinkers" (85). This reiterates Gardner's focus on the necessity of multiple 
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intelligences and how honoring a variety of intelligences will help lead students towards 
more critical thinking. 
Another skill students must master to enhance critical thinking is their ability to try to 
reflect critically and to self-monitor their learning. In How We Think, John Dewey uses some 
of Socrates' phrases when he notes that critical reflection arises out of perplexity and doubt, 
that it includes a search for information that would resolve this doubt. Once again, we are 
reminded of the importance of the disequilibrium and that it also becomes important as 
learners regulate their habits of mind. 
Brookfield's research has shown that a "trigger event" most often sparks critical 
thinking (26). Many people could pinpoint those few decisions or events that changed their 
lives. Often, most of those events cause people to re-think what they know and provide a 
sense of balance to something that isn't equalized. Brookfield notes that people engage in 
critical thinking most profoundly when in urgent circumstances, which indicates that 
negative events may be the most powerful. 
When such an event occurs, the learner navigates a variety of stages to regain a sense 
of balance. Brookfield cites those stages as appraisal, exploration, developing alternative 
perspective, and integration (26-27). However, he quickly asserts that teachers should not 
become the catalyst for a negative trigger event because the consequences could be 
damaging. Learners need to be able to deconstruct what they know and move through those 
stages to create new meaning. However, that shouldn't be confused with demolishing self-
esteem in an effort to spark critical thinking. Sometimes the learner may shut down entirely 
and the relationship between teacher and learner may be irreparably severed. Instead, 
Brookfield advocates for positive trigger events. Of course, any event that requires critical 
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thinking can be construed as uncomfortable for the learner, but this is a more natural catalyst 
for negotiating the various stages of restoring cognitive equilibrium. 
Tishman refers to this thinking process as "transfer" (Sprenger 156). He states, 
"Transfer occurs whenever we connect up one area of learning to another to help us 
understand or gain leverage on a problem" (156). Learners can use either near or far transfer 
to "shape and empower" their lives (Sprenger 158). Near transfer occurs when the 
connection is in a similar context. For example, if a student compares Hamlet's inability to 
make a decision with Othello's, near transfer occurs. However, if a student compares 
Hamlet's inability to make a decision with a current state of political affairs, far transfer 
occurs. In either case, the learner is embodying those habits of mind to exhibit both creative 
(considering the possibilities) and critical (analyzing the possibilities) thinking. 
Students cannot cultivate these habits of mind without a conducive environment. In 
fact, environment seems to bridge the learner with the teacher. Much brain-based research 
demonstrates the necessity of a positive environment. Sprenger's research reminds us that 
"because our emotions may very well be the force behind what we pay attention to, it is 
crucial that educators understand and deal with emotions first (Sprenger 41). This indicates 
that students bring with them emotions which influence their ability to learn. A positive, safe 
learning environment can be the first step in dealing with those emotions. Sprenger 
advocates for an environment that the students help create and then actively participate in 
(12). 
While Sprenger's definition of environment is indicative of the importance of the 
physical layout of the classroom, others have broadened that definition of environment to 
include what is valued in the learning process. Tishman asserts that "thinking must be 
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cultivated in an environment that values [the student]" (2). Further, Tishman advocates an 
environment of "enculturation" elicits critical thinking for learners. Enculturation, simply 
put, is immersion into a culture of thinking. Tishman has identified six dimensions of a 
strategic spirit for good thinking which must be present for thinking to flourish: "a language 
of thinking, thinking dispositions, mental management, the strategic spirit, higher order 
knowledge, and transfer" (2-4). Further, these dispositions become part of a classroom 
culture through "modeling, explanation, interaction, and feedback" (2-4). An environment of 
enculturation would seem to lead to Cropley's belief that learners will "branch out from the 
conventional in their thinking not only when they possess appropriate mental skills, but when 
they want to do so, and when they have the confidence to do so" (7). Not only is confidence 
essential for the learner to be able to extend his or her thinking, but in order for learners to 
challenge assumptions, explore alternatives, and take risks in their thinking, "the peer support 
provided by a group of others also trying to do this is a powerful psychological ballast" 
(Cropley 79). 
Most fundamentally, the learning environment must be characterized by respect for 
all learners. Within his criticism of educational institutions that judge and categorize 
students into various hierarchies, Smith also acknowledges the necessity of a positive 
climate: "We need to start thinking of educational institutions as . . .communities of mutual 
respect; as sanctuaries from the pressures and inequalities of the world outside, not a proving 
ground for discrimination, segregation, and unfairness" (131). Creating a classroom 
environment that meets this description enhances the opportunities for critical thinking to 
t rive. 
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An element of atmosphere that several researchers have targeted stems from the idea 
that at the center of critical thinking must be some form of doubt to propel the pursuit of 
thinking. Smith succinctly tells us that, "Students and teachers must learn to doubt" 
(128). Brogan and Brogan offer that ignorance should be embraced and not feared: 
Ignorance must be so valued as to be at the very center of education. Without 
ignorance, there would be no school. If we do not value ignorance, we 
destroy the very purpose of school and any possibility of inculcating learning, 
which is always a matter of not knowing. Ignorance should never be a label 
as a negative factor by educational institutions. Ignorance is our most basic 
ingredient (292). 
It seems that the extension of doubt and ignorance the question prompts much critical and 
creative thinking. 
The third factor in achieving critical thinking also has the potential to be the most 
powerful: the teacher. A teacher can directly impact the learning environment in many ways, 
thereby impacting the capacity for critical thinking by the learner. Cropley has identified 
how teachers can overcome the blocks of divergent thinking by eliminating negative 
sanctions against divergence, reducing anxiety about correctness or incorrectness, 
overcoming feelings of helplessness and friendlessness among the highly divergent, 
preventing ridicule or contempt from peers, and reducing misunderstanding or even despair 
on the part of the parents (82). Each of these teaching dispositions targets the affective 
sphere for emerging thinkers. In light of these characteristics, teachers must facilitate an 
atmosphere that encourages risk-taking by being "safe" for all learners to explore new ideas. 
Environment can also extend into the kind of support students receive as they pursue 
critical thinking. Myers asserts that "One of the keys to teaching critical thinking is to 
simultaneously challenge students' old modes of thinking and provide structure and support 
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for the development of new ones" (15). Some refer to the structure and support as 
"scaffolding" (Gere, et al. 120). Scaffolding indicates that teachers will provide a structure 
that stabilizes learners as they venture into divergent modes of thinking and then carefully 
remove that scaffolding as the students gain confidence to become more autonomous. This 
same concept resonates with Meyer's theory that the "chief component of critical teaching is 
building on learners' past experiences and existing mental structures to lead them from 
concrete operations to more abstract, reflective ways of thinking" (qtd. in Brookfield 82). 
The role of scaffolding in a classroom seems to coincide with the role of positive feedback, 
the encouragement necessary to allow for the framework to be removed. The importance of 
positive feedback is supported by Sylwester's brain-based learning research: "The single 
most dynamic influence on the brain's chemistry may be positive feedback. Positive 
feedback, which comes in many different forms, is essential for the development of a good 
self-concept and healthy self-esteem" (Sprenger 25). When the classroom climate operates 
with respect for all learners, respect for risk-taking, and with an emphasis on positive 
feedback, critical thinking dispositions can be cultivated and learners will feel confident 
enough to engage in tasks in which the equilibrium is disrupted. 
In addition to the role of the teacher as facilitator of a conducive environment for 
thinking and learning, the teacher performs perhaps an even more crucial role: becoming a 
model of critical thinking. Smith notes that students need to interact and be exposed to the 
kind of thinking to which they aspire, saying, "people become thinkers who associate with 
thinking people, including the thinking people who can be met through literature and art" 
(Smith 125). Not only do students have to feel part of a community of thinkers, but they also 
need to "observe their teachers exercising it, by having the opportunity to be `members of the 
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club"' (Smith 105). Further, Smith notes that "the critical thought that students see has to 
matter"; he claims that we often misrepresent critical thought in the name of tests and certain 
instructional programs (105-106). 
In order to provide students with models of thinking, several researchers have 
identified characteristics of the critical teacher who engages in the type of thinking she 
wishes to cultivate in her classroom. Brookfield describes critical teachers as those who 
"assist people to become aware of their taken-for-granted ideas about the world" (80). 
Additionally, Paulo Friere identifies characteristics of critical teaching as competence, 
courage, risk-taking, humility, and political clarity (86). Further, Brookfield notes that the 
critical teacher should be accessible to the learner and should be critically reflective in a 
public way (86-88). Some term this "public reflection" as a think-aloud in which the teacher 
pauses during moments of critical thought and "opens up" her mind to the learners. The 
teacher shares her thoughts as they occur to help students become privy to the experience of 
working though an idea. Often, this will serve as a point of reference for the student who is 
still working through the process of thinking critically. As Smith reminds us, "Facilitating 
thinking is more a matter of attitude than lesson plans" (126). This statement echoes the 
powerful belief that critical thinking cannot be boiled down to a set of definitive skills. 
Rather, critical thinking is achieved when the students embody conducive habits of mind, 
when the environment supports its pursuit, and when the teacher practices and models the 
traits of a critical thinker. 
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Components Associated with Critical Thinking 
A variety of terms describe the subtleties of critical thinking. Many of these terms are 
examined more fully as the study progresses to explore how many of these strategies were 
exercised in the classroom. 
Higher order thinking skills, otherwise referred to as HOTS, emerged primarily from 
Bloom's Taxonomy of learning in which Harold Bloom created a hierarchy of thinking skills 
ranging from the lowest to highest levels of thought: knowledge, comprehension, application, 
analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. In other words, learners must move from the concrete to 
the abstract in their thinking. Relying only on the levels of knowledge and comprehension 
will not propel students to think critically or creatively. In order for students to move beyond 
knowing the what, they must also consider the why and the how. Tishman contends that 
"higher order knowledge holds keys to a genuine understanding and involvement in a 
discipline" (130). Not only will higher order knowledge contribute to critical thinking, but in 
this sense, it can also influence an intrinsic reason to learn authentic engagement with a 
discipline. 
While many educators strive to help their students achieve HOTS, some theorists, like 
Frank Smith, see the role of such thinking skills differently. He argues that "higher-order 
thinking is a status term. Like all status terms, it discriminates. It implies that some kinds of 
thinking are low-grade, low-quality, inferior imitations or substitutes for the `real thing"' 
(Smith 23). Others have qualified the definition of higher order thinking skills and instead 
termed a similar idea "first order thinking." Brogan and Brogan contend that reducing 
critical thinking to a set of acquirable skills only conceives of thinking as a means to an end, 
a way to achieve other goals. Instead, first-order thinking values critical thinking for 
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thinking's sake. "Here [higher-order] thinking is not affirmed as worthy in itself; it is not 
pursued for its own sake as an essential element of human self-experience" (293). The life of 
a classroom, as described by both of these philosophies has value. Some students need a set 
of skills, while others are ready for the "life of the thinker" described by Smith and Brogan 
and Brogan. 
Often, critical thinking is associated with deductive reasoning. According to 
Mayfield, deductive reasoning begins with any statement that makes a claim and helps 
thinkers to reason with information already acquired. Following various rules or guidelines 
that lead the thinker to draw reasonable conclusions from that information instigates 
deductive reasoning (345). Many standardized tests evaluate this type of thinking because, 
theoretically, deduction insinuates that a common, agreed-upon answer can be found. In 
many ways, this concept of thinking runs contrary to the definition of critical and creative 
thinking proposed thus far. 
Inductive reasoning is the inversion of deductive reasoning. Instead of working from 
an entire set of information, this thinker will "reason about some members of a class in order 
to form a conclusion about all members of that class" (Mayfield 315). The inductive thinker 
values the role of hypothesis. Creating a hypothesis based on the set of information available 
is very similar to the role of the creative thinker, the person who generates possibilities. 
Although the "hypothesis is always less certain than the evidence itself ' (Mayfield 31 S), the 
conclusion must be plausible, based on the available evidence. 
According to Smith, "Thought flourishes as questions are asked, not as answers are 
found" (129). Perhaps the most fundamental "skill" to be acquired in order to become an 
effective thinker is the ability to question. Questioning indicates an interaction with any text 
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or set of material. Questioning leads to more questioning. Questioning creates doubt which 
can lead to an environment of inquiry. Brookfield has defined critical questioning as 
"questioning designed to elicit the assumption underlying our thoughts and actions" (92). 
He contends that the questioner should "be specific, work from the particular to the general, 
and be conversational" (96). In their discussion of Socratic methodology, Brogan and 
Brogan maintain that "questioning is a way of allowing extension of thought to occur through 
dialogue" (296). They suggest that inquiry links ideas together, makes connections, and 
searches for the whole picture [often termed synthesis] (296). 
In order to engage learners and assist them with the scaffolding process, teachers can 
frame questions that "draw on people's past experiences, that refer to familiar scenarios, and 
use understandable language and concepts" (Brookfield 74). Thus, talking over the heads of 
students won't help them to move from the concrete to the abstract, but a gradual process that 
begins with students' prior knowledge will help them advance their thinking. Often 
educational systems misunderstand or misuse the power of the question. Frank Smith 
describes an ideal situation, saying, "School should be fertile with questioning, not in the 
sense of teachers' constantly catechizing students to assess how much they know, but of 
everyone's investigating contemporary reality to try to understand why it is the way it is" 
(130). 
The impact of accessing background knowledge on student learning should not be 
ignored. In his dialogue with Meno, Socrates demonstrates that learning is primarily a series 
of recollecting implicit knowledge (Hamilton and Cairns). He likens this to a "tethering" 
process, noting that ideas are "not worth much until you tether them by working out the 
reason" (Hamilton and Cairns 381-82). Further, he sees this process as a "recollection," 
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noting that "once [ideas] are tied down, they become knowledge and are stable" (Hamilton 
and Cairns 3 81-82). Plato's theory of recollection can serve as a metaphor for the way 
readers access prior knowledge. Today, this theory of recollecting prior knowledge has 
become instrumental in the instruction of reading and is often referred to as the "schema" or 
background knowledge of the individual reader. Wilhelm suggests that "reading becomes a 
meeting of the reader's prior knowledge and textual meanings that work together to create a 
greater sense of things" (17). In order for students to think and read critically, they must be 
able to access their "schema" or "tether" their prior knowledge in order to make new, 
meaningful ideas emerge. 
Defining Literary Theory 
If cognitive dissonance must instigate critical thinking, then literary theory can serve 
as the instigator. Many theorists adhere to the philosophy that writing is nothing more than a 
set of signs and symbols until someone responds to it or makes meaning with the text. 
"Literature is created by a human being and re-created in the mind of the reader, listener, or 
spectator. Critical discussions of literature may focus more attention on different facets of 
this interaction" (Guth and Rico 360). Simply stated, literary theory or criticism (the 
application of literary theory) occurs when a reader makes meaning with a text. Literary 
theory is not something to be afraid of, rather, "literary criticism is not an abstract, 
intellectual exercise; it is a natural human response to literature" (Kennedy and Gioia 695). 
Yet, the phrase "intellectual exercise" should not be misconstrued here. The conscious 
application of various literary theories can and should be an intellectual challenge with 
serious implications. 
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Some of the challenge resides in just coming to terms with how to define literary 
theory. According to Kennedy and Gioia, "Literary theory is criticism that tries to formulate 
general principles rather than discuss specific texts" (695). Often, literary critics borrow 
concepts from other disciplines such as linguistics, psychology, and anthropology to "analyze 
imaginative literature more perceptively" (Kennedy and Gioia 695). Many see literary 
theory as a tool to help gain insight into a text. However, this practice should not be 
confused with judging the worth or validity of a text in the sense that a movie critic may give 
a "thumbs up" or a "thumbs down." Deborah Appleman describes the use of different 
literary theories as putting on different lenses, whereby each new lens would cause relevant 
details to be accentuated (2000). Selden and Widdowson support this idea when they 
contend that one can view various literary theories as "raising different questions about 
literature" (3). Brian Moon notes that "different criticisms are defined by the assumptions 
they work from and by the elements they focus on" (37). These criteria will often reflect the 
beliefs and values of different cultural groups and different historical periods. Moon reminds 
us that criticism is not "scientific," that it doesn't offer absolute truths, but it does allow for 
the struggle for meanings and power among different sets of beliefs and practices (37). This 
struggle results in the disequilibrium essential to critical and creative thinking. 
Literary Theory 
Defining Some Literary Theories 
The following definitions describe the general principles of various literary theories. 
Of course, many subtleties and nuances characterize not only the different theories, but also 
the many theorists who fall under any one of these headings, which I have not cited 
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individually in these basic summaries. In addition, many other literary theories can be 
employed; however, this study focuses on the following theories. 
New Criticism or Formalist Criticism 
New Criticism appeared in the 1940s and 1950s as a reaction to traditional forms, 
such as historical criticism which saw literary meaning as being a reflection of the author's 
thoughts, feelings, and experiences. The New Critics believed that texts were self-sufficient, 
and that their meanings could stay the same over a long period of time, even though the 
world around the text had changed. Brian Moon offers that 
many of these critics believed that Western society was in decay, and they 
argued that literary texts could help save the culture because it preserved 
human values and imposed some kind of order on human experience. In 
arguing that their method revealed the "true" meaning of literary works, the 
New Critics implied that other readers and other readings were wrong (107). 
Kennedy and Gioia offer that in this theory, "a literary work can be understood only by 
reference to its intrinsic literary features, that is, those elements, found in the text itself 
(696). Therefore, the Formalist would concentrate on literary features of the text such as 
symbol, imagery, tone, style, and structure in order to determine how these elements function 
together to create the reader's experience. 
In order to honor the art (which would transcend time) of the text, the close reading is 
instrumental to a correct understanding of the text. As Guth and Rico point out, "every word, 
every detail" (361) counts in the New Critical reading. They further acknowledge that New 
Critics "disliked fiction with asimple-minded message, steering readers instead to fiction 
that was challenging, subtle, and complex" (362). Perhaps the most important component of 
a New Critical reading is the close reading where an intricate analysis of each word and 
detail is performed, especially in relation to the literary elements of the text. Deborah 
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Appleman suggests that the close reading is a "detailed and subtle analysis of the complex 
interrelations and ambiguities of the components within a work" (156). In sum, the New 
Critic "regards literature as a unique form of human knowledge that needs to be examined on 
its own terms" (Kennedy and Gioia 696). 
Reader Response Criticism 
Reader response criticism endeavors to describe what happens in the reader's mind 
when he or she reads a text. In The Reader, the Text, the Poem: Transactional Theory of the 
Literary Work (1978), Louise Rosenblatt calls this her "transactional theory of literature" and 
asserts that a text or "poem" doesn't exist until the transaction of meaning takes place 
between the reader and the text. In other words, the reader plus the text equals the poem. 
Other reader response theorists emphasize creating meaning from the reader's experiences. 
As Kennedy and Gioia offer, reader response critics believe that no text exists independently 
of readers' interpretations (727). Since no two individuals would necessarily read the same 
way, an indefinite number of plausible responses to a text may be created. In an effort to 
recognize a variety of readers, "rather than declare one interpretation correct and the other 
mistaken, reader-response criticism recognizes the inevitable plurality of readings" (Kennedy 
and Gioia 727). Instead of trying to reconcile contradictions, reader response theorists work 
to explore them. They pay less attention to the literary elements of a text and more attention 
to what influences the reading of a text. Often, readers' ideologies influence how they make 
meaning with the text and help determine the connection between the reader and the text. 
Reader response criticism can be likened to re-reading a text from childhood. The 
first time you read the text you take a certain meaning from it, but as time passes and as your 
experiences change, your transaction with the text changes. Each time you encounter a text, 
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it becomes a unique and new experience. However, even though the meaning elicited from a 
text will be based on the reader's own expectations and ideas, not every reading can be 
considered plausible (Appleman 157). Kennedy and Gioia discuss the permissibility of 
readings, saying, "While reader-response criticism rejects the notion that there can be a 
single correct reading for a literary text, it doesn't consider all readings permissible. Each 
text creates limits to its possible interpretations" (728). Therefore, reader response theorists 
value the role of the reader and individual readings while maintaining the necessity of 
plausible readings. 
Archetypal or Mythological Criticism 
Central to archetypal criticism is the belief that myths and archetypes are anchored in 
the collective racial memory of the human species (Guth and Rico 363). Kennedy and Gioia 
define archetype as "a symbol, character, situation, or image that evokes a deep universal 
response" (715). Archetypal criticism locates patterns of "narrative designs, character types, 
or images that are said to be identifiable in a wide variety of works of literature, as well as in 
myths, dreams, and even ritualized modes of social behavior" (Appleman 155). These 
archetypes have a profound effect on the reader because they resonate as part of Carl Jung's 
"collective unconscious" the set of primal memories common to the human race, existing 
below each person's conscious mind (Kennedy and Gioia 715). Appleman has identified 
some of the most prevalent archetypes: death-rebirth, the journey underground, the heavenly 
ascent, the search for the father, the paradise-Hades image, the Promethean rebel-hero, the 
scapegoat, the earth goddess, and the fatal woman (155). These images or patterns can often 
serve as a connection between the artist's experience and the reader's. In addition to Carl 
Jung's influence on this mode of criticism, Joseph Campbell's concentration on the hero's 
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journey has been instrumental in defining the power of myth in our culture and the patterns 
of myth in literature. 
Psychoanalytic Criticism 
Psychoanalytic criticism draws on Sigmund Freud's beliefs that much could be 
learned about humanity through great literature and that great literature reflects life (Kennedy 
and Gioia 711). With this in mind, Freud put a chief emphasis on dreams and the role of the 
unconscious to both the artist and the reader. Psychoanalytic critics often claim that a text 
"grips the readers' imagination when it engages with deep-seated concerns, agendas, or 
traumas in their own personal experience" (Guth and Rico 3d2). These critics also subscribe 
to the belief that the symbolic action of a text takes readers "through a process of recognizing 
their own psychological burdens and trying to cope with them" (Guth and Rico 362). This 
seems to connect with Aristotle's theory that the reading of literature can be and often is a 
cathartic event. 
Other psychoanalytic critics have expanded on the theories of Freud. Jacques Lacan 
also concentrated on the unconscious life of individuals, exploring the way that symbols in 
literary texts (as well as the language that created those symbols) represent the culture's 
obsessions and not just the author's (Moon 126-127). Therefore, reducing this type of 
criticism to locating, (for example) sexual symbols and then making broad generalizations 
about the author oversimplifies this theory. Rather, locating such symbols could incite a 
reader to examine a culture and its obsessions, or perhaps its power structures or what that 
culture values. 
According to Moon, psychoanalytic critics see literary texts as the "culture's 
`unconscious' retelling of the progress toward selfhood. It analyzes how personal identity is 
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produced as an effect of one's relations with other people" (126-127). Three basic tenets 
drive psychoanalytic criticism: the nature of literary genius, the study of a particular artist, 
and the analysis of fictional characters (Kennedy and Gioia 711). As with most theories, an 
effective application of this one requires the active use of the elements of many others. The 
psychoanalytic critic often engages in close-reading, being aware both of archetypes and of 
the reader's own ideologies. 
Feminist Criticism 
The fundamental position of feminist critics is that a patriarchal society not only 
dominates the culture but has restricted the creative possibilities for women as well as 
constructed women as "other" in this society. Appleman notes some common assumptions 
that feminist critics maintain are detrimental: civilization is pervasively patriarchal; "gender" 
is largely a cultural construct that is affected by patriarchal biases; and patriarchal ideology 
pervades what has been considered great literature (155-156). With this paradigm in mind, 
feminist critics take "special interest in how literature mirrors, perpetuates, or challenges the 
condition of women" (Guth and Rico 364). Moon notes that dominant reading practices 
encourage readers to "identify" with characters in a story and that in most narratives, readers 
have the choice of identifying with the "active, masterful" (58) albeit male, hero. Or they 
can identify with the "passive, helpless, pretty heroine" (58). Therefore, women must choose 
to identify with a male or a subordinate character (Moon 58). This very issue has caused 
many feminist critics to deliberately read against traditional concepts of character and "re-
read" such texts to understand the subtext of ideology that perpetuates the patriarchal culture. 
Moon summarizes that "gender inequalities are reproduced at three levels: in the 
production of texts; in the structure and language of texts; and through reading practices" 
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(127). Guth and Rico further explain that the reading practices of feminist critics reflect a 
heightened awareness of how literature reflects gender roles and how texts can "mirror 
traditional patterns of disenfranchisement or oppression" (364). In addition to questioning 
the culture that surrounds literary texts, feminist critics are also aware of female authors 
whose work has been neglected because a patriarchal society defined great literature (often 
excluding many female authors). Advocating for the publication of works by female authors 
also becomes an important motivation of the feminist critic. Finally, feminist critics often 
examine how sexual identity influences the reader of a text (Kennedy and Gioia 724). The 
range of feminist readings can fall anywhere on the continuum of extreme to moderate 
analysis; however, each of these critics is interested in and aware of the influence of cultural 
perceptions of gender. 
Marxist Criticism 
The Marxist critic focuses on "how literature mirrors, distorts, or tries to change 
social and economic reality" (Guth and Rico 363). Appleman reminds us that human 
consciousness is constituted by an ideology that many will take to be reality. Thus, 
economic and social changes throughout history often influence economic, political and 
social advantage (156). Fundamentally, the Marxist critic questions the economics, power 
struggles and ideologies of class, concentrating on materialism, class struggle, working-class 
misery, and class consciousness (Appleman 163). Guth and Rico offer additional patterns 
that the Marxist critic will focus on: power and powerlessness, domination and oppression, as 
well as wealth and exploitation (363). 
In addition to studying the power structure of a society, Marxist critics also look at 
the way a writer's "assumptions and loyalties are shaped by social class and economic 
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society" (Guth and Rico 363). Moon observes that they also point out that literary works are 
commodities that can be bought and sold. Further, Marxist critics argue that the reading and 
writing of literature is fundamental in spreading the beliefs of a society. Therefore, they see 
literature as a "commodity that has certain social effects" (Moon 101). These effects may 
manifest themselves endorsing the "privileged status of a feudal aristocracy or of the 
bourgeois middle class" (Guth and Rico 363). The effects may also be evident in the genres 
themselves. For example, Moon points out that a sonnet may represent amiddle-class form 
of writing, whereas a realist novel with its straightforward style may be seen as requiring a 
less well-educated reader (Moon 101). Thus, the Marxist critic is concerned with power, 
social class, and literature as commodity and social effect. 
Importance of Literary Theory in the Classroom 
In order to understand literary theory, one must think critically. In order to apply 
literary theory, one must write critically. In order to challenge students to become critical 
thinkers, one can teach literary theory. In Critical Encounters in High School English: 
Teaching Literary Theory to Adolescents(2000), Deborah Appleman argues for the active 
inclusion of literary theory in the classroom. She contends that two primary literary theories 
are used in today's classrooms. These same two theories find themselves at opposite ends of 
the spectrum: New Criticism and reader response. 
Teachers often employ New Criticism because of its nature to deduce a "best" answer 
and create a more objective assessment. This theory also drives many textbooks. New 
Criticism is accessible to young readers and also offers them practice at the important skill of 
close-reading. 
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Since the early 1980s and the advent of such instructional philosophical shifts toward 
more constructivist classrooms, reader response has become a central theory for interpreting 
literature. However, Appleman notes that perhaps the pendulum has swung too far and that 
we have taken reader response to an extreme where it becomes a subjective reaction versus a 
transactional philosophy of reading and making meaning with literature. Appleman 
advocates that our high schools initiate a sense of balance between these two extremes. 
Additionally, she argues that including a variety of literary theories in the classroom will 
create curricular symmetry. Further, she notes that even when literary theories have been 
used in classrooms, they have not been identified as such and therefore somewhat mysterious 
to the students. Teachers can take the first step by naming theories as they are used in class. 
Doing so will diminish the misconception for students that understanding literature is an 
elusive endeavor. 
Raman Selden and Peter Widdowson also address the importance of literary theory 
and how it affects the reading process. They note that an emphasis on literary theory "tends 
to undermine reading as an innocent activity" (3), meaning that using theory aids in the 
active construction of meaning with a text. They also note that "new ways of seeing 
literature can revitalize our engagement with text" (3). Some students may be hesitant to 
apply literary theories in their reading; however, Selden and Widdowson argue that using 
theory doesn't deaden the response. Further, they suggest that "even apparently 
`spontaneous' discussion of literary texts is dependent on the de facto (if less self-conscious) 
theorizing of older generations" (3). They suggest that theory is always present in a 
classroom, whether it is acknowledged or not. The classroom is a political environment, so 
not naming the use of a literary theory is as political as naming one. Appleman contends that 
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this "de facto" theorizing is a powerful reason for teachers and students to become conscious 
users of literary theory in the classroom. 
Literary Theory and Critical Thinking 
Influence of Literary Theory on Critical Thinking 
One principle that resonates in the research on critical thinking is the importance of a 
positive environment for the thinker. Intrinsically built into the practice of using literary 
theory in the classroom, is valuing multiple perspectives, in fact, cultivating the creation of 
various interpretations. Therefore, the environment of a classroom can be enhanced with the 
inclusion of literary theory. (The term "literary theory" in the rest of the paper, is used in 
reference to the practice of using various literary theories in a classroom.) 
To achieve critical thinking, students need to move from convergent to divergent 
thinking. Traditional theories of teaching literature with a New Critical stance match with 
Cropley's definition of convergent thinking as the "recognition and reproduction of single 
best answers which are already known in advance" (41). Instead, Cropley would have his 
thinkers inventing responses, exercising ingenuity and originality, or seeking novel solutions 
(41). In order to apply literary _theory to a text, all of his principles of divergent thinking 
would have to be exercised. Brookfield recognizes two components of critical thinking: 
identifying and challenging assumptions, which leads to challenging the importance of 
context; and imagining and exploring alternatives, which leads to reflective criticism (7-9). 
The premise of literary theory is that readers must actively challenge what they assume to 
know about the text, themselves, and culture. Literary theory can even provide a context, or 
to use Appleman's term, a lens, through which to make sense of literature. In order to 
exercise literary theory, the reader must imagine alternatives to what he knows and explore 
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those in order to determine the validity of a reading instigated by the literary theory. 
Cultivating learners who are also skeptics prompts them to ask questions, search for answers, 
and not be satisfied with what is on the surface all important qualities of the critical thinker. 
Further, Brookfield notes that "realizing that alternatives exist to our present ways of 
thinking, and that those living these alternatives regard them as normal and self-evident, is 
both liberating and threatening" (18). The possibilities of literary theory can be liberating for 
the thinker, especially the divergent thinker. Perhaps more importantly, literary theory can 
be threatening. Initially, Brookfield's use of the word "threatening" may have a negative 
connotation, but to the critical thinker, threatening is more synonymous with cognitive 
conflict or disequilibrium. As previously discussed, cognitive conflict or unbalance 
comprises one of the integral steps in becoming a critical thinker. Manus contends that "this 
[cognitive conflict] intellectual labor exposes the kind of work demanded in the procedural 
classroom as intellectually vacuous or bankrupt" (Manus 315). This reminds the teacher 
concerned with immersing the student in an environment of critical thinking that intellectual 
imbalance can be the factor that separates the "bankrupt" classroom from the "prosperous" 
classroom. 
Many of the principles that guide various literary theories are synonymous with one 
of Brookfield's definitions of critical thinking: "Thinking critically involves our recognizing 
the assumptions underlying our beliefs and behaviors. It means we can give justifications for 
our ideas and actions. Most important, perhaps, it means we try to judge the rationality of 
these justifications" (13). Psychoanalytic, feminist, or Marxist theories (for example) are 
based on the premise of recognizing the "subtext" of literature and how that coincides with 
our ideologies. 
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Frank Smith elaborates on the responsibilities that come with thinking critically: 
Critical thinkers must not only reason, they must give reasons; they 
must not only evaluate arguments, they must argue. They must 
recognize, and engage in, techniques of persuasion. Effective critical 
thought is largely a rhetorical exercise. Uncritical passivity in thought 
and expression go hand in hand (103). 
Here, Smith also underscores the importance of rhetoric in expressing critical thinking skills. 
In this study, especially, a thinker's ability to articulate her application of literary theory to a 
piece of literature during an assessment is imperative. Not only must students be able to 
think critically, but they must also be able to write critically. They must employ basic 
effective rhetorical strategies to demonstrate and provide evidence of critical thinking. 
Literary theory doesn't just lend itself to critical thinking; theory embodies critical 
thinking. The purpose of using various perspectives to make meaning with literature is to 
invite into a classroom the opportunity for divergent thinking, creative thinking, and to 
promote an environment where each individual is valued for the possibilities he or she 
possesses. 
Assessment
Assessment vs. Evaluation 
With the potential for student growth comes the necessary task of assessing how and 
to what degree students are ,achieving. Teachers and researchers alike take on the important 
role of monitoring growth through both assessment and evaluation. The terms "assessment" 
and "evaluation" are often used interchangeably; however, they can actually function quite 
differently. Assessment is any type of monitoring of a learner's progress to determine the 
specific level of proficiency or mastery. Assessment happens daily and continuously. 
Teachers are always assessing if their directions are clear or if the students are able to 
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proceed with the work of the class. Assessment can be, but does not have to be, formal. In 
fact, it can be the monitoring of body language or participation in discussion. Assessment is 
not used to assign grades or necessarily to provide formal feedback. Rather, it is used more 
as a tool to determine which benchmarks learners are attaining. 
Evaluation, on the other hand, provides more formal feedback for the learner. 
Evaluation often occurs in the form of a test, quiz, paper or project in which a formal grade 
or proficiency score is rendered. Perhaps a way to differentiate from assessment and 
evaluation is to consider an analogy of a sports team. The team practices and practices, 
constantly receiving feedback and instruction--constantly obtaining an assessment of their 
skills. At some point, though, the practice gives way to the performance, to the game. While 
there is still feedback and coaching throughout the game, the coach must "let go" and the 
team must perform on its own and receive an "evaluation" upon the game' s conclusion as 
either a win or loss. The relationship between assessment and evaluation is so intertwined 
that the terms educators use to describe them do not always coincide with these definitions. 
Rather, educators often forget the subtle differences and lump assessment and evaluation 
together. The following terms reflect generalized terminology and not necessarily the 
specific definitions of assessment and evaluation. 
Perhaps the most constant form of evaluation is the standardized test. Its name alone 
suggests that its purpose is not only to evaluate students in a "standard" way, but in order to 
do well, the student must fit the standard and resist divergence. Tests like the Iowa Test of 
Educational Development CITED), the ACT, and the SAT are all examples of this type of 
assessment. Standardized tests are either norm-referenced or criterion-referenced. The ITED 
is norm-referenced, meaning that students are judged based on how the "norm" (those 
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students who took the exam) performed. The score is most often a percentile ranking that 
tells the student how many scored better or worse than he or she did. Acriterion-referenced 
test evaluates students based on set criteria and the feedback would be a score that shows at 
what level the student performed based on the criteria. These tests are most often timed to 
ensure the standardization. The ACT or SAT would be representatives of this type of 
standardized test. 
Another form of assessment is termed performance or authentic assessment. Instead 
of having students deduce correct answers from a set of choices as they do in the ITED or 
ACT, a performance assessment asks the student to generate some type of response. Often 
this can be an essay exam for a classroom or a large-scale assessment in which students must 
complete a problem and explain their work. Portfolio assessment is considered performance 
assessment as are projects or presentations that students use to demonstrate their learning. 
Because these are not standardized assessments and generally more than one answer is 
plausible, the use of rubrics to score these assessments are often used to create some element 
of objectivity and consistency. These assessments usually are more lenient with time and in 
some cases allow students as much time as they need in order to perform as well as they can. 
(Although authentic assessments are often part of a classroom teacher's repertoire, the state 
of Iowa now requires its schools to demonstrate "multiple forms of assessment," meaning 
that not only do schools have to administer the ITED, but they must also assess their students 
using authentic assessments and report their findings to the state.) 
The College Board, which creates and administers the Advanced Placement exam for 
English Literature (as well as myriad other exams), has created an exam of four parts which 
is a combination of standardized and performance assessment. The first section of the exam 
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is amultiple-choice section in which students read passages of prose or poetry and answer 
questions about the author's intent, tone, imagery, style, and literary elements. Students have 
60 minutes to answer 50 questions. This first section is reminiscent of the standardized form 
of assessment. 
The second section is comprised of three essay questions. In the first, the student 
reads a passage of prose and composes an essay in response to a question that focuses on 
literary elements. For the second essay, the students read a poem and formulate an essay 
response to a question that again focuses on poetic elements, voice, tone, style, or author's 
intent. The third and final question is open-ended. The students are given a question about a 
theme or idea that could be applicable to a wide range of literary selections. Students must 
select from a list of about 20 novels or plays (or another of equal caliber that they are familiar 
with) in which to generate a response to the question. The students have two hours to 
complete these three essays. The essay portion of the exam. is more akin to the performance, 
rather than the standardized assessment. However, in order for the College Board to still 
"standardize" the exam and make it fair for all participants, the expected answer, even in the 
essays, is based on the New Critical theory that all the reader needs to know can be found 
within the text. Although the essays are authentic, they still value convergent thinking and 
deducing specific details from the text in order to draw conclusions. 
Summary 
Critical thinking is a process that must be cultivated over time, rather than a definitive 
set of skills that can be mastered with repeated drill and practice. Critical thinking is the why 
and how of learning, rather than the what of learning. Critical thinking skills can lead to 
promoting life-long learning by teaching learners to pursue their questions with curiosity and 
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passion. An essential force in critical thinking is the "disequilibrium" or "cognitive conflict" 
that the thinker must reconcile. Reconciling these imbalances requires critical thinking and 
the reorganization of schema in the mind. 
While the critical thinker makes logical deductions, the creative thinker generates 
alternatives, and the most accomplished thinkers know when to capitalize on each of these. 
The creative thinker is also referred to as the divergent thinker, the kind of thinker who defies 
conformity and embraces individuality along with multiple perspectives. This is the 
empowered and self-actualized thinker that educators strive for. The three basic 
characteristics for critical thinking are student mindset, learning environment, and critical 
teaching. Rather than seeing critical and creative thinking as two separate functions, it may 
be more advantageous for students and educators alike to promote a balance, in fact, an 
infusion of these two types of thinking in order to achieve cognitive autonomy. 
Although literary theory is widely used at the post-secondary level, its use in high 
schools is less pervasive. However, cultivating the critical thinker is no longer only a 
responsibility of post-secondary educators. The scholarship on literary theory continues to 
grow; however, little of it is aimed toward the high school classroom. Very few research 
studies have explicitly targeted the influence of literary theory on critical thinking; even 
fewer have focused on this influence at the. high school level. For this reason, this study 
examines whether or not the inclusion of literary theory in the high school English 
curriculum affects students' critical and creative thinking, and under what circumstances this 
was made most explicit. In an effort to pursue this inquiry fully, literary theory in the high 
school classroom was assessed both quantitatively (through pre- and post- performance 




Context of the Study 
For this study, I conducted an action research project on how using literary theory 
adds to or detracts from students' critical thinking in analyzing literature in an Advanced 
Placement Literature course. In order to understand fully the implications of this study, it is 
helpful to understand the environment in which the study was conducted. 
This high school is situated an upper middle-class suburban city, which is just north 
of the capital city of this midwestern state. The student population is indicative of the city's 
relative affluence and homogenity. The enrollment of this high school is steadily increasing, 
which means that this once rural community is facing the challenges of more students, less 
room, and a suburban "feel" to the district. Of the 1,200 students who attend this high 
school, only 6.8% are considered minority students. Further, only 6.7% qualify for free and 
reduced lunch; 1 % are in the English Language Learner population; and special education 
students comprise 11.8% of the student body. 
The community generally reflects conservative viewpoints, which is often evidenced 
by those students who request alternative readings of required literature in English classes. 
Parents are very involved in the school and are concerned about the success of their children. 
As in most districts, parental involvement can dictate curriculum at times. As can be seen by 
the level of parental involvement, the community overall values education and maintains an 
active role in the decision-making processes. This high school is not officially tracked, 
although twelve Advanced Placement (AP) courses are currently offered which unofficially 
track students based on these advanced curricula. In general, students at this high school 
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perform above state and national averages on standardized tests and nearly 80% of the 
student body takes the ACT exam and goes on to some type of post-secondary education. 
The current building goals reflect the high standards: 84.4% of students will be proficient in 
reading, 87% of students will be proficient in science, and 91.6% of students will be 
proficient in math (all scores based on ITED results). An abundance of technological and 
support resources assist staff members in providing educational opportunities for students. 
The Advanced Placement English Literature course has been part of the high school 
curriculum for eleven years. Traditionally, this course has had high enrollment in 
comparison to other AP course offerings and has served approximately 60 students each year. 
Over the first ten years of the course, approximately 80% but up to 90% of the students 
who took the AP exam received a score of three or higher (on a scale of 1-5), which for most 
colleges is the equivalent of passing a freshman English or composition course. The AP 
Literature course is designed to help students develop critical reading, writing, and thinking 
skills related to the analysis, investigation and critique of literature. It is intended for high 
school students capable of doing college-level work in English who are dedicated to devoting 
the necessary time and energy to a rigorous and challenging course. Students acquire the 
critical skills and technical vocabulary necessary to effectively articulate literary analysis. 
Students are often asked to "go beyond" the text to gather research and pursue inquiries 
instigated by the readings. A rigorous writing process helps students enhance their writing 
skills and effectively articulate their study of the literature. 
Students generally enroll in AP English Literature for several reasons: (1) they have 
experienced success in previous English courses and want to pursue the study of literature, 
(2) they want to have the opportunity to prepare for the AP exam in hopes of earning college 
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credit, (3) they want to be better prepared for college, and (4) they want to be challenged. 
This course is geared toward seniors because of the rigorous reading and writing schedule in 
addition to the recommendation from the College Board that English Literature serve as the 
final course in the curriculum. Many school districts offer the AP Language and 
Composition course at the junior level, which then most often serves as a prerequisite for AP 
Literature. This high school does not have a set of prerequisites that must be taken prior to 
enrolling in AP Literature; instead, it is suggested that students take either World or 
American Literature along with Advanced Composition their junior year. Because these are 
not fixed prerequisites, many students enroll in the course having chosen to take other 
literature or writing courses that may or may not provide rigorous preparation. Therefore, 
this is a diverse class in terms of student ability and preparation. This course is not 
necessarily comprised of a very select group of students, although some of the school's most 
accomplished students are represented. 
Beginnings 
Over the past eleven years, the AP Literature course has earned a reputation of 
excellence. The enrollment usually plateaus around 60 students, about half of which take the 
AP exam in the spring. The first instructor organized the course by genre (short story, 
drama, poetry, and novel), heavily concentrating on the literary elements and style germane 
to each. The students followed a rigorous reading schedule in which they often kept journals 
about their reactions to the texts. Students were evaluated on a regular basis with quizzes to 
check for reading, short answer and essay exams over the discussed material, and regularly 
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scheduled in-class writingsl. Because the instructor had been selected to score the 
nationwide exams on numerous occasions, her primary objective for the course was to get the 
students ready for the spring exam while still providing them with a rich literary experience. 
When this instructor retired, and I learned that I would be teaching this course, I felt 
compelled to teach it in a similar manner. However, the more I sifted through the course 
materials, the more I realized that I wanted to provide all of the students in the course, not 
just those taking the exam, with an experience that would force them to think in new ways, 
challenge their ideologies, critically engage with the English language, and write for a variety 
of purposes. In short, I wanted to prepare students for the AP exam, but not teach explicitly 
to that test. I wanted to create life-long learners and thinkers, and believed the best way to do 
that was to see learning and literacy as an ongoing process, not something that is just tested at 
the end of the year. I wanted to catapult the students into an adult world where literature and 
the critical thinking and vision that can be cultivated through it could play a role for 
everyone the test takers and non-test takers; the future mathematicians, scientists, and 
biologists; the future teachers and artists; the future doctors and lawyers. 
To realize my vision, I organized the course by thematic units. I wanted students to 
pursue essential questions about topics that they could relate to their lives, to other literature, 
and to other disciplines. Within the context of thematic units, I could also use a variety of 
genres to show how all kinds of writers had responded to the topics through at various times. 
Not only would the thematic arrangement allow them to see types of literature working with 
or against each other, but this organization would also allow each student to experience a 
' An in-class writing is conducted like one of the AP essay exam questions. A previous exam question is given 
to the students and they have 45 minutes to read and compose an answer to the question. 
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favorite genre throughout the course. Thematic units were: The Quest; A Live Encounter 
with Literary Theory; Individual, Society, and the System; In Search of the American Dream; 
Existentialism; The Outsider; and The Nature of Revenge. 
The second step I took with much more hesitation. I wanted students to really 
explore and dig into texts and experience apush-pull relationship of continually questioning 
literature, but I also knew that I wouldn't be able to cover all of the content that had 
previously been taught. I chose depth over breadth. In order to give this process an 
opportunity to flourish, I cut out at least one-third of the earlier course content. Even with 
these cuts, the course still includes seven novels (two of novella length), five plays, about 15 
short stories, and poetry throughout the year. 
Next I determined appropriate assessment procedures. Knowing the importance of 
writing and rhetorical strategies, I decided to include a few quizzes; in-class essay exams 
requiring text synthesis; journal exercises; various writing projects (literary analysis, grant 
writing, play writing, poetry); discussion response papers; and all kinds of research and 
presentations that would heighten the students' sense of textual context. Finally, for those 
students taking the spring exam, I decided to offer weekend review sessions for practice on 
multiple-choice questions and exam specifics. 
After these decisions, I still felt that there was a link missing that would pull all of 
this together and help students begin to read our world with a critical mind. I wondered 
about employing literary theory, remembering its incredible impact on me. Deborah 
Appleman's Critical Encounters in High School English: Teaching Literary Theory to 
Adolescents showed me how the inclusion of literary theory could be a crucial link to helping 
students use literature as a vehicle to becoming critical thinkers. 
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Conceptualizing Action Research 
Believing in and proving that literary theory can impact students' thinking are two 
different endeavors. Determining the effectiveness of literary theory in the classroom 
becomes the role of action research in this study. John Dewey taught that practical inquiry 
should be the foundation of educational research. He said that the material which comprises 
a study is the "knowledge that enters into the heart, head, and hands of educators" and that it 
is this knowledge that makes the educational process "more humane, more truly educational 
than it was before" (Sources 76-77). However, this "observational" research had little effect 
outside the classroom until the 1940s, when Kurt Lewin coined the term "action research" to 
describe "work that did not separate investigation from the action needed to solve problems 
(McFarland and Stansell 14). 
Often the term "teacher research" is used synonymously with "action research." In 
either case, the researcher seeks to understand individuals, actions, and events that influence 
their work or environment in order to make professional decisions (Patterson and Shannon 7- 
8). Thus, the "action" of action research insinuates that teachers are actively involved in the 
classroom while they are also serving as researchers. Patterson and Shannon further define 
teacher research as "action based on new knowledge developed through reflection and 
lnqulry." The marriage of action and inquiry in action research results from the teacher 
serving as thinker, learner, and practitioner simultaneously (Patterson and Shannon 9-10). 
Teacher research is not a novel discovery but an inquiry approach practiced by such admired 
educators as Aristotle. 
Perhaps most crucial to action research is what stems from the inquiry and how the 
process of inquiry leads to direct action in the classroom. Hubbard and Power have termed 
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this inquiry "questioning" and have noted that "teacher researchers look for questions to 
research that can lead to a new vision of themselves as teachers and their students as 
learners" (21). The vision that can result from action research may influence instructional 
practices, teaching philosophy, or even paradigm changes for teachers, students, and the 
pursuit of learning in a classroom. This pursuit or inquiry is marked by systematic, 
disciplined inquiry that will produce credible and verifiable results (McMillan and Wergin 1). 
In order to maintain a systematic approach to the research, McMillan and Wergin have 
suggested a sequence for the action research study: frame the initial question, determine 
what previous research says about the question (also called the literature review), frame a 
research question, design a plan for collecting data, analyze results, and draw conclusions 
(1). Following this sequence not only keeps the research grounded in scholarly work, but it 
also allows for the natural, organic evolution that this type of study is bound to take. 
Despite the many advantages which are part of action research, Margaret Eisenhart 
and Hilda Borko have pointed out some drawbacks. Classroom teachers should try to avoid 
posing problems that are very specific to the classroom instead of concentrating on problems 
in terms of scholarly literature. Teachers do not have the time to meet strict standards of 
performing research while they are also teaching. Sometimes, teacher researchers are more 
concerned with direct impact on classroom practice than on informing a wider audience that 
may improve instructional practice for other teachers or inform educational policy (77-79). 
Although these features may describe the kind of action research conducted on a daily basis 
in the classroom, they do not illustrate the type of research that promotes re-envisioning what 
is known and how it is known. To compound this assumption, many academics refer to 
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educational research as an "applied science," insinuating that because it is applied it is 
neither rigorous nor theoretical. 
In an effort to combat these stereotypes, Patterson and Shannon have noted that many 
teacher researchers attempt to make their work look like that of a chemist or biologist. They 
note that although these studies may seem straightforward and well-managed, these are not 
conducive to the best educational research. Instead, they offer that teacher research is 
"organic, sometimes messy, unpredictable, and generative just like teachers' lives" (9). 
They continue to contend that true rigor is achieved through "an explicit and well-developed 
philosophical point of view that guides reflection, creativity and responsiveness in gathering 
information and refining inquiry, and the quality of the action taken" (10). 
Essential Terms of Action Research 
Action research consists of two primary types of research: quantitative and 
qualitative. While quantitative research involves the use of numerical data to summarize, 
describe, and explore relationships among traits, qualitative research emphasizes conducting 
studies in "natural settings using mostly verbal descriptions, resulting in stories and case 
studies rather than statistical reports" (McMillan and Wergin 3-4). Further, qualitative 
research is the culmination of detailed descriptions, events, and people, peppered with direct 
quotations from people about their experiences, attitudes, beliefs and thoughts (Patton 22). 
In qualitative research, the questions originate from real-world observations and dilemmas 
(Hubbard and Power 19); therefore, the action taken upon completion of the research often 
results in real-world action and implementation. 
Whenever data is used to garner analysis, researchers must maintain both validity and 
reliability in the study. McMillan and Wergin note that validity refers to the appropriateness 
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of the conclusions drawn from the data. Reliability focuses on the consistency of the 
instrument used to gather the data. This may include reliability across time or within the 
instrument itself (9-10). A working knowledge of these terms assists in the appropriate 
application of the concepts they represent. 
The Impetus for Action Research 
Most fundamentally, teacher research allows the teacher to have the best of both 
worlds, meaning that the teacher is able to remain an integral member of the classroom while 
also being able to distance himself or herself in an effort to view the life of the classroom 
more holistically. Hobson notes that the teacher researcher has the opportunity to "view the 
world a little more freshly" by being active in the research and not just "sitting back and 
observing some pristine phenomena" (8). Constructivist philosophies resonate with 
Hobson's declaration that "one starts always with the person, student or teacher, exactly 
where he or she is, and tries to do something" (8). Action research is grounded in inquiry by, 
about, and for the teacher, thus insisting that the process cultivate a reflective practitioner. 
Action research often cultivates a reflective teacher, one who engages in the life-long process 
of inquiry, action, and change. Hobson refers to the reflection process as the making sense of 
one's experience and telling the story of one's journey (8). Further, reflection keeps the 
teacher in motion, "continually researching, working from the outside and the inside; looking 
outward and inward, perpetually moving back and forth" (Hobson 10). This constant state of 
questioning and pursuit of answers illustrates the power of the life-long learner and critical 
thinker. 
I chose to pursue my study of the relationship between critical thinking and literary 
theory using the action research method because of the way inquiry, action, and change are 
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woven together in this approach. Even though I am excited about the role literary theory can 
play in the life of the literature classroom, I also know it needs to be tested and examined. 
Organizing the AP course in such a divergent fashion from my predecessor carries the 
challenge of proving its validity to my students, colleagues, administration, and community. 
Action research provides the opportunity to engage in inquiry within my own 
classroom that makes intuitions implicit and learning experiences explicit. In this sense, I am 
modeling the very critical thinking that I hope my students will grow to use and appreciate. 
Perhaps most importantly, this approach to research allows me to work intimately with the 
most valuable resource of educational study: the students. 
Teaching Strategies 
I have used various teaching strategies as students encounter literary theory and 
pursue higher levels of critical thinking. Socratic questioning is central to the course. In 
order for me to generate cognitive conflict or disequilibrium, students must question what 
they know, what they think they know, and what they want to know. More important than 
answering questions, students generated their own questions and learned to welcome the 
feeling of being unsettled, knowing that new insight is the reward. At the center of the 
classroom is the learner's needs, desires, and questions. Students used technological 
strategies like teacher-created Webquests and student-generated Hypertext projects to 
conduct secondary research as a context for the texts. Essential to applying literary theory 
was a willingness to include a variety of disciplines in the course. The students and I drew 
from psychology, sociology, philosophy, history and other disciplines to see literature as a 
social construction. Once we were able to see it as such, we could construct more informed 
ana ysis. 
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In order to achieve this goal, several types of educational experiences were necessary 
to enable students to utilize literary theory. I used the two-week unit, "A Live Encounter 
with Literary Theory" to first introduce various literary theories. I preceded this unit with 
"The Quest" where we reviewed basic reading and writing skills and focused on the 
importance of a process of thinking and the importance of questioning when embarking on a 
journey of learning. Many of the instructional techniques were inspired by Appleman's text 
and its many practical applications of literary theory for the high school classroom. 
The unit on literary theory began with Appleman's "Little Miss Muffett" exercise in 
which students re-wrote awell-known nursery rhyme from perspectives of people like a 
sociologist, a police officer, a psychologist, a parent, or from a generally overlooked 
character in the nursery rhyme. Following this initial practice with perspectives, I moved to 
defining literary theory using a version of Appleman's lens analogy. I spent one day 
introducing the fundamental principles of five literary theories, explaining my rationale for 
naming the literary theories they've already encountered in high school as well as explaining 
why we would be challenging our critical thinking skills by applying theories with which 
they may have been less familiar. I began this unit by defining reader response theory and 
practicing the application of it in class. After this guided practice, the students were asked to 
apply the theory to a new text as homework. I followed this pattern of define, practice, and 
application for each of the subsequent theories. 
The order in which the theories were presented was deliberately based on students' 
prior knowledge and experience. I purposefully began with reader response, their previously 
known theory, and moved to New Criticism, the theory with which they had the most 
experience. From there we explored archetypal criticism because tracing archetypal patterns 
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in a text was less abstract than some of the principles of the other theories. Next was 
psychoanalytic criticism, building on the background in psychology possessed by some of 
the students. The final theory at this stage was Feminist criticism because they are becoming 
aware in a critical way of the stereotypes placed on both women and men. A performance 
assessment pre-test served to evaluate this brief unit. The students practiced these five 
theories in a variety of contexts throughout the next unit, "The Individual, Society, and the 
System." 
Marxist criticism was introduced at the beginning of the unit "In Search of the 
American Dream" in similar fashion to previous introductions. This theory was introduced 
later to specifically coincide with reading The Great Gatsby. Students engaged in the 
practice of these theories through class discussion, journal entries, and literary analysis. 
Teacher feedback on these assignments was integral to the learning process for the students. 
Pilot Study 
Prior to beginning this study, I conducted a pilot study during the previous academic 
year. In this pilot, I interviewed three students at the end of the school year to test various 
interview questions and their effectiveness in ascertaining information. I also piloted the 
performance assessment and experimented with the type, length, and difficulty of various 
literature selections. Conducting the pilot assessment also supplied an opportunity for me to 
revise the assessment prompt and rubric as necessary. Moreover, it provided anchor papers 
to assist in training scorers for the actual pre- and post- tests of this study. 
Finally, conducting the pilot study allowed me to revise my approach for including 
literary theory as an essential element in the curriculum based on the ease or difficulty with 
which past students grasped and applied the concepts. From this pilot study, I found that in 
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order for students to apply the concepts of literary theory, they needed more than initial direct 
instruction. To this end, I developed the introductory unit, "Have a Live Encounter with 
Literary Theory" to provide direct instruction and guided practice on understanding the basic 
premises of the theories. Prior to administering the performance assessment pre-test, I also 
gave feedback to the students as they worked to apply the theories to various short stories and 
poems. 
Performance Assessment and Quantitative Data Collection 
I merged the role of quantitative data into this study by using a performance 
assessment as both apre- and post-test on the identification and application of literary theory. 
This assessment evaluated students' ability to answer a literary theory question in 
comparable fashion to how students would respond on the AP Exam. 
Materials 
In selecting the stories for the quantitative performance assessment I took several 
factors into consideration. The selection needed to be short enough that students could read, 
process, and write about it in the 45 minutes allowed for completion of the assessment. 
Additionally, the selections needed to be complex enough that they could be comparable to 
the level of reading that students would encounter on the AP Exam. Finally, the stories 
needed to be seen in their entirety, rather than excerpted from a longer passage. With these 
requirements, I chose Sandra Cisneros' piece "B arbie-Q" for the pre-test and Kate Chopin's 
"The Story of an Hour" for the post-test. 
Procedures 
For this assessment, students were asked to read a short prose passage that they had 
not previously encountered. They then composed three thesis statements that proposed 
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arguments about the reading selection, each using a different literary theory. The various 
thesis statements allowed students to demonstrate their ability to read a text from multiple 
perspectives. Then, students chose one of those thesis statements to argue their perspective 
in awell-formulated essay, which was supported with textual evidence. The nature of this 
assessment reading the passage and writing a documented essay in a timed setting was 
consistent with, and in many ways more complex than, the demands of the AP exam. (See 
Appendix D for the assessment.) 
Scoring Process 
The exams then went through a scoring process that rendered the results both valid 
and reliable. I facilitated this scoring process, although I did not take part in marking the 
assessments. I chose teachers to be scorers who had a background in both English literature 
and scoring performance assessments. Through a grant from the Iowa Council of Teachers 
of English, I obtained funds to compensate the scorers for their time and professional training 
that made them indispensable in this process. 
The procedure for scoring these assessments was very structured. I first coded the 
assessments so that only I was aware of whether or not the exam was from the pre- or post-
test. This alleviated any natural bias the scorer may have had toward an essay. Then I 
organized the first half of the scoring procedure in which all of the scorers discussed and 
came to a consensus on the details of the reading selections. Consensus on working 
definitions of each of the literary theories was also necessary to achieve inter-rater reliability 
throughout the scoring process. The group systematically worked through the rubric, 
discussing the definition of each criterion and how that would be represented in the students' 
work. When consensus on the rubric was achieved, the scorers attained inter-rater reliability 
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through practice scoring. I used essays from the pilot assessment (which underwent this 
same scoring process early in the year) to create a series of anchor and practice papers used 
to assist in training the scorers. Discussion about this process ensued among the readers, and 
discrepancies were addressed. The scorers worked through these papers until they were 
scoring the essays in a consistent fashion. At this point, the official scoring process began. 
Two different readers read and scored each essay. As scoring facilitator, I tallied the 
scores and looked for marks that were considered "adjacent." For example, if the first reader 
gave the student a score of three and the second reader gave a score of two, the scores are 
considered adjacent, with no more than one number difference between the two scores. At 
this point the score was averaged at 2.5 and accepted. If there was more than one number 
difference between the readers (e.g. four and two), the score was considered "non-adjacent" 
and was scored by a third reader. If any of the scores were not adjacent on any part of the 
rubric, a third reader scored the assessment and gave it a final score. Each reader scored 
stacks of ten papers each. These stacks of ten were rotated among the group so that scoring 
was distributed among the entire group of readers. Using four readers, this process required 
two separate four-hour sessions. Additionally, each reader did some of the scoring at home. 
During the pilot performance assessment in the spring of 2002, the rubric discussion 
generated substantial revision in the scoring rubric which is the one that students used when 
they took the assessments this year. (See Appendix E for this rubric.) I then charted and 
graphed the results of the pre- and post-tests for data comparison. 
Summary of Quantitative Data Collection 
Using this quantitative approach provided a relevant contrast to the qualitative data. 
It was instructive to note what each type of data revealed about the success of critical 
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thinking and literary theory in the high school classroom. In addition to the findings from the 
performance assessment, I used the teacher journal, case studies, and observations to 
triangulate the data. Obtaining a variety of data types facilitated the reliability of conclusions 
and also provided me the opportunity to trace patterns of critical thinking in many situations. 
This form of methodology provided a rigorous and thorough approach to the study; whereas, 
one form of data would offer only a monolithic view of the results. Triangulation was 
achieved by using both quantitative (performance assessment) and qualitative (teacher 
journal, observations, case studies) approaches. Together, these methods afforded a more 
balanced and comprehensive account of critical thinking and literary theory in the classroom. 
Qualitative Data Collection 
Implicit in conducting valuable research was the use of credible methods for 
accumulating useful data from which to draw conclusions. Collecting data should be done in 
an effort to make discoveries about the classroom. John Dewey describes one of the most 
important caveats of action research methodology the element of discovery. He asserts that 
"the discovery is never made; it is always making" (Sources 76). This crystallizes the 
fundamental principle that action research is a process in which the teacher must follow and 
participate. The discovery is not an end to achieve, but rather a pursuit to explore. The 
researcher must be open to what the evidence will reveal. According to Marshall and 
Rossman, "One purpose of qualitative methods of research is to discover important 
questions, processes, and relationships but not necessarily to test them" (Hubbard and 
Power 23). 
In the qualitative section, I used a triangulation method of collecting data. This 
included data from student case studies, observation of classroom discussions, and a teacher 
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journal. In the following sections I will explain the process of gathering data that was used 
for each of these areas. 
Triangulation 
Sometimes, one method journal, interview, or case study is used to guide an 
entire qualitative study. However, relying on just one method of gathering and processing 
data may present drawbacks such as one-dimensional or inconclusive information. 
Therefore, many researchers employ several methods in an effort to counteract the drawback 
that each presents in the hope that collectively, the methods will form a solid collection of 
reliable data. This method is referred to as triangulation. Merriam defines "methodological 
triangulation" as combining "dissimilar methods such as interviews, observations, and 
physical evidence to study the same unit" (69). As McMillan and Wergin point out, using 
different sources of data to "verify consistency of findings" (11) adds both validity and 
reliability to the study. Further, the results are "presented as they flow from the data, rather 
than in predetermined categories, and quotes from participants and specific events from 
observations are used to illustrate the findings" (McMillan and Wergin 11). Triangulation 
can occur within qualitative research or it may also employ some tactics from either 
qualitative or quantitative research. Used individually, these methods may be flawed, but 
orchestrated collectively, they elicit a balanced set of data. 
This study included the use of observation of class discussions (using audiotape), case 
studies (student interviews and collected student work), and a teacher journal that served as a 
place to consider, question, and explore the implications of my decisions in the classroom. 
All student names have been changed to pseudonyms throughout the study. 
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Observation 
According to Kidder, observation is a research tool when it (1) serves a formulated 
research purpose, (2) is planned deliberately, (3) is recorded systematically, and (4) is 
subjected to check and controls on validity and reliability (Merriam 88). Observation is an 
integral aspect of action research because it provides an important distance for the 
practitioner as well as recording data that can later be analyzed for patterns. Taylor and 
Bogdan offer suggestions for performing successful observations: pay attention; shift from a 
"wide angle" to a "narrow angle" lens; look for key words in people's remarks that will stand 
out later; concentrate on the first and last remarks in each conversation; and mentally play 
back remarks and scenes during breaks in the talking or observing (Merriam 97). In addition 
to employing these observational strategies, it is also important to record observations 
immediately and allow enough time to record pertinent information and details. It can also 
be helpful to use a standard observational format to create ease and consistency of data 
collection. 
Considering these suggestions for observation, I decided to audiotape the class 
discussions of two classes for three consecutive days in order to record pertinent information 
and details which might have been lost if I had attempted to observe and teach at the same 
time. Further, this method offers an authentic concept of my role in class discussions in that 
when analyzing the data, I was able to step back and see objectively my role in the 
classroom. I transcribed the discussions and analyzed them, looking for eight characteristics 
of critical thinking (Appendix C). Additionally, I used these observation notes to supplement 
and confirm the patterns discovered in the case studies. 
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Case Studies 
Using case studies allowed me to intently follow nine of my 67 students in the AP 
Literature course throughout the year. I chose six of those nine students at random after first 
placing all students into categories of advanced (high), proficient (average), and emerging 
(low) achievement in the area of reading and language usage based on standardized test 
scores. The students were each placed into one of these three categories using two 
standardized assessments: Iowa Test of Educational Development CITED) and Mid-Iowa 
Achievement Level Test (MIALT). Using a spreadsheet, I ranked the students from 1-67 
based on these test scores. I then divided that ranking into three groups using a Bell Curve 
format: the top 20%, the middle 60%, and the bottom 20%. From each of these categories, I 
randomly selected two students to participate in the case study and then chose one additional 
student from each category based upon my own prior knowledge of students. This method 
ensured that the study provided a balance between an entirely random selection and my own 
selection based on my background knowledge of the students. Thus, the study remained 
unbiased, while still offering me a chance to work with some students I believed would be 
interesting subjects. 
After securing permission from the students, I interviewed each of them three times 
throughout the course of the year. I asked questions about their reading preferences, how 
they read, and how they viewed reading in different perspectives. (See Appendix B for 
interview questions.) The questions were generated upon completing a set of pilot study 
interviews in which I used a variety of questions to determine their effectiveness. 
Additionally, I revised some of the questions throughout the course of the year, based on my 
observations and the data that I had already collected. The interviews took place either in my 
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classroom or another room in the high school before school, after school, or during one of my 
planning periods. In addition to taking notes during the interviews, I also audiotaped the 
students in order to achieve accurate transcription. My service student, who received one-half 
elective credit for doing this work, transcribed each interview. Using the interviews along 
with all of the collected student work, I began to analyze the data, employing a process 
described by Margaret LeCompte that involves letting patterns emerge through a process of 
"mixing, matching, comparing, fitting together, linking, and constructing hierarchies" (249). 
Following my initial analysis of the case studies, I chose five of the nine to examine even 
more intensely and write about in the following chapter of this study. 
The research on interviews in action research indicates that they range from very 
structured to very informal. The type of interview that shows the most balance between these 
two extremes is what Merriam calls the "semi-structured interview." As Merriam explains, 
these interviews are guided by a set of questions or issues to be explored, the order of which 
is determined ahead of time. However, this also allows for the freedom of follow-up 
questions as the interview unfolds and as new ideas about the topic unveil themselves (74). I 
found that often follow-up questions were instrumental in gaining important insights from the 
students. Merriam also offers advice when constructing interview questions and lists four 
basic types to utilize: the hypothetical question, devil's advocate question, ideal position 
question, and interpretive question. She also cautions against asking a question that contains 
multiple parts. Further, she suggests that posing "why" at the end of questions may 
inadvertently evolve into another, and another, and another "why" (80). I took these 
considerations into account during the interview process and discovered that they helped to 
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evoke more insight from the students. The interviews were instrumental in providing a forum 
for me to question in-depth the motivations, beliefs, and actions of the participants. 
In order to look more closely for the application of critical thinking, literary analysis, 
and use of literary theory, I collected and photocopied the work of these nine students 
throughout the year. I analyzed their collected work for ways critical thinking was generated 
in their responses to literature, in their analytic papers, and in the other types of alternative 
assessment used throughout the course. Further, I noted how rhetorical strategies were used 
to articulate students' thoughts. Specifically, I considered how the students generate ideas 
(creative thinking) in thesis statements, and then how they logically deduce arguments from 
those. Occasionally, I also collected work from other students in the class if I believed they 
had demonstrated critical thinking and the use of literary theory in a particularly notable 
fashion. 
Teacher Journal 
The teacher researcher's journal is essential to effective research. Hobson even called 
it the "textbook of emergent practice, ongoing research. . .and the most important book a 
teacher can fully write and read" (18). The teacher journal contains accounts of classroom 
experiences and allows the educator an opportunity to reflect, experiment with ideas, and 
formulate theories. They serve as "a written record of practice" (Hobson 19) in which 
teachers can "reconstruct interpretive understandings using data from their classrooms" 
(Hobson 19). The definition of qualitative research echoes in Fulwiler's description of the 
teacher's journal. Fulwiler notes that the journals are "conversational, colloquial, first-
person" and that they contain "questions, speculations, digressions, and revisions." The 
journals are "self-aware" and because they are not formal, they are "fun to both write and 
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read" (Hobson 19). The power of the journal is in the process of using reflection to make 
explicit, what is implicit to the researcher. Through this processing of ideas, observations, 
and data, inquiry is pursued and action is planned. 
In addition to the case studies and observations, I maintained a teaching journal that 
contained my thoughts, reactions, and reflections in regard to the students and the study. 
This journal became my reservoir of thought and reflection. It was the place in which I 
raised questions about teaching strategies, students' progress towards critical thinking and 
literary theory, as well as my discoveries made through action research. I used these 
reflections to enhance the insights acquired from the data gathered about the students. The 
teacher journal was necessary because I was also an active participant in this classroom and I 
needed to account for my role in the students' learning. I was also able to use reflections 
from students' final portfolios to determine my role in this research project. 
Summary of Data Collection 
While qualitative data offers an organic method to research in the classroom, 
quantitative data can provide even more balance to this study. I used a variety of data 
sources to yield additional viewpoints and richer data in examining the role of literary theory 
and critical thinking in the classroom as well as the complexities of student and teacher 
behaviors in eliciting these higher levels of thinking. 
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CHAPTER IV 
QUANTITATIVE DATA ANALYSIS 
The triangulation method of collecting quantitative and qualitative data for this study 
elicited a comprehensive picture of literary theory and critical thinking in this AP classroom. 
While the quantitative performance assessment offered a wider view of all students and their 
rhetorical strategies in using literary theory, the qualitative method provided a more narrow 
focus with voices from class discussions and the work and reflections of case study students. 
This chapter will describe the landscape the broad scope of the data and analyze the 
quantitative performance assessment. Chapter Five will then narrow the focus by 
concentrating on the findings and analysis of the qualitative data. 
Performance Assessment 
Context of the Assessment 
Students in the year-long Advanced Placement English course were given the pre-test 
following atwo-week introductory unit to literary theory. The 66 students who took the pre-
test had been introduced to the New Criticism, reader response, feminist, psychoanalytic, and 
archetypal theories prior to administration of the exam. For the pre-test, students were asked 
to read the one-page short story "B arbie-Q" by Sandra Cisnernos and then compose three 
thesis statements relevant to the reading, each of which used a different literary theory. This 
task would help to indicate the students' ability to think from multiple perspectives about the 
text. Next, students were asked to select one of their thesis statements and in a well-
organized essay, analyze the reading selection using appropriate textual evidence to support 
their argument. This portion of the task would help to indicate the command students had 
over rhetorical strategies that could help to articulate their thoughts. (See Appendix D for the 
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assessment prompt.) The scoring rubric, indicated in Appendix E, was made available to the 
students as they worked. Students had 45 minutes to complete the assessment. The 67 
students who took the post-test in the spring followed the same procedures for the one-page, 
"Story of an Hour" by Kate Chopin. 
The method for scoring these exams underwent a valid and reliable process that 
required reader consensus and calibration prior to scoring the actual papers. English teachers 
who had experience scoring such assessments were paid for their professional services 
through a grant from the Iowa Council of Teachers of English. The scoring procedures for 
evaluating this assessment, as well as short summaries of "Barbie-Q" and "Story of an Hour" 
are described in Appendix F. 
Performance Assessment Results 
The results of the performance assessment demonstrate growth in each category of 
the rubric from the beginning to the end of year. In some places, this growth was notable, 
while other areas indicate that there is still much room for improvement. The rubric 
represents a natural hierarchy of higher order thinking skills, which begins with identification 
and ends with making an argument. The composite results of the pre- and post- tests are 
indicated by percentage in figures 4-1 and 4-2 below. Following the composite results, I 
separately analyzed the data for each category on the rubric. 
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Fall 2002 Pre-Test 
"Barbie-Q" 
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Figure 4-1. Composite Pre-Test Results 
Spring 2003 Post-Test 
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Figure 4-2. Composite Post-Test Results 
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Identifies Appropriate Lens 
For this portion of the assessment, students were asked to identify the type of literary 
theory they used for each of their thesis statements. In order to achieve a score of proficient, 
the student needed to make a valid identification for two perspectives or "lenses". Results of 
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Figure 4-3. Pre- and Post-Test Results of Identifying the Literary Lens 
This graph demonstrates that even for the pre-test, a large majority of the students were able 
to identify the basic elements of each of the literary theories and that 72.7% of students in the 
fall were proficient in identification. However, the spring results not only show a 21.3% 
increase in the number of students who were proficient, but also show that 94% of the 
students could identify two of the three literary theories. Further, the spring results show that 
82.1% of the students scored above the proficient category, 44.8% of which were clearly 
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advanced, meaning they identified all three thesis statements correctly. Another distinct 
difference between the fall and spring semesters is evidenced in the percentage of students 
who received a score of "l," meaning that they could not identify any theories correctly. In 
the fall, 15.2% of students were not able to make any valid identifications, but in the spring 
all students could identify at least one theory correctly. 
These results demonstrate that nearly all of the students are capable of writing a thesis 
statement that targets a specific literary theory which can be identified as such. While this 
skill of identification resides in the lower portion of Bloom's Taxonomy of higher order 
thinking skills, students are identifying complex concepts in their own writing. Further, these 
results demonstrate that continued practice and exposure to the theories results in higher 
achievement on the assessment. Perhaps the most important indicator of this information 
resides in the fact that in order to identify the theories, students must have a fundamental 
grasp of them and the key words that correspond to each. Overwhelmingly, students 
understood the basic premises of the theories. 
Applies Appropriate Lens 
This component of the assessment targeted the students' ability to compose plausible 
thesis statements. This skill is instrumental in students' performance on the assessment 
because asking them to produce their own thesis statements is, in essence, like asking them to 
come up with their own questions about the text. Being able to compose thesis statements 
demonstrates that the students have a contextual understanding of the literary theory as well 
as an understanding of the passage they read. Further, in composing three thesis statements, 
they must also make decisions on which three may be most applicable to their reading of the 
text. In order to receive a proficient score, students had to offer a plausible thesis for two 
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different literary theories. Students achieved an advanced score when they offered a 
plausible thesis for all three perspectives. Figure 4-4 indicates the results of the pre-and post-
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Figure 4-4. Pre- and Post-Test Results of Applying the Literary Lens 
As shown in figure 4-4, the results of the two assessments indicate that in the fall, over half 
of the students were writing plausible thesis statements; by the spring assessment, 86.5% of 
students had become proficient at this skill. This indicates a 21.3% increase between the first 
and second semester. Further, by the time of the post-test, 52.2% of students had achieved 
scores higher than proficient. This means that most of students enrolled in this course could 
compose three completely different, yet plausible thesis statements after reading the 
selection. No one received a score of " 1 " in the spring, so all students could compose at least 
one plausible thesis statement. 
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The spring scores indicate that students are taking an important step in developing 
their critical reading and thinking skills. The scores support the theory that students can read 
and understand the passage, make contextual references and determine a premise for their 
own reading of the selection. Students demonstrate control at this next stage of Bloom's 
Taxonomy. However, those with stronger thesis statements showed a better opportunity to 
write competent or compelling essays. 
Selects a Valid Thesis to Write About 
This section of the assessment may seem the most accessible, since, students only 
need to select a valid thesis in order to receive a proficient score. It is, perhaps, the most 
crucial of any of the assessed skills on the rubric. Figure 4-S provides the results of the pre-
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Needless to say, students demonstrated the least amount of growth, only 8.1 %, on this area 
compared to the range of 17.6%-26.6% demonstrated in other skill areas. Selecting a valid 
thesis became the most critical choice students made on the assessment because the thesis 
they chose then had to drive their essay. While many of the students, 59.1 %, were proficient 
at this skill in the fall, 67.2% were proficient in the spring. Further, there is little variation in 
the range of scores as evidenced by the similar curvature of the lines on Figure 4-5. 
In fact, further disaggregation of the spring data in comparison to those who scored 
well on arguing their position reveals how crucial choosing a valid thesis is to this 
assessment. Of the students who were proficient or higher in the category of "arguing the 
position," 85% also were proficient at choosing a valid thesis statement. Further, of all the 
students who were proficient at arguing the position, only four did not receive a proficient 
score when choosing a valid thesis statement. The statistics become even more prominent 
because of the students who scored above the emerging level in arguing the position, 91 % of 
them also selected a valid thesis. While this data is not without a few anomalies, it certainly 
demonstrates the importance of selecting a valid thesis statement in order for students to 
compose a competent argument. 
The data for this category suggests that students often are unaware of how to "turn 
on" their critical thinking skills. Although many students can identify and compose plausible 
thesis statements, many of them cannot determine, in their own writing, which may elicit the 
strongest essays. Several of the scorers commented during the process that "if only she 
would have chosen number two instead of number three" or "he had such an interesting one 
here, but just didn't pursue it." In many ways, this element of the assessment is what 
distinguishes it from assessments like the Advanced Placement exam. In this assessment, the 
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students weren't really answering a question posed about the text; rather, they were creating 
their own "question" and pursuing what seemed most accessible or important to them. 
Supports Reading with Textual Examples 
This segment of the assessment begins to target some of the highest order thinking 
skills. In order to be proficient, students must be able to use developed examples) to support 
their opinions. In order to receive an advanced rating score, students must use perceptive and 
well-developed examples) to support their opinion. As evidenced in Figure 4-6, only 22.7% 
of the students received proficient scores on this section in the fall. This data shows this is a 
skill few students possessed when they entered the course. 
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Figure 4-6. Pre- and Post-Test Results of Supporting with Textual Examples 
While this area demonstrates the largest amount of growth (26.6%, in any of the 
assessed areas), still, only 49.3% of the students were deemed proficient or advanced in the 
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spring. A fundamental misunderstanding by many of the students is indicated in these 
scores. Many students effectively summarized the passages they read, but only those who 
were proficient or advanced used examples to support their arguments. Students were able to 
use quotes from the text by the time of the spring assessment, although few were able to pick 
up on the subtleties of the texts in order to make their examples perceptive and well-
developed. 
Once again, the connection between students' ability to use strong examples and their 
ability to compose competent arguments was important. For the spring data, of the students 
who were at least proficient in arguing their position, 92% of them were also at least 
proficient in their use of textual support. Only two students who received a score of 
proficient when making an argument also received a score lower than proficient in using 
textual support. While this data offers an astonishingly high relationship between these two 
assessment components, it is not necessarily surprising. In order to perform the higher level 
thinking skills required of this portion of the assessment, students must be able to do more 
than summarize what they have read. For many students, getting to this point takes several 
readings and sometimes an "incubation" process, in which they have time to contemplate the 
material. Finally, the data indicated in this figure is very akin to the traditional Bell Curve 
for both the fall and spring assessments. Perhaps, this indicates why Mariann Culver, 
assessment specialist, noted in an interview that the level of "cognitive complexity" for this 
assessment was very high, which may be why the final percentage of those proficient 
students is rather low, while overall, the Bell Curve is still maintained. 
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Argues the Position 
This portion of the assessment, argumentation, not only serves as the culmination of 
each element of the task, but also simultaneously represents the highest point on the 
hierarchy of thinking skills evaluated by this exercise. Results of the pre- and post-test for 
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Figure 4-7. Pre- and Post-Test Results of Arguing the Position 
In order for students to receive a proficient rating, they needed to construct relevant 
arguments. Scorers also used words like "competent" or "capable" to describe the arguments 
constructed by students at this level. In order to receive an advanced rating, the scorers had 
to see the arguments not only as skilled, but also as "compelling." One scorer commented, "I 
want them to make me say 'wow,"' while another scorer mentioned, "I want to see the 
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passage in a new way because of how this student interpreted it." These comments certainly 
indicate the high standards in which these assessments were scored. 
As Figure 4-7 indicates, only 24.2% of students were proficient at this skill in the fall. 
Although there was a substantial increase of 17.6% in proficiency from fall to spring, still, 
less than half of the students, 41.8%, were considered proficient at this skill by the end of the 
course. While the increase in scores is promising, the number of students who ranked 
proficient or above is troubling. It may be of note that 26.9% of the students received a score 
of 2.5. This indicates that for these 26.9% of students, one reader gave them a score of "3" 
and the other reader gave a score of "2." A meaningful number of students are on the cusp of 
being deemed proficient in this category. Perhaps one of the most striking differences 
between the fall and spring semesters is the steep incline of students who received an 
emerging rating of "2" in the fall, compared to how this leveled out for the spring assessment. 
The advanced rating for this segment of the assessment is peculiar. Only 1.5% of the 
students received an advanced score in the spring, while 3.0% received an advanced score in 
the fall. Further, none of the students received an advanced rating in both the fall and the 
spring assessments. This may be attributed to the subjectivity of scoring a "compelling" 
argument. It may also reflect the fact that both scorers must see the essay in that 
"compelling" fashion. 
Making a compelling argument is the culmination of reading and understanding a 
passage, identifying multiple literary theories, writing multiple thesis statements, choosing a 
valid thesis, and supporting arguments with textual evidence. Therefore, the level of 
cognitive complexity (the number of different cognitive moves that must be made by the 
student) for this assessment is very high, and subsequently very difficult to attain in 45 
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minutes. The fundamental issue for students is that their notion of analysis more often than 
not presented itself as plot summary. They could pick out elements that related to literary 
theory, but could not process them in cohesive arguments that moved beyond the simplistic 
level. However simplistic their arguments may have been, the theories they were wrestling 
with were certainly complex and required a great deal of cognitive agility. 
Comparison to the Advanced Placement exam 
This performance assessment was designed to mimic in several ways the Advanced 
Placement Exam in Literature and Composition that many students take during the spring. 
Like the AP exam, students have to read a selection that they theoretically have not yet 
encountered in class. Also, like the AP exam, the reading selections were both pieces of 
fiction and relatively short. In both exams, students are asked to read, process, and compose 
an essay in approximately 45 minutes. From here, the similarities begin to wane. The AP 
exam is fundamentally New Critical in its assumptions. The multiple-choice portion of the 
exam relies on a "best reading" of the material. Further, two of the three essay questions are 
explicitly driven by New Critical questions that target the close reading of passages and the 
authors' use of specific literary elements in both poetry and prose. A third essay question 
asks students about the use of a theme or idea in a novel that has been studied. Students then 
compose an essay in response to the specifics of this question. 
As a scorer of the 2003 national AP exam in Daytona Beach, Florida, I also found 
many differences in the scoring procedures of the AP exam and this performance assessment. 
After several hours of calibration and practice of the scorers, the exams are scored 
holistically, receiving a mark between 0-9. While considerable data is maintained on each 
individual scorer throughout this process to ensure accuracy, each essay only has one reader, 
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not including those that are occasionally read twice for accuracy purposes. In order to 
receive a proficient score of "3," the students must demonstrate a competent grasp of the text 
as well as a competent grasp of writing skills. While they must demonstrate the ability to use 
textual support, they do not have to formulate an explicit argument in order to pass. With 
that said, those students who made compelling arguments and offered perceptive insights 
received the highest marks. 
Additionally, the assessment in this research study targeted five discrete skill areas 
instead of looking at the essay as a whole. While segregating the skill areas is advantageous 
in informing instruction for the teacher and is more helpful for students, it is not feasible for 
scorers of the AP exam to look at elements of the essay separately -- hence the holistic 
scoring. 
Although results from the 2003 AP exam will not be known for several months, it can 
be anticipated (based on past years) that anywhere from 75%-85% of my students who took 
the AP exam in 2003 will receive a passing score of "3" or higher. This number is certainly 
higher than the 41 % who were proficient at making an argument on the performance 
assessment for this study. This indicates that the results of this performance assessment are 
targeting some of the highest exam expectations for reading, thinking, and writing skills for 
students of this age. 
Analysis of Performance Assessment 
The information garnered from this assessment reveals many important traits of 
student performance and capability. As much of the discussion thus far indicates, students' 
ability to articulate their thoughts is integral to achievement on this type of assessment. This 
belief reinforces the fact that the elements of literacy are inextricably intertwined. Certainly, 
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formulating a valid thesis or compelling argument is influenced by precise word choice, 
rhetorical moves, and solid writing skills. While these skills may be especially pertinent to 
achievement on this assessment, its ultimate purpose was to evaluate the students' ability to 
read a literary selection from different perspectives, using multiple literary theories. Further, 
the goal was to note any impact on critical thinking due to the use of these theories. 
The assessment of the "advanced," "proficient," and "emerging" students provides 
insights into student performance. The data indicates that the advanced students seemed to 
display a broader perspective of ideas when using the literary theories than the proficient or 
emerging students. These students were more apt to use phrases that conceptualize themes 
and issues. Even when these advanced students employed New Criticism, they did so in 
order to extract universal themes or ideas out of the text. Occasionally, these students used 
less textual support (quotes and summaries) because it was implicit in their analysis. 
On the other hand, the proficient students were more straightforward about their use 
of literary theory and textual support. Their analysis was less subtle than that of the 
advanced student and they tended to rely on the text more than on larger concepts. Yet they 
did verge into commentary and occasionally nuanced readings. They were not as likely to go 
beyond the text as much as the advanced students. 
Further, the emerging students had a tendency to work from themselves outward; they 
were more likely to make personal connections to the text and rely on these connections 
instead of locating more universal concepts. While they seemed to take the first steps in 
analysis, primarily by identifying literary elements or making superficial connections, they 
had difficulty going beyond a summary of this identification stage. For these students, New 
Criticism and reader response were especially accessible. 
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While each type of student was at a different stage of development, this assessment 
indicated that high school students are capable of understanding and applying the basic ideas 
of many literary theories. In fact, the use of the various theories seems to propel students to 
deeper, more meaningful engagement with the text. While for some students, employing the 
literary theories seemed easy, for the majority, this was a skill that needed to be cultivated 
over time. Tyson was one of these students for whom this skill was very accessible. He 
wrote with great insight about "Barbie-Q": "This story, through its young protagonists 
suddenly coming across a motherload of cheap dolls that they've always wanted, 
demonstrates a classic cultural archetype of simple people accidentally finding a great 
bounty." In his essay, he goes on to explore the "rags to riches" myth that permeates our 
culture and this short story. 
Other students were in the emerging phase of applying the theories, as evidenced by 
their thesis statements: "In the reading, the author effectively uses imagery to show the reader 
the scenes of the two girls playing with their favorite toys over and over again and never 
getting bored," or "The author Sandra Cisneros does a good job of using archetypes in her 
story to portray Barbie as a fatal women, Ken as a promethean rebel-hero, and the fire scene 
as a Hades image." Unlike the majority of students, Tyson was able to read and process the 
story, while also seeing it in terms of culture. The second set of thesis statements was 
indicative of most students: they were able to grasp some accessible elements of the textlike 
imagery or they were able to recognize some of the archetypes discussed in class. However, 
these students, like most, either tried to address too many different elements in their initial 
essays or had trouble going beyond identification. As their reading, writing, and thinking 
skills sharpened, many of these students were able to improve throughout the year. 
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Interestingly, Cisneros' story on Barbie dolls elicited an overwhelming number of 
essays that used a reader response thesis to explore their own experiences with dolls: 
"'Barbie-Q' reminds me of how, even though my favorite B arbie was destroyed, like the girls 
in the story, it didn't matter because it was still special to me," or "The short story 'Barbie Q' 
by Sandra Cisneros is full of images of my own childhood," or "Sometimes I would play 
with my dolls to be somewhere else and I think that the girls in the story mirror me." The 
overwhelming number of essays driven by thesis statements like these could be attributed to 
a variety of factors: (1) Comfort. Students have had a great deal of experience with reader 
response (although they did not know what it was called) prior to entering AP English. (2) 
Accessibility. This suggests that reader response application is very accessible for students 
in that they have a tendency to relate literature to their own lives whenever they can. (3) 
Gender. Females constitute this year's majority of students in the course, (75%), and they 
may have a powerful reaction, positive or negative to Barbie dolls. 
Although most of the students chose to utilize either New Criticism or reader 
response, many students also picked up on the importance of social class in this essay: "To 
me, the short story points to our society's preoccupation with things and makes a case against 
such materialism," or "Barbie is definitely the symbolic fatal woman in 'Barbie-Q,' causing 
the children to plan and expend all their resources to obtain her." Several characteristics are 
germane to these two examples. In both cases, the male students picked up on many of the 
principles of Marxist theory although it hadn't yet been introduced. Additionally, both 
examples aim to focus on social class and power struggles, although they are veiled as reader 
response and archetypal respectively. Both of these thesis statements have potential and the 
latter works pretty well. Finally, both of these students were accomplished readers prior to 
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entering this class. These examples indicate that some use of literary theory is intuitive to 
some readers. What isn't intuitive is how to take these insights further using the principles of 
literary theory. Had Marxist theory been introduced prior to the pre-test, these students most 
likely would have had an array of vocabulary and context in which to fully elaborate on these 
thesis statements. 
Essays from the post-test constitute a much more balanced selection of literary 
theories. Students had become well versed in all of the theories by this point and most used 
them as pathways to greater understanding "The Story of an Hour." Michelle chose to 
explore the text using New Criticism: 
She uses the word "storm" to describe Mrs. Mallard's grief and often 
times, after a storm, life is restored. She then uses the word "haunted" to 
describe Louise's exhaustion which leads the reader to believe that something 
peculiar or not good, is pulling at her soul, something that people would look 
down upon. 
Mrs. Mallard was shocked at the appearance of her husband alive, and 
her failing heart caused her death. Chopin concluded her story by saying she 
"died of heart disease of the joy that kills." The reader is left seeing the 
difference between Chopin's beliefs and those of her society's through the 
subtle hints of foreshadowing and diction up until the very end of the story. 
Michelle's essay serves an important indicator of the type of response often elicited by New 
Criticism. She consistently close-reads the essay, staying within the boundaries of the text 
and the literary devices. She hints at theme in the last sentence, "Chopin's beliefs and those 
of her society's" and constructs a very solid, very safe essay. 
Yet, other ideas are to be explored in Chopin's work, ideas accessible through New 
Criticism. In his feminist view of the text, Tyson pursues the constraints of marriage: 
To Mrs. Mallard, love is not the issue. The issue was her right to be a 
free woman. In this, Chopin cast doubt on the notion that love alone can 
make a repressive marriage legitimate or tolerable. She says that the need to 
live without the imposition of another's will on oneself is more important. 
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Finally, the very title of the story encourages thought. "The Story of 
an Hour" the sentence's phrasing gives the mental image of something that is 
commonplace, and according to the author, it is. Mrs. Mallard's desire to be 
free of her husband, her joy at finally realizing her desire, and the shock she 
feels at having her hopes dashed the events may not be commonplace, 
Chopin says, but the feelings are. She claims that there is a similar desire for 
freedom that is near-universal and near-constant among married women. By 
reading the story thusly, one can grasp the story' true message: that the 
woman's desire to be free of her husband, is, according to Chopin, a common 
one. 
Through this feminist "lens," Tyson elicits a poignant commentary not only on marriage, but 
also on the universality of Chopin's work to many readers. This is a reading that wouldn't 
have been attainable using New Criticism alone. However, Tyson clearly uses the skills of 
close reading as he unpacks the title of the story. This indicates the possibilities of a 
symbiotic relationship where multiple literary theories are valued and exercised. 
Mark took advantage of New Criticism in conjunction with feminist theory to elicit a 
compelling reading of the text as he built his argument around the central metaphor of the 
railroad: 
. . .Yet, her liberation was short-lived. Brently returns, the train has 
not jumped its tracks, it was going on all along. Louise's freedom was merely 
a mirage along the side of the tracks. Her husband lives, her path is certain 
once again. Louise, however, cannot bear this disaster. Her time of following 
a pre-determined road is finished. And so, her heart breaks, and when she 
dies, the track has run its course. 
This railroad symbol is an amazingly subtle, yet brilliant technique 
that provides us with a strong image of a woman feeling trapped in her life, 
only to find release in her husband's death. The details included to show how 
Louise's life was a fixed path, supplementing this image, turning "The Story 
of an Hour" into a remarkably symbolic statement on the institution of 
marriage and its affects on the wife and her freedom. 
As Mark dissects this metaphor of the railroad, he simultaneously uses it to provide 
commentary on Chopin's view of marriage. The way Mark arrives on his feminist critique, 
seemingly as a by-product of New Criticism, raises the question of the necessity of multiple 
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literary theories. Did Mark arrive at this reading just because he is perceptive and recognizes 
the author's intent? While the answer may not be clear in Mark's excerpt, Kara calls upon the 
psychoanalytic lens that seems to challenge a traditionally feminist reading of the story: 
This "monstrous joy" is merely a result of Louise's resentment towards 
her husband. Her j oy simply stems from the fact that no "powerful will" will 
ever attempt to bend her again. Louise's happiness is petty, based on childish 
prejudices against anyone who will not let the child have her own way. 
Immediately after hearing the news, Louise shuts herself way in her room so 
she won't have to share her joy, another act reminiscent of childhood. 
one can imagine the feelings of Louise upon seeing her husband enter 
the home. Descending the staircase, still running an emotional high with 
"feverish triumph" in her eyes, Louise was confronted with the object of her 
joy. More so than the news of his death, Brently's rebirth would cause the 
feelings of sadness to rise in Louise. This awkward reversal of expected 
emotions would cause Louise to feel shameful, especially with the audience of 
her sister and Richard. Louise would realize the pettiness of her secret joy, 
and this colossal embarrassment caused her already weak heart to expire. 
Louise's guilt at the supposedly miraculous reappearance of her 
husband caused her death. As the doctors said, Louise did indeed die of a "joy 
that kills." However, Louise's joy was at Brently's death not his reappearance. 
Her hidden guilt was repressed, and eventually overtook her mind and body. 
This essay is an excellent example of how the vocabulary from several theories combines to 
create an interesting, original reading of the selection. Kara uses words like "rebirth" to 
signify an archetypal influence, as well as conceptual phrases from psychology such as "guilt 
was repressed" and "childish prejudices." Implicit in this analysis is also close reading and 
an understanding of Chopin's feminist position. Kara shows that one theory is not enough. 
These passages not only represent original and complex thought, they show students 
wrestling with complicated concepts, pushing their thinking skills to new levels. 
Interestingly, of the five essays receiving the highest scores from either semester, three of 
them were based on reader response. They demonstrate the ability to articulate more 
precisely one's own experience than one of an abstract theory such as Marxism or feminism. 
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The writers of reader response essays are able to focus on accessible, tangible ideas; 
therefore, these students don't seem to stumble in organization of their subject. For example, 
Lydia wrote: "The girls in 'Barbie-Q' knew that they weren't wealthy. They dealt with this by 
appreciating the small things that they received. In the same way that their beat-up Barbies 
made them happy, so I grew up to appreciate my sister's hand-me-downs as treasures." Amy 
connected to Chopin's piece: "[Josephine's situation is] very congruent to my situation, 
because although I know I love my father somewhere, his restrictions and oppression cause 
me to be depressed and miserable. So, it seems that Josephine and I are up the same creek, in 
the same boat, and neither of us have a paddle." The pervasive power of reader response to 
incite readers to make connections is undeniable. 
In this assessment, students must use both creative and critical thinking skills. They 
must demonstrate a command of rhetorical strategies and they must generate their own 
guiding question in the form of thesis statements. Perhaps no student pushed the boundaries 
of thinking more than Glen when he wrote this about "Barbie-Q" 
The dolls in "Barbie-Q" represent the girls' homosexual urges; for 
instance, their quarreling over anon-existent male that is symbolic of 
repressed sexual urges for each other. They act through the dolls what society 
won't allow them to do with each other. Their fixations on the outward 
appearances of the dolls display their longings to attract one another. In 
conclusion, if these urges go unsatisfied, these girls may vent their sexual 
frustrations through violence, proving themselves to be a threat to society. 
Literary theory extends students like Glen the opportunity to take intellectual risks and see a 
text in an individual, valuable way. 
Summary 
This quantitative assessment was valuable in providing a glimpse of how the 67 
students enrolled in this course functioned as critical thinkers and literary critics. Not 
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surprisingly, the results in student achievement indicated that the greatest number of students 
were proficient in the identification stage and the fewest were proficient in constructing an 
argument. Nearly all students demonstrated their ability to identify and understand the basic 
premise of multiple literary theories, as evidenced by their proficiency in writing thesis 
statements. The task of selecting an appropriate thesis functioned as a fulcrum, a basis for 
potential student success. Those students proficient at selecting appropriate thesis statements 
were also successful in making and supporting their arguments. 
The quantitative data from this assessment indicated that high school students are 
clearly capable of using and applying literary theory in their reading of literature. Further, 
this assessment is evidence of the growth of nearly a1167 students. Finally, the results 
showed one of the greatest challenges for students is determining their own "prompt" or 
thesis statement. Although their thinking and reading skills may be heightened, students tend 
to summarize rather than compose arguments. Despite the students' challenges with 
rhetorical strategies, they still succeeded in this cognitively complex task. While the students 




QUALITATIVE DATA ANALYSIS 
Observations 
"If learners are to understand themselves as meaning-makers, they 
have to examine the ways in which their understandings are constructed . . . " 
Bruce Pirie, Reshaping High School English (23) 
Pirie reminds us that empowering students to become self-sufficient thinkers of 
literature means allowing them to see themselves as makers of meaning, as constructors of 
ideas. Literary theory authorizes students to become active participants in critical, creative, 
and divergent thinking. This chapter first provides observations of whole-class discussions 
and then the findings of the case studies. The observations offer an opportunity to view how 
literary theory manifests itself in a series of classroom discussions in which students actively 
pursue autonomy in their own meaning-making endeavors. The case studies reveal these 
processes in depth for several students. 
Context of the Observations 
I observed two sections of AP English for three consecutive days. Instead of trying to 
take notes during the discussion, I chose to audiotape the class periods and then transcribe 
and analyze them at a later date. I deliberately chose to observe discussions over the novel 
The Awakening by Kate Chopin because it often challenges many fundamental ideologies of 
my students. These discussions occurred at the end of March as we concluded our unit on 
"The Outsider" which included major works such as Mary Shelley's Frankenstein and 
Tennessee Williams' The Glass Menagerie. I call these types of conversations "circle 
discussions" not only because we sit in a circle, but because this also signals my role as an 
equal participant in the process. The bulk of the discussions are led and sustained by the 
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students with my sporadic facilitatory contributions. Students each brought two to three 
thesis statements with them, which they could call upon throughout the discussion; that is, 
the students did some processing of the reading material before they came to class. I 
reminded students prior to beginning the discussion that they could offer ideas, ask questions, 
and refer to anything they that might contribute to the discussion. Mutual respect served as 
the basic ground rule for our discussions. 
Although these discussions were designed to be very Socratic in nature, students were 
exposed to didactic instruction and coaching prior to this maieutic discussion. Before 
beginning the novel, Ishowed aself-created PowerPoint presentation based on primary 
documents on the expectations of Southern Creole women during the time The Awakening 
was written. This helped to create a context as the students read the novel. As the following 
paragraphs describe, students received "coaching" throughout the year prior to these 
discussions. This three-pronged approach to teaching provided the necessary plurality for 
students to engage in complex, nuanced discussions about the text. 
The classes I observed didn't represent the types of discussions we had all year; 
rather, they represent the types of conversations we had at the conclusion of the year. 
Arriving at the point in which I could remove myself from the discussion required practice 
and scaffolding throughout the school year. One of my journal entries crystallizes my early 
frustration with the students' progress: "I have been working hard to ask lots of follow-up 
questions in order to get the students to think more critically or more deeply. However, I 
also realize that often I'm doing this probing but they aren't replicating it. . .they are making 
observations, but they aren't taking them one step further [to new insights]." In order to 
address my concerns, I chose one student to be the "prober" and have him or her, instead of 
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me, ask the follow-up questions in an effort to "remove" some of that scaffolding. I recorded 
my thoughts later that day: 
Two of the "probers" did an excellent job and reaffirmed my 
knowledge that students can definitely take this next step when probed to. . . . 
However, I was disappointed that the discussions didn't flourish as much as I 
hoped they would. I do think that the students are able to take the next step, 
but they still need some nudging in the right direction. I noticed that the 
students were quick to get onto a rather irrelevant topic and then stick with it 
for much too long. 
I continued to address this issue by giving each student the role of instigator, connector, 
evidence gatherer, devil's advocate, or synthesizer the next day. The students were asked to 
use their role at least once, which was on a card with a few descriptors of what it entailed, 
although they could participate more freely whenever they wished. I was pleased with their 
improvement as my journal indicates: 
I thought that the use of the cards really helped discussion today. The 
students all asked better questions, they summarized points without leaving 
them dangling, students made analogies or comparisons to other books and I 
saw them spend more time looking to and talking to each other than they did 
the first day of our circle discussions. I thought they explored the Marxist and 
feminist lenses in much more detail today. I'm still concerned about how they 
gloss over some of the important themes like time and illusion vs. reality, but 
they definitely had a better day. I am going to have them practice some close 
reading tomorrow and give them each an essay to read that explores a 
different type of literary criticism. 
We continued to work on these skills throughout the year and soon the students no longer 
needed the discussion cards. While some of their initial hesitation was probably due to their 
insecurities with each other and with my expectations, they began to look forward to these 
discussion days. In fact, in their teaching evaluations of me from the end of the first semester, 
many students requested more discussion days, often noting those days were their "favorites" 
because they enjoyed hearing everyone's point of view. This signaled to me that the 
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classroom environment was positive and very conducive for taking the risks necessary in 
critical thinking. The fruits of this scaffolding are seen in these discussions. 
Discussion Analysis 
I analyzed each discussion for seven critical thinking characteristics first identified by 
Norris and Ennis: maintaining open-mindedness, questioning, searching for alternatives, 
divergent thinking, changing opinion as evidence warrants, supporting evidence for 
argument, seeking reasons. Also, I added the eighth characteristic of applying literary theory 
to this list. Looking at these eight critical thinking traits, several emerged as most prominent, 
a few as more elusive, and two as implicit or internal. While open-mindedness was not 
easily identified by the comments students made, it can be assumed to be a necessary quality 
students must have in order to participate in conversations in which ideas are still malleable. 
The other trait that was difficult to ascertain was whether or not students changed opinions as 
evidence warranted. If students changed opinions, it was primarily an internal decision, one 
seldom articulated to the entire class. Abby is one student who showed a change in opinion 
from the beginning to end of class, although she didn't explicitly recognize it as such. 
Abby began by talking about Edna in a condescending voice, insinuating her 
selfishness, saying, "Everyone was affected by her one choice . . .like her kids that she 
supposedly loved." Later, she condemned Edna's suicide, saying, "she took the easy way out 
and was scared of the feelings she had." However, because of her willingness to listen to the 
ideas of other students, Abby began to see Edna differently: "I think [Leonce] just expects 
Edna tQ give into his every [whim]" and finally she replaces condemnation with empathy: 
"Did she make the decision to get married? Was that her choice? I think she didn't really have 
the choice to have children or not. It was expected of her; it was her job." Her last comment 
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also indicates the influence of feminist theory that other students contributed throughout the 
discussion. 
Understandably, the two most elusive characteristics were divergent thinking and 
application of literary theory. However, when these two traits were employed, they always 
provided the greatest depth of thought and greatest range of original thinking. In fact, the use 
of literary theory almost always was synonymous with divergent thinking. However, 
divergent thinking could be achieved without using literary theory. In either case, divergent 
thinking was reached as part of a cyclical process that began with either a personal 
connection or question, which was followed by the search for reasons or evidence and 
resulted in divergent thinking and/or use of literary theory. This only served as part of the 
cycle, though. Generally, more questions and searching for reasons or evidence followed the 
divergent thinking. This in turn perpetuated the cyclical process. The following excerpt from 
one of the class discussions demonstrates the process. 
Kristen: I have a question. Why doesn't Edna's husband care [about Robert]? 
What is Robert trying to do? 
Stephanie: It's kind of like in our reading for today when he is leaving to go 
to Mexico. I think he realized that she was becoming obsessed with 
him and he wanted to get away from it. 
Jeff : I think it is because he views Edna as property. Like, if you loan 
someone your car and you know you're going to get it back, you're still 
all right with it because you know you still own it. 
Jill: I was wondering if any of the husbands at this time cared for their wives 
or if it was just to keep up their image? 
Abby: Is this something that is accepted in this society? It seems like Robert 
is just going from woman to woman. 
Derek: [The women] always seem to need someone to protect them, like the 
hammock incident. Maybe people in this society can't be alone. 
Kristen: What is causing Edna to suddenly act like this? Is it Robert's 
presence or is she just getting fed up with society? 
Michelle: I think that Robert is making her realize what she wants and doesn't 
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have. In his mind it was like a dog that wasn't obeying him. He never 
really asked her what was wrong. He didn't try to get to know her on a 
deeper level. 
The question that begins this selection from our first discussion on The Awakening is 
indicative of the first of three basic types of questions found in discussion: clarification, 
interpretation, or unanswerablity. In Kristen's case, she begins this part of discussion with a 
genuine need to clarify what is happening in the text. Others, like Stephanie, search for 
reasons, which lead to Jeff diverging from others' thinking, based on feminist theory. While 
in their writing students will generally refer to the types of theories they are using, by this 
point in the year, and in this type of discussion, the theories go unlabeled and are instead 
implied. 
Even though no one directly responds to Jeffs comment, other students consider it, 
which is evidenced by later contributions. Jeffs diverging from others' thinking and use of 
literary theory incites more questions from Abby and Kristen, all of which seek to interpret 
the text. In fact, the questions themselves demonstrate an understanding of the text and an 
effort to begin the process of interpretation. Michelle's answer embodies both convergent 
and divergent thinking. On one hand, she is answering the question (convergent), but her 
answer shows that she has synthesized the contributions from other students, especially 
Jeffs, and is taking the class in a new direction (divergent). Her insight qualifies how Jeffs 
analogy references the possession of an inanimate object, while she perceived Edna's role as 
subservient. Once again, divergent thinking coupled with feminist theory has emerged as 
part of this cycle. This constructivist thinking cycle is illustrated in Figure 5-1. 
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Figure 5-1. Constructivist Thinking Cycle 
The consistent integration of literary theory into the curriculum served not only to 
value, but also to encourage looking at texts from multiple points of view. The following 
excerpt from our discussion began with one of my questions: 
Me: Do you think Edna has been dehumanized? Why or why not? 
Rebekah: I think she has been. I think she is like a robot almost and the 
society wants her to do what they want her to do. So, she's almost like 
a domesticated animal in the sense that she is a housewife. 
Jyll: I think it depends on who you are talking to about it. From Robert's 
viewpoint, he sees her as human, but her husband sees her as having 
one role, or maybe two roles, a wife and a mother. 
Cathy: From Edna's viewpoint she hasn't been able to do what she want to. I 
think her husband hasn't dehumanized her at all. I tend to think that he 
did love her. He's just treating her the way he thinks he's supposed to. 
He's just doing it for his good as well as hers. 
Rebekah began with the dehumanized image of a robot coupled with a reference to 
Michelle's earlier likening of Edna to a domesticated animal. Jyll crystallized the importance 
of looking at a text from multiple perspectives, even in terms of the characters. Jyll's 
contribution evidenced a skill that can become intuitive when students consistently practice 
the skills associated with reading from multiple perspectives and applying literary theories to 
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their reading. Even Cathy, who at one point in discussion called Edna "a wuss," is even able 
to understand Edna's point of view, although she certainly doesn't agree with it. When 
students use literary theory, and the practice of multiple perspectives is respected, they can 
become independent thinkers. Each of these students demonstrates the critical ability to see a 
text from more than one point of view, while still maintaining their own interpretations. 
It is important to have an environment where students can struggle with ideas 
(Cropley). Claire is experiencing that "cognitive dissonance" or "disequilibrium" as she tries 
to make sense of a passage in the novel in which Edna says that she would give up the 
unessential for her children, but she wouldn't give up herself for them: 
It shocks me a little bit because I'm used to the idea that parents are 
supposed to be so in love with their children that they would do anything for 
them and to think that Edna isn't . . .The fact that she wouldn't give up 
everything for them is kind of a surprise comparing to what I've always 
thought of. But, I think that maybe, if you look at Adele and she would do 
anything for them, maybe like what Rebekah said, she doesn't have anything 
for herself. 
In this example, Claire demonstrates the necessity of open-mindedness. Despite her shock, 
she isn't searching for ways to condemn Edna; rather, she's searching for ways to understand 
her. An important pattern is emerging at the end of her comment as Claire searches for 
alternatives and reasons. Before divergent thinking can occur, the student has to reconcile 
new ideas with current paradigms. Because Edna's actions fly in the face of some of her 
fundamental beliefs about motherhood, Claire may search for reasons or alternatives long 
after we have concluded this discussion before divergent thinking will occur for her. She 
will employ a lot of critical thinking before (or if) she finally diverges. 
While Claire may be churning in one part of this cycle, she demonstrates how this 
journey not only applies to individuals, but also how it applies to an entire class. When 
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students are ready to diverge, literary theory consistently becomes a catalyst for that 
cognitive move. Whereas the thinking that surrounds divergence is very critical and often 
deductive, a surge of creative thinking occurs when students apply literary theory to make 
meaning. 
Rebekah: It reminds me of my mom and how she's stayed at home her whole 
life and how my mom hasn't lost all of who she is but she's definitely 
sacrificed things that she likes to do, like paint. I can see why Edna 
doesn't want to lose that. I can see how you could lose yourself in that 
drive your children, your children if you don't have your own life. 
Jeff: Marriage can be like an ultimate prison for women. It's a system 
devised by men to keep power over [women]. Once a woman gets 
married and I'm guessing it's adouble-standard [during this time] . . . 
but the women only have one purpose, to have children. 
Rebekah demonstrates the power of reader response. She not only connects to the text, but 
she elaborates on her empathic stance towards Edna as she asserts the value of having a 
personal life. Here, we see how the use of reader response catapults her to a deeper 
understanding of one of the fundamental messages of this novel. Jeff builds upon Rebekah's 
insight as he offers a poignant vision of marriage. Whereas Jeff had already used feminist 
theory to achieve divergence, his comment sent a ripple of surprise throughout the classroom. 
Immediately other students noticed a rupture in their ideologies of marriage and were forced 
to begin seeking reasons, evidence, or alternatives to this new idea before they could make 
the leap Jeff just had. 
Although many students also incorporated Marxist theory into the discussion, several 
students made significant contributions by close reading various passages. These close 
readings demonstrate abstract thinking: 
Mark: . . .the bird starts crying out because its whole energy was put out in 
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this one outburst. I see that as just like her because how she defies her 
husband is like her one outburst and then they go to church the next 
day and she sleeps all day. 
Jyll: I think that no one really understands what Edna is doing or why she is 
doing it. 
Mark: Kind of like Jyll is saying. The bird speaks three languages and one of 
them is French, one is Spanish, and one is something that no one can 
understand. Like, I saw the French as she can get along with Creoles, 
Spanish her old society, and this new one, like Jyll said, is the one she 
wants, but the one no one understands. 
Rebekah: The piano player what do you think her role in the story is? They 
needed each other. She needed Edna to listen to her play the piano, 
but Edna needed her to play the piano. 
Mark: I think they are both outsiders. 
Paul: It's like her swimming. She's testing the waters, she's going out a little, 
coming back. She'll really break through when she decides to break 
away from her husband or the culture. 
Mark: I was interested in what Paul said earlier about testing the waters. I 
thought it was kind of cool, this whole thing where she was swimming 
and had gone out too far and didn't think she could get back and her 
husband says, "Oh I was watching you the whole time." So I almost 
get the feeling that he knows what's going on with her, that he's 
watching her decisions and trying to keep tabs on her because he 
knows she's kind of fluctuating. 
Rebekah: It's interesting how at the end of the book, she takes off all her 
clothes. It's almost like she's getting rid of all the things that hold her 
down. 
This portion of the discussion not only demonstrates how well this group of students works 
together to make meaning; it also highlights the ways students get back into the text and use 
details as analogies for Edna's experience. New Criticism underlies the majority of these 
exchanges, although the students don't seem bound by the form and function of the text; 
rather, they use the textual evidence to formulate arguments. Additionally, Rebekah's first 
comment illuminates the importance of readers asking their own questions. Here, she asks 
about the importance of the piano player, gives an answer, and formulates an interpretation 
that Mark then builds upon. 
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Two Types of Thinkers 
Two types of thinkers emerged from these observations: those who constructed 
meaning out of malleable paradigms and those whose paradigms were so fixed that divergent 
thinking was unattainable for them. I have described thus far those types of thinkers who are 
constructors of meaning, those who confront their ideologies and engage in the type of 
Constructivist learning Catherine Fosnot defines: "Learning from this perspective is 
understood as aself-regulated process of resolving inner cognitive conflicts that often 
become apparent through concrete experience, collaborative discourse, and reflection" (vii). 
But what about those students who have fixed ideologies? Their experience is less like 
constructing meaning and more like putting a puzzle together. They already know what the 
puzzle is supposed to look like, so their goal is to re-create or uphold this vision. Whereas it 
may be advantageous to have an end in mind, it can also be limiting. Lydia, one such 
student, typifies this kind of thinker. I wrote about her great talent but narrow world-view in 
a journal entry: 
I have a very talented student who demonstrates a great deal of 
potential in this discipline. For much of the year I've found her to be 
insightful and often a student that I would be anxious to hear from. However, 
I've noticed over the past few weeks that her limited worldview has inhibited 
her ability to offer effective analysis. Lydia comes from a conservative family 
that practices a fundamental branch of Christianity. In some cases, I've 
noticed that this serves her well in this discipline because she is well versed in 
making sense of both literal and figurative imagery in texts. Allegory is rather 
second nature to her, and she quickly recalls various passages from the Bible 
which she can apply to what she's read. Yet when asked to apply some of 
these [concepts] in a new situation [text], she finds herself very challenged. 
. . .Her recent analysis has been simplistic and often inaccurate because she 
can't envision any ideas that don't coincide with her own. She demonstrates 
the power of background knowledge that isn't tempered or balanced. She 
demonstrates the necessity to offer students a variety of ways to "read" a text. 
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Lydia certainly is a strong critical thinker, but she rarely qualifies as a divergent thinker. Her 
strong self-image and confidence allow her to work in subversive ways to maintain her 
perspective. She often uses the technique of asking questions rather than making a blatant 
contradictory statement. Lydia had shared with me earlier in the year that she believed 
women should be subordinate to men, especially in marriage. She noted, "There are leaders 
and there are followers and there's nothing wrong with wives following the lead of their 
husbands. That is what makes for a happy marriage." So when she asked "how Leonce is 
possessive towards [Edna]," I was not surprised. This started Lydia's own cycle of thought. 
Later in the discussion she began searching for alternatives to her question: "I think 
he's more just disappointed in what he got. I don't think he had this in mind when he married 
her. . . .He's not looking down on her; he just knows the roles." While other students voiced 
dissention, Lydia held fast: "That's just the way marriage worked." As the discussion 
continued to ameliorate toward a more empathetic view of Edna, Lydia sought reasons for 
er own view: 
She might be trapped, but I think she trapped herself. She liked those other 
men, but then decided to marry Leonce. It was her decision. He didn't make 
her marry him. When she married him I think she gave up her hopes and now 
she's seeing how she can get out of it, but now she can't. 
As Lydia consistently made confident arguments and employed many critical thinking skills, 
she did not use multiple perspectives or various literary theories. This indicates how 
important an open mind is to achieving divergent, creative thinking. 
Lily, another student in the same class who also practiced a very fundamental 
Christian religion, demonstrated time and again her ability to balance intellectually her own 
ideas and beliefs with those of texts and other students. In fact, Lily often stopped in to talk 
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before or after school about whatever we were reading and often commented on how literary 
theory had "opened up the books" for her. In this same Awakening discussion, Lily shows 
her ability to think abstractly and independently: 
I think what we've been talking about before that it is pretty important to see 
the subordinate role of women in this society. The lady who wrote this used 
birds as symbolic of how the women were treated. On page 23 the bird yelled 
something that it shouldn't have said and Mr. Faravel wanted to get rid of the 
bird and put it in the dark because it was messing up the performance. That is 
kind of how Edna is treated because a lot of times she didn't really have free 
reign. to be different. She said she wasn't like the Creole women and the 
women of that era were like caged birds and they weren't really able to do 
what they wanted and if they had an affair, they were put in the dark so to 
speak. They were put in the dark and secluded. 
Lily embodies the Constructivist thinker who comes with a strong foundation but is willing 
to build upon it with careful courage and creative presence. Lydia illuminates the 
complexities of critical and creative thinking. While she certainly possesses apt critical 
thinking skills, she is unable to insert any piece that wasn't already part of the puzzle she was 
creating. 
Teacher Role in Discussion 
My role in these discussions had a very deliberate purpose. The kinds of 
contributions I made to these discussions were consciously provoking, summarive, and 
objective. When I asked questions, I tried implicitly to indicate that there was more than one 
right answer. For example, I asked if "social class or gender was most to blame for Edna's 
situation" which allowed everyone to have a valid opinion. I would often summarize points 
that students made to ensure all students understood each other's viewpoints. Perhaps my 
most important role, though, was bringing up different points of view if the discussion 
became stagnant. Often I would recount an observation that a student made from another 
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class or read a quote or passage from a piece of criticism I had read on the text. Each time I 
brought in one of these points of view, that cycle of thinking would start anew. 
Another important skill I had to learn was to value silence. Brooks and Brooks list 
"allowing for wait time" as one characteristic teachers need to embody in order for students 
to construct meaning (114-115). Often students needed time to ponder a question or quote 
before they were ready to contribute. Additionally, the discussion had to be fluid enough that 
students felt they could respond to a point that had been brought up earlier in the discussion. 
Paul provided one such example. Early in the discussion, Rebekah made a reference to 
Edna's day at the racetrack as empowering. Almost 20 minutes later, Paul wanted to talk 
about it again: 
Going back to the horse track thing. [Edna's] like the horse and her father is 
like the jockey and how they kind of take control of her and all she is doing is 
going in circles . . .and so she's kind of like a number just going through the 
cycle. 
Paul would often "check-out" of parts of our discussions and to an outsider may have 
appeared to be unengaged; however, whenever he would "check back in" he offered some of 
our most insightful, original contributions. My choice to allow Paul the freedom to do this 
helped to "eliminate negative sanctions against divergence" (Cropley 82) and encouraged an 
environment of risk-taking. 
Further, moments like these allowed me to reward students for their critical and 
creative thinking. At the beginning of the year, I began to "give snaps" (snapping my 
fingers) for especially insightful contributions to discussion. By the end of the year, the rest 
of the class would spontaneously "give snaps" when they felt it was appropriate. For some 
students, like Conrad, this was the epitome of praise, "Oh, Ms. Wessling you gotta give me 
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snaps for that, you just gotta!" This and other kinds of more subtle, positive feedback helped 
students to feel what Smith calls being "part of the club" (Smith 105). 
Not only was their enhanced self-confidence evident by their participation and body 
movement, but also in their words. Most comments at the beginning of the year were 
prefaced with phrases like, "I'm not sure, but . . ." or "This may be wrong, but . . ." They 
were replaced with self-assured "I think" or "I believe" statements by the time of these 
observations. Even though the students are ultimately responsible for their own learning in 
my classroom, the way I construct the environment determines whether or not autonomy can 
become a reality for them. 
Summary 
Some educators may wonder if students could arrive at these conclusions without the 
use of literary theory. Certainly, many student readers would note Edna's oppression, the 
symbolism of the birds, and the effect of social class on Edna's situation regardless of literary 
theory. However, those students may not read these passages the way Patrick did as a 
strange fairy tale (archetypal), and they may not have had Jeff s confidence in asserting that 
marriage is the ultimate prison for women (feminist). As Pirie reminds us, before students 
can be meaning makers of the world around them, they have to recognize how their implicit 
ideologies and beliefs shape their reading (44). When students can engage with literature this 
way, they have moved toward independent thinking. 
Case Studies 
I used case studies to closely follow nine students throughout the year in AP English. 
I chose the nine students after first placing all 67 students into categories of advanced, 
proficient, and emerging achievement in the area of reading and language usage based on 
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standardized test scores. Once the students were randomly chosen, I interviewed each at 
three different times of the year. Using interviews, observations, and a collection of their 
work, I was able to analyze their experience. The following case studies tell the stories of 
five of those nine students who sometimes had similar, sometimes very divergent 
experiences in the course. The power of case studies comes from the voices of the subjects. 
These students talk frankly and honestly about their experiences as I discovered how critical 
thinking and literary theory functioned in this course. 
Making the Shift: Traditional to Non-Traditional Classrooms 
English classrooms have always been places where the power of great literature takes 
center stage, and students and teachers alike converge to explore the qualities that cause it to 
endure, to frustrate, to inspire. For students, literature has traditionally been an exercise in 
reading an assigned passage, being prepared for quizzes to prove the assignment has been 
completed, listening to the teacher's interpretation while taking copious notes, and writing 
thoughtful, safe essays and exams which repeat the knowledge garnered from this process. 
While many people came to love literature through this experience, its personal relevance 
may have eluded many. In The Reader, the Text, the Poem: Transactional Theory of the 
Literary Work, Louise Rosenblatt makes it clear that the experience of literature is in fact a 
transaction between the reader and the text. In this transactional view of literature, the role of 
the reader is central to creating meaning with the text, not necessarily about it. 
While many English classrooms have evolved from traditional philosophies, much of 
those original strategies remain embedded in curricula today. Many students have learned 
how to become successful in reading, taking quizzes, and writing exams. In fact, for some of 
those most successful in using these traditional methods, making the shift to anon-traditional 
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classroom with new "rules" can be daunting. In these next pages I will explore how two 
"advanced level" students, who were highly successful prior to entering my AP English 
course, made the transition to valuing multiple perspectives and learned to appreciate what 
they discovered. 
Kristen: Programmed Reader, Programmed Student 
I met Kristen the year before she entered AP English when she interviewed me for a 
story she was writing for our school's newspaper. Kristen was articulate, serious, 17 going 
on 35. Because of my preparation for this study, I knew that she was an accomplished 
student, one who had taken many English courses at an area academy school that specialized 
in education for gifted students. Yet, she had chosen to take her senior year of English at her 
home high school. I quickly found Kristen to be a serious and dedicated student, one who 
had high expectations for herself as well as for the course. She proved to be a precise writer, 
a confident reader, and a serious student who would surely be successful in the course. 
Unlike any other student enrolled in the course, Kristen had taken the AP Language 
and Composition course and exam during her junior year at Central Academy. This 
experience afforded her a head start in the kind of in-depth analysis that would be required by 
this course. Alternately, her successful and extensive experience in a traditional curriculum 
would make her apprehensive about being successful in this non-traditional one. While 
Kristen perched herself in a far corner of the room, her ideas and contributions often made it 
to the forefront of our discussions. 
Kristen possessed aself-proclaimed love for reading. While she relished the types of 
challenging material she encountered in school, she claimed to read "junk fiction" in her 
spare time, although I often saw her with more serious books. Further, she had cultivated an 
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aesthetic appreciation of what she read, saying that when she got into a book she really liked 
she would "take [her] time and savor what [she was] reading." 
The reading process Kristen employed wasn't a conscious one. She claimed "I 
usually just read." Yet, she was very aware of when her process had to change in order to 
perform: "There are some parts I just skim over and then I try to critically read when I need 
to." Through her educational experiences she had come to believe in the myth that being a 
faster reader was synonymous with being a better reader: "I have just been programmed to 
get done and to be the first one done reading. . . . I have been programmed to speed read a 
little bit so I sometimes miss important details. If it doesn't take me like a minute per page to 
read, then I am going too slow." This emphasis on reading rate also seemed to permeate her 
sense of questioning while she read. Although she acknowledged that she might ask herself 
questions during reading, she wasn't aware that she engaged in this practice at all. Kristen 
had quite simply become a successful product of her educational experience. Admittedly, 
her concept of success had been formulated by "programming." 
Kristen's Discovery: The Evolution of a Convergent Thinker 
Making meaning with a text was reminiscent of Kristen's previous AP experiences in 
that she quickly became aware of the role of the text's structure. During our first interview, 
when I asked her about what analyzing literature meant, she responded that she concentrated 
on "style, structure, context, and symbolism" because "last year my English teacher really 
drove on those topics and those are the most important ones." She talked about being 
equipped in understanding the importance of creating a context for what she read: "I would 
put [context and structure] together and try to determine what is more than the words." For 
early assignments, Kristen demonstrated how she created a context for what she read using 
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facts she knew about history. When writing about Catcher in the Rye, she discussed the 
Fifties before discussing the novel: 
The Fifties was an era of social change. It was a time when the 
majority of society turned to a more traditional lifestyle, with the men out in 
the workplace and women staying home. The time period also represented the 
birth of an upper middle-class, urban sprawl, and the baby boom. It was a 
time of conformity and the adoption of a more conservative life-style. The 
youth, during this time, held a kind of social revolution coinciding with the 
growing popularity of rock and roll. In the Catcher in the Rye, Holden 
Caulfield represents the disillusionment that was the opposite of the illusion of 
familial and societal contentment and happiness in post-World War II 
America. 
Kristen demonstrates in this passage some of her inherent skills. She is able to see a text 
with a broader scope and effectively create a context for how she makes meaning with the 
novel. While this historical context was a departure from much of her New Critical training, 
she had a tendency to focus on analysis of symbols and text structure in assignments in which 
she was given the option of focusing on other elements of the text. 
Initially, Kristen appeared skeptical of using the various literary theories: "It's 
something I don't do. Because I read through my own eyes, that is what I know best. 
Reading in different perspectives seems like I would read looking through the eyes of 
someone else." To Kristen, reading from different perspectives seemed more like a debate or 
having "opposing viewpoints." It is no surprise that when asked to write multiple thesis 
statements for one text, she consistently chose historical and New Critical perspectives 
because these seemed to have some permanence, a "right" answer. 
Kristen's desire to maintain academic success often influenced her to prefer 
convergent thinking or attaining an accepted "right" answer. While she noted the possibility 
of more than one reading of a text, she said, "I like things a little more clear than that." As 
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she honed her reading skills she used them to predict discussion topics, focusing on her 
predictions and less on other details of the text that she may have felt were important. At one 
point in our interview, she described a time when she had interpreted a scene in A Raisin in 
the Sun very symbolically but after hearing part of class discussion which hadn't explored the 
scene in the same way, she assumed that she was wrong. This is an example of a time when 
Kristen was exhibiting divergent thinking, but her need to be "in the majority" was too 
overwhelming for her to recognize the potential in her own thinking. 
Whereas many students have a difficult time seeing beyond literal elements of the 
text, this process of "going beyond" was very innate for Kristen: "It's almost like it just 
happens. It happens while I read and I am not going to conscientiously think about it, but I 
have been doing it for so long that I am conditioned to look for it right away." Just as 
Kristin's "conditioning" made her an advanced reader, it also made her aone-dimensional 
reader—one who read for the best answers. Authorial intent, character, and literary elements 
still comprised effective analysis for her. The one exception in her pattern of convergent 
thinking was found in her journal entries, which were very low risk for students like Kristen. 
Doing well on journal entries simply meant "writing to learn" or exploring ideas, questions, 
and connections in a productive way. Here, Kristen would play with various theories, such 
as Marxist, psychoanalytical, and feminist. She asserted in a concept map about The Great 
Gatsby that "Jordan is a woman whose femininity has been taken away because of her 
intelligence and athleticism," and that "Fitzgerald portrays women as being flighty and 
ignorant on the outside, but intelligent, complex people on the inside." These statements 
serve as a poignant contrast to some others about the same novel: "Fitzgerald uses a few 
distinct literary elements, including foreshadowing, symbolism, and irony to tell the story of 
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a conflicted man, Jay Gatsby, dealing with his own identity and the desire to buy back a 
woman he once loved," or "The plot is defined by a series of social gatherings that introduce 
the reader to the characters, their lifestyles, and their values." While all of these represent 
critical thinking, the latter two seem to "converge" on an idea, while the first two "diverge" 
from traditional readings. 
As Kristen found her j ournals were places for her to experiment with different ways 
of making meaning with a text, they very seldom revealed any connection to herself or her 
own experiences. She commented that it was difficult for her to write "sensibly" about ways 
texts related to her own life. While she commented that both Marxist and feminist criticisms 
were "interesting," she had "been conditioned since 8~' grade to write about New 
Criticism take an element and write about it." Her evolving sense of literary theory 
included reconciling these new theories with her "conditioned" way of reading. Kristen 
revealed that she could talk about any of the lenses through discussion of symbolism or 
metaphor. 
Kristen did not seem to have a "trigger event" that caused a noticeable shift in her 
perception of thinking; rather, she gradually, through calculated risk-taking, discovered some 
of the opportunities it could afford her. She noted a change in her perception of her 
classmates. She commented that she would get frustrated with their comments if they didn't 
offer enough supporting evidence or that she was slow to value their contributions if they 
hadn't completed all of the assigned reading. However, she began to notice their significance 
in her own learning. In our last interview, Kristen noted that she made the most connections 
with the text during class discussions because when she read she "didn't pick up on all the 
details, but when we discuss in class, there are other students that picked up on the details 
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that I missed." This caused her to decide whether or not she should re-think her own 
position. Kristen had established a need for a community of learners where different 
perspectives didn't mean opposing viewpoints, but a panoramic reading of a text. The 
connections that caused Kristen early trepidation, now had become an essential part of her 
reading process: "I think I always [make connections] because anything you can do to make 
something more familiar to you helps. I don't always do it while I am reading, but afterwards, 
I will make connections." In her final portfolio she recognized how she had remained in her 
"comfort level," choosing to write about those elements she was confident in, but by the end 
of the year, she references a paper on ~'he Awakening as evidence of her ability to "more 
effectively analyze literature, making more connections." 
Also, the types of contexts Kristen created for herself had evolved. Instead of always 
using a historic or New Critical context, she talked about using the literary theories: "Those 
lenses are really interesting . . . [they] make it easier to see from different perspectives." The 
theories had provided her with new ways to formulate a context for her reading. They had 
empowered her to move beyond her "conditioning." In an analysis of Phyllis Wheatley's "On 
Being Brought from Africa to America," Kristen showed how her traditional training of 
paying attention to structure and word choice, coupled with an archetypal lens, elicited a 
powerful reading: 
Wheatley's use of adjectives such as "angelic" and "black as Cain" appears to 
portray a false sense of good vs. evil. Wheatley does not want to portray 
African-Americans as evil and Caucasians as good, but she uses it to show 
how ridiculous that notion is. It is an attack on the people that view Africa as 
a "pagan land" and see "Cain" as a representation for all African-Americans. 
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She even turned her apprehension at "reading through someone else's eyes" to enthusiasm as 
she exercised real voice in this Marxist reading of Jimmy Carter's "With Words We Learn to 
Hate" 
In what kind of society do its citizens allow hate to get the better of them and 
kill others needlessly? In a Marxist society, the kind of struggles involved 
between the Allies and Axis powers during World War II and between the US 
and Iraq now are not justifiable because they do not involve a bourgeois class 
fighting against an oppressive regime to gain rights and freedoms. These 
struggles involve an outside nation trying to change the ways of another. 
That's not to say there is never cause for war, but, as Carter explains, people 
need to strive for peace first. 
By the end of the year, literature had gone from a stagnant entity ripe with literary elements 
for analysis, to an evolving text with which she could engage. 
In her final interview at the end of the year, I asked what reading in different 
perspectives meant to her. She responded, "It means asking questions that I would never 
have asked before. It's exploring different ways of looking at the text." While she realized 
that she had probably always understood some of the principles of the theories, being able to 
name them and make them more explicit conductors of her reading process enabled her to 
"use them much more." Still drawn to her "right answers," Kristen had discovered that 
literary theories helped her to "see things in other ways." She commented about their 
accessibility: "Now that I know other perspectives are out there, I want to use them!" 
This professed convergent thinker took many important risks as she discovered the 
ways in which literary theory could help her to emerge from high school as a more divergent, 
critical, open-minded thinker. Her own reflection from her final portfolio articulates it best: 
"This year, I have grown in my ability to think about questions to ask myself and others. 
Previously, I have been taught to have all of the answers. Now, I know that I am capable of 
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asking the questions." Kristen not only discovered the potential she had within herself, but 
she also found the courage to pursue it. 
Mark: Skillful Reading Strategist 
Before Mark even entered my classroom, I was already anticipating his presence. I 
had been reading his column in the school newspaper for several years, always interested in 
his perspective and his strong writer's voice. My colleague Ed had often talked about Mark's 
insightful contributions when he had Mark in American Literature the previous year. On the 
first day of class, he quietly sauntered into the classroom, choosing a seat in the front and 
center. His eyes shifted with apprehension? anxiety? anticipation? I wasn't sure, but I 
sensed he came here with both confidence and high expectations. 
By the end of the first week, I knew Mark had reason to be confident. He established 
himself as a solid writer, a careful reader, and an effective analyzer in selecting what he 
assumed I thought was important. Although he could easily read the kinds of texts that had 
been assigned throughout this high school experience, Mark preferred Tom Clancy and John 
Grisham books because they had "different ways of looking at the world." 
Part of the reason Mark possessed strong reading capabilities was because he already 
possessed many strategies that had served him well throughout his educational experience. 
He already was aware that he was an auditory learner and had incorporated that into his 
reading. He wanted to feel part of the book when he read so he capitalized on this need: 
"When I am reading something I try and make voices for the characters and kind of like a 
movie so I can understand it better." Unlike some other students who didn't like to read, 
Mark "read a lot and [liked] to read." In fact he viewed reading as enjoyable: "Some people 
think reading is boring and that it is work, and I really don't think that at all. A lot of times 
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when we have to read books for class I usually read way ahead because I just get into the 
story." Also, Mark exercised skills of prediction as he read in order to help him understand 
the plot better. Being "part of the book," he also wanted to be in tune with the text: "I try to 
pick up on the tools that [the authors] use to foreshadow what is going to happen." These 
strategies had helped Mark to be a highly successful student and test taker throughout high 
school. These same strategies, re-focused, would also help him to emerge as a critical and 
divergent thinker. 
Mark's Journey: Author's Purpose to Multiple Viewpoints 
During our first interview, Mark talked about what making meaning with a text meant 
to him: "I guess I try to see if there is a motive behind the story or a moral to it, or if the 
author is trying to express an opinion or if they are just trying to entertain." At this point, 
Mark believed that making meaning had little to do with a transaction between the reader and 
text, but that discovering meaning was more like treasure hunting: he was looking for the 
illusive "right answer" that the author had hidden in some dark cave of the text. While he 
still believed the reader had an important purpose, it was in whether or not he, as the reader, 
could follow the author's map. 
These ideals resonated in Mark's early work. Although he demonstrated his aptitude 
at applying literary theories, he was hesitant to pursue any of them. On one assignment about 
Catcjier in the Rye, Mark offered this archetypal thesis: "In the classic novel, Catcher in the 
Rye, Mr. Antolini and Old Spence are the Promethean rebel heroes. Both offend Holden and 
make him not like them, but they both try to save Holden and give him knowledge into the 
future." Instead of pursuing thesis statements like this one, Mark instead chose to summarize 
texts, trying to uncover the author's purpose. Then a change occurred. In a low-risk journal 
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entry in which Mark was comparing Kafka's ~'he Metamorphosis to Hawthorne's "The 
Minister's Black Veil," he unknowingly applied Marxist theory: 
Gregor is the symbolic working man. Overworked and underappreciated, 
Gregor has a breakdown and turns into a bug. As soon as he is no longer able 
to produce he is rejected as lazy and incompetent. This treatment is an 
indictment of money-driven capitalism coming at the expense of the 
employee. 
After weeks of challenging Mark to move beyond summary in his writing, he was able to 
exploit some of the innerworkings of the text. All of a sudden, he was creating his own 
meaning and not trying to discover the author's. 
Our second interview revealed what Brookfield calls a "trigger event" (26) or 
something that sparks critical thinking. I asked Mark if he had noticed any new patterns in 
the kinds of questions he asked himself when he read. First, he responded by saying that 
now he could read something and "recognize how symbols can mean something." Then, 
with his eyes shifting, he said, "I have this crazy idea that 'The Lottery' was about the 
indictment of marriage because it was like the woman was chosen but she didn't want to do 
it, and it was kind of like society forcing her to do it." I couldn't help my widening smile as 
he offered this original interpretation of the text. After he attributed his idea to practicing the 
literary theories, I asked about his thought process as this reading unfolded, and he 
responded: 
I guess I read that little biography of the author and it said she was a big 
feminist and so I thought about what we had talked about feminist 
criticism and I thought, well, maybe there are more symbols and society. I 
was kind of skeptical that she wrote it about traditions that we took for granted 
and I thought it was more of a feminist argument she was trying to make. 
Several key characteristics of critical thinking emerged in this analysis. The trigger event, 
his realization that he could in fact employ these lenses with success seemed to authorize him 
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to do so more frequently and with less reservation of "being wrong" than he had initially. 
Also, his preface that he had a "crazy idea" emerged as a common pattern among students 
who were still scared of being wrong. Mark, like others, self-deprecated in an effort to 
preclude any embarrassment in case he was wrong. Further, this example illuminates a 
process that thinkers undergo to reach divergent thinking. First, there is some skepticism or 
what Socrates calls "perplexity" when he notes that this was more than a story about 
traditions. Then he began seeking reasons or alternatives based on the short biography he 
had read. Finally, his knowledge of feminist theory helped him to make meaning with the 
text, rather than uncover it. Finally, this example indicates the importance of letting student 
thoughts "incubate." Mark said that he hadn't shared this with the class because he hadn't 
thought about it until days later. This points to an essential decision teachers can make: 
compartmentalizing texts as singular entities can inhibit the connections students are able to 
make as well as the benefit of revisiting texts in light of new ones. 
From this point forward, Mark seemed to have more control over his critical thinking 
skills and being able to "turn them on." He noted it was like " . . . [thinking] of the goal and 
then you just go off in every direction you can." Although he admitted that his thoughts just 
sometimes "came to him," he felt critical thinking had become a conscious decision he was 
ma ng. 
Having low-risk environments like reading journals helped Mark facilitate his 
growth. While he remained hesitant to take intellectual risks on exams, his daily work 
abounded with risk-taking. In writing about The Great Gatsby, he said: "This book shows 
the characters in a fixed class system, all of which are from a different class. Only Gatsby 
tried to reach across class lines for Daisy. But when he did, it destroyed him." Later he 
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asked, "The author leaves us asking an important question. Is there a point to dreaming, to 
trying to recapture the past?" 
Mark was also making another shift. His rewards became less grade-oriented or 
extrinsic and more intrinsic: ". . . it makes me feel good when I can hook something up that 
no one else was thinking about." Further, his perception of reader role was ameliorating: "If 
you learn something about yourself from reading a book, I think that is definitely good, . . . 
it's more important as to how it makes you feel and what you bring out of it." 
In the spring, Mark unveiled an important characteristic of students who employ the 
use of the theories effectively: they take on the role of the theorist. In a poetry analysis 
project, he began to use first person when employing various theories about Robert Frost's 
"The Road Less Taken," which allowed him to use the writer's voice that he had often 
exhibited in his newspaper columns. 
Marxist: This poem is a call to action ! We must leave the path of 
materialism and oppression of the common man. The proletariat's future lies 
at its feet, and we must take the right path. If we are able to break the rule of 
the upper class, we will never be trouble again. We must take the road less 
traveled, it will make a different world! 
New Criticism: This poem speaks of the choices we face in life. Every 
day we make thousands of decisions, which lead us on paths we never could 
have expected. Each option we take causes our path to slightly alter its way to 
the future. Here, the undergrowth obscuring the trail is a symbol of how the 
future obscures our destiny. Nothing is certain, and we cannot completely 
know where our decisions will lead us. 
In our final interview, I was curious about the choices Mark had made in order to 
emerge as a divergent thinker throughout the year. He talked about "listening to other people 
and their opinions" and how necessary this practice was to creating his own ideas. In 
essence, his classmates, his experiences, as well as the literary theories served as his 
"conversationalists" that he used to construct meaning. By the end of the year, he became 
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known for making interesting connections among all kinds of texts we'd read. He noted that 
he just always tried to "see similarities" and "put [the current text] into context with 
everything else that we have read." Interestingly, Mark proclaimed that his favorite theory 
by the end of the year was reader response, the theory that offered the greatest departure from 
his "author's purpose" philosophy he had assumed at the onset of the course. His own words 
from his final portfolio highlight his journey to reading from multiple viewpoints: 
Writing and thinking in specific lenses is a critical part of analyzing 
and understanding literature. . . . I believe that thinking through different 
lenses can open our minds to different insights about a text. By thinking 
through different lenses, we can also see how different people might interpret 
a story, allowing us to learn more about the book. . . . This shows my ability to 
think in a different lens and [how I] came up with different ideas than I 
normally would. 
Mark no longer needs the author's map to uncover the hidden treasure; he's written his own 
course and will discover the fortune when he chooses. 
Creating Contexts, Creating Meanings 
Many students of English in the last 20 years have been influenced by the role that 
reader response has played in the literature classroom. Many teachers, who began to practice 
her theories in their own classrooms, are indebted to Louise Rosenblatt and her pioneering 
work in reader response theory. Due to her work and the work of those who have followed, 
students have engaged with literature in a "transactional" way that allows them to 
individually connect to the texts they read. One of the powers of this theory resides in the 
fact that accessing prior knowledge is instrumental in creating a context for reading. Perhaps 
the most accessible set of background knowledge is personal experience and belief. For this 
reason, the reader becomes her own best reservoir of prior knowledge or "schema." 
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Thus, the process of reading not only entails comprehension, but it also becomes a series of 
connections from the new "schemata" to the prior "schema." In order for students to think 
and read critically, they must be able to access their prior knowledge in order to make new, 
meaningful ideas emerge. 
In this study, I will look at one "proficient level" student who consistently used his 
own experiences to create contexts for meaning. These contexts, which eventually came to 
include various literary theories, perpetuated significant meaning making experiences as he 
interacted with the literature in the course. 
Paul: Looking for Hidden Meanings 
Paul was accustomed to new challenges and new environments. He had moved to 
this high school just one year prior from a private, Catholic school in an eastern state. His 
adjustment had gone smoothly, and it was clear from the first day of class that other students 
enjoyed him, respected him, and wanted to laugh with him. I soon found that I was 
fascinated with the ease in which he made connections to texts and his ability to paint 
literature with the wide brush strokes of theme and human experience. Paul certainly wasn't 
talkative. His contributions weren't frequent, but always powerful. Not only had Paul moved 
several times in his 17 years, but he also had a clear sense of both his past and his future. His 
Chinese heritage was never far from his consciousness, and his future in the United States 
Air Force was palpable. 
Paul quickly conveyed his love for reading early in our conversations: "I like reading 
a lot, especially when I find a really good book. Then, I'll just read for the whole day if I 
really like it. I won't stop reading for pretty much anything." The defining characteristic of a 
good book for Paul was that he could "identify with the characters or share some of the 
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things they go through." Like many other strong readers, Paul looked for ways to situate 
himself within his experience of reading. He even described a process by which he seemed 
to put himself "into" the book: "Sometimes I wonder what the characters are really going 
through when [the book] doesn't tell you. Sometimes I wonder what it would be like if this 
happened to me. . . . Sometimes it makes me want to fantasize if I was in the character's 
position." For Paul, reading was often a vicarious endeavor. 
Further, he specifically tried to access schema by doing such simple things as reading 
the back of the book or considering what else he may have known about the author or 
content. These practices helped Paul to create a context for what he would read, thereby 
helping him make meaning with the text. Despite all of these practices, Paul often wanted to 
know if there were any "hidden meanings" in a book that he should pay attention to ahead of 
time because he believed that knowledge would help him get "more out" of the reading. 
When asked how he would characterize himself as a reader, Paul answered, "I think I am 
about a medium reader. I think I am still learning how to read. I don't do a lot of active 
reading unless I am told to do so. I think I am getting better." Paul's desire to connect 
intimately to characters would serve as the foundation of his reading experience in this 
course. 
Paul's Process: Connections, Contexts, and Concepts 
Unlike Kristen and Mark, Paul had cultivated a more personally relevant definition of 
the meaning making process. He believed that it was simply "trying to identify with the 
character and trying to identify with the emotions that come across." Further, he had a more 
progressive view of the "rightness" of literature: "I think there is a right answer to each 
person because when you read something it's pretty much what you believe in it, and if you 
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can prove it through what others say, then it's good." From the first day of class, Paul had a 
very tolerant view of his classmates' opinions and recognized their individual merit, 
regardless of whether he agreed or not. Likewise, he viewed the role of literary theories 
favorably from the beginning: "It's kind of like having different eyes when you read each 
time. Like, you can read it through how you view life and then you can read it more open 
and see what the author has to say. So, I think it's looking at something different each time." 
Despite his open-minded attitude toward literary theory, Paul was initially most likely 
to analyze literature based on specific character traits, namely, those with which he 
connected. In a journal entry over "The Lottery," Paul wrote, "Shirley Jackson shows how 
individuals lose their identity in large groups and end up not making their own decisions. 
The loss of identity is portrayed to be fatal and serves no purpose in the growth and 
development of a community." Certainly, this aware and reflective teenager could connect to 
loss of identity in the characters of this short story. In a later journal entry, he experimented 
with Marxist theory: 
According to Marxism, this desire of wealth that takes you out of your normal 
social class will cause one's destruction or fall. . . . Gatsby was putting on a 
mask with his money, a mask that would kill him because he was not 
portraying his true self. The corruption of capitalism, showed through Tom, 
helped kill Gatsby. . . . The Marxists believed that people should all remain 
equal according to where they belonged. When Gatsby tried to pursue a 
dream he could never have, it consumed and killed him. 
While Paul's version of Marxism is basic, the conclusions he drew about the role of social 
class in this novel certainly are complex. 
Paul not only worked to create contexts out of his own experiences, but he also used 
the structure of thematic units to help guide him to deeper analysis. He talked about how the 
idea of the American Dream had caused him to consider his own experiences more closely: 
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I have always wanted that Porsche and I always wanted all those kinds of 
things, and you really think about it and those things just don't last. I mean, if 
I get a Porsche or any of those types of things they really aren't that 
important and I just think about the education and how that is important 
because it will help you grow and make better decisions. Family is important. 
In this case, Paul has used literature to help him read the context of his own life, perhaps 
even to incite a paradigm shift of his own. Shortly after this reflection, Paul indicated a more 
personal connection to the ideals of Marxist criticism because of a recently acquired job: 
"Now that I have a j ob, I . . .better understand money and it kind of slowly changes my 
view." Paul has now reconciled his personal experiences with this literary theory, thus 
broadening his experience with the text. He seems to use all of these elements theme, 
personal experience, and literary theory when he analyzes Death of a Salesman: 
In the end, Willy's confused and misguided view of the American Dream and 
obsession with it, let Willy give up his life for money and his family. The 
only thing that Willy had to keep him happy was the one thing that he thought 
he could give up, his very own life. This sadly shows that the obsession of 
anything can be dangerous and create such a blind greed to achieve it, that it 
will possess one to give up anything and everything. 
Here, we see how Paul mimics a camera lens in his analysis: he sees the broad landscape of 
the theme, then focuses in on a close-up of the text which finally becomes personally relevant 
as he talks about the universally human vice of greed. 
Paul consistently demonstrated the ability to employ critical and divergent thinking as 
he analyzed texts; nevertheless, he still felt as though his reading process should have been 
more "refined." He mentioned wishing he could read and make connections more quickly. 
He also described wanting a "reinforcer" for his ideas. Paul confessed that he sought out 
SparkNotes, an Internet site similar to Cliff s Notes, in order to find "more background 
information than [he] had previously known." Again, Paul worked diligently to create a 
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context for the concepts he explored throughout his reading. He attributed this change in his 
reading to the fact that in class discussions, "We have to say what we think of the book, not 
just what the author thinks, but what we think." Paul is engaging in the sometimes-muddled 
process of determining what it is he thinks. 
Paul's initial open-mindedness towards literary theory evolved into a strategy to help 
him focus when he read. He noted that "A lot of times I try to look at everything" but he 
realized that he needed a focus in order to really make meaning with the text. In some cases 
he noted that class discussion, his own experiences, or even literary theory helped him 
organize his thinking while reading. Certainly, he has determined the difference in author 
and reader purpose. He noted that finding what the author intended can be important, but 
only to the extent that it allows the reader to "grow" and "broaden your vision and hopefully 
teach you something you didn't know before." 
A proven divergent thinker, Paul reflected on the limitations of reading only to find 
out what the author intended: 
If you're only finding out what the author thinks, then you are kind of limited 
to possibly a wrong answer, because we don't always know what the author 
was intending or even if he intended anything. So if we just leave it to what 
analysts and critics say it's about, we are limiting ourselves to the possible 
other meanings. We limit the meaning that could mean to us. 
This kind of philosophy helped Paul maintain a balance of convergent and divergent 
thinking. His receptiveness to new ideas also helped to perpetuate his analytic skills that he 
often described as fortuitous. Paul would often "space-off" and start thinking about 
something unrelated to the text until he started to make connections, at which point he would 
re-enter the analysis process, ready to articulate his new awareness. 
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Understandably, each student had greater success or comfort with different lenses. 
Paul commented that the feminist viewpoint was the most difficult for him to employ 
because it was "hard for [him] to change his view for it." Yet, his ever-positive attitude led 
him to comment that "I just haven't done it enough" so "I can't do it critically." His reflection 
reinforced the necessity of constant practice and feedback in positive, low-risk situations. 
Eventually, this practice gave way to performance. In Paul's performance assessment at the 
end of the year, he chose to employ the very feminist criticism he found foreign at the 
beginning of the year. 
The patriarchal society and the oppression of women have made every 
woman "afflicted with a heart trouble." The prison sentence that marriage 
creates takes away the identity of women and turns them into puppets of the 
husband. Without Mrs. Mallard's death, she would have been tied to a 
relationship that would be living dead. 
In this case, his ability to use the literary theory helped him to create a context for a situation 
with which he didn't have personal experience. For a student like Paul whose first instinct is 
to make a personal connection, the role of literary theory became a relevant way for him to 
make meaning with this short story. 
Paul's story is not one of dramatic change or even gradual shift; rather, it is one of 
persistent effort to make whatever he was reading relevant to himself and his set of 
ideologies. Yet, he made one decision in his reading process that speaks a great deal about 
the kind of reader he had grown into by the end of the year. In his last interview he talked 
about the drawback of using SparkNotes: "I noticed while I was reading that [the notes] 
would just lock you into those ideas and you wouldn't come up with your own ideas as 
much. . . . If you read them so much, then you can't come up with something new, so it 
wouldn't be as much of a reader response then." Once again, the importance of establishing 
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his own set of schema gave Paul autonomy over his own thinking. Finally, he credited 
literary theory in helping him to become a more diversified thinker. 
It's hard to look in other people's perspectives and that is why we practice 
those criticisms because I don't know what it is like to be a woman or I don't 
know what it is like to an African American . . . so it's trying to view [the text] 
from their viewpoint as much as you can without being biased from your own. 
Creating contexts, making connections, and creating concepts: This pattern of wide scope, 
close-up, personal relevance helped propel this student in a consistent practice of divergent 
thinking. Paul not only allowed himself to grow with his peers, but he also taught through 
example his successful process of attaining independent thought. One of his last papers of 
the year demonstrated the fruits of his symbiotic process. 
In everyday society, people build themselves up to be characters that 
are able to function productively in the culture. However, the Wingfield 
family, in the play "The Glass Menagerie," creates an illusory world where 
they are contented to reside. By refusing to accept reality, the Wingfields 
each must live a fragile life that may be shattered at any moment. The glass 
animal figures are key to realizing the depth of the Wingfield's fantasy world. 
Similarly to how glass is made through tiny grains of sand and then melted 
into an object, each family member molds himself or herself into somebody 
that they are not. Only when one looks through the glass can they see how 
distorted each character is to reality. 
While Paul notes how the Wingfields molded themselves into caricatures of themselves, he 
serves as proof that he was able to mold himself into a diversified thinker and engaged 
reader. He is proof of the necessity for readers to be able to access their own prior 
knowledge and create their own contexts for learning. 
Z~sing the Process: Becoming Readers, Becoming Thinkers 
Although the previous three case study students came to this course with strong 
reading habits and critical thinking skills, many students enrolled in this course and in high 
school literature classrooms across the country do not come equipped with these same 
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abilities. In fact, many students don't have a sense of a "reader's identity" or how to read 
beyond a superficial level. Many students who have been successful in school aren't 
necessarily critical readers. Rather, many have learned to read for information, read for 
answers, but not read in order to raise questions. All elements of literacy reading, writing, 
and thinking must work interdependently in order for students to become independent 
makers of meaning. 
This final case study will look at two of the "emerging level" students and how they 
not only became critical thinkers, but how they first became critical readers. I'll focus on one 
student's determination to make sense of the literature which was often influenced by literary 
theory. Secondly, I'll examine how one student's poor attitude transformed into one that led 
him to success and how he finally felt part of the "critical thinking club." 
Lauren: Diligent Reader 
Of these five students, Lauren is the only one whom I had the pleasure of having as a 
student in a previous class. During her junior year, Lauren enrolled in my composition class, 
where I quickly learned about her love for writing and her incredibly diligent and admirable 
work ethic. Her excitement towards learning and school was contagious to all those around 
her. Unlike many students in AP English, Lauren hadn't planned on taking the course, 
primarily because she hadn't been interested in taking any of the suggested prerequisites. 
However, on the last day of school she stopped by my room to tell me that she had enjoyed 
the writing class so much that she really wanted to take my class during her senior year. 
Lauren brought to the AP class her enthusiasm, willingness to learn, and trust in me. 
In the interviews of case study students, she was the only one who enjoyed writing more than 
reading. For Lauren, writing gave her the chance to "express herself," whereas reading was 
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"kind of boring" because it had the potential to keep, "telling you, telling you, telling you." 
From the onset, Lauren wanted to be empowered to create her own meaning with what she 
read, just as she had been accustomed with her writing. 
Unlike other students, Lauren did not want to create any kind of context for her 
reading. She avoided reading the summaries on book jackets or accessing prior knowledge 
about the author. She felt this process could ruin her reading experience. However, Lauren 
really valued the experience of reading. She talked about wanting to be "in" the book and 
having a "blank slate" as she prepared to take in her reading experience. Also, Lauren 
expressed the value of reader's choice. When she was able to pick out her own reading 
material, she intrinsically felt more drawn to the experience of reading it. When reading was 
assigned, she would always complete the assignment, but she wouldn't particularly enjoy that 
experience she craved. Lauren's studious habits often led her to read any given assignment 
more than once; however, during that process she seldom was aware of making predictions, 
asking questions, or accessing any background knowledge. Making meaning for Lauren 
would entail transferring her aesthetic enjoyment of reading to the work of a literature 
classroom. 
Lauren's Empowerment: Passive to Enthusiastic Reader 
For Lauren, making meaning with a text first meant reading it multiple times. She 
talked about reading most class assignments two or three times before she felt like she was 
coming to terms with them. Although Lauren didn't have a specific process other than re-
reading for making meaning, she had a very clear sense of whether or not there is a right 
answer to literature. She said that there "are too many things happening in peoples' lives and 
too many ways that everybody views the world to have one right answer." Despite her 
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philosophy, Lauren also recognized that a certain amount of self-confidence is necessary to 
make divergent thinking public a confidence she was cultivating over time. 
Like most other students, thinking divergently thinking in different 
perspectives for Lauren was "kind of like walking in other people's shoes . . . .You kind of 
understand other people because of how they see things." Perhaps because of her desire to 
direct her own thinking, like she had done with her writing, Lauren often contributed to class 
discussions using the context Of literary theory. However, in her early analytic writing, she 
deferred to writing summaries of texts. She started to show more scope in a discussion paper 
on The Metamorphosis when she wrote about Gregor in terms of society: 
I think [the book] is a good representation for outcasts and society. At a 
certain point you can choose t0 go with society Or against it. Gregor as a 
human represents a "normal" person in society. Gregor the beetle represents a 
person going against the grain, someone who is different, who doesn't fit 
SOClety'S nornlS. 
Lauren's perpetually positive attitude was reflected as she began to consider how she defined 
her own sense of success in the class: "You get back what you put into it. So, I think it's the 
most motivating thing t0 be able t0 succeed based upon the amount Of work you put into it." 
Like the reader response theory Lauren enjoyed, she believed that the more she put into her 
reading, the more she would get out of it. Yet, her process needed to become more explicit, 
her attitude more willing to create contexts and access background knowledge in order for 
her to receive the reward from the text that she yearned for. 
Of all the literary theories, Lauren seemed most comfortable with reader response, 
saying: 
I try t0 relate literature t0 myself as much as possible. Even though I may not 
have had certain experiences, I find that it's easier to understand what I am 
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reading or understand the point of view of the main character or the. author, if 
I can think of something in my life that can relate to that. 
In a journal about The Great Gatsby, Lauren demonstrates how important this personal 
connection was to her in a letter to the character Nick: 
Dear Nick, 
I know what you are going through, losing a friend. When you lost Gatsby it 
reminded me of this summer when a friend of mine died. I know what you 
meant when you described collapsing with heartache and crying. I know that 
feeling, that empty ache in your heart. I also know the feeling of helplessness 
that you feel for him . . . .This whole experience of mine has helped me to 
understand you and your feeling and just helped me feel what you were 
describing during the death and funeral of Gatsby. 
In this excerpt from her journal, it is clear how Lauren was not only using her personal 
experiences to make meaning with the text, but she was also creating the context which she 
initially believed would take away from her reading experience. Further, the personal nature 
of this letter to a character demonstrates how she was personally invested in her reading, how 
she had a longing to be "in" the text. Lauren noted in an interview that having emotions 
when she read was very important, saying, "When it comes to literature, I think that emotions 
and reading come hand in hand. I think connecting something to an emotion makes you 
remember it or makes you think about it a lot more." Once again, the personal attachment to 
the text was of paramount importance to this student. 
The way Lauren used personal connection helped her to move beyond summary in 
her writing and more towards analysis. In the following paragraph from a discussion paper 
on ~1 Raisin in the Sun, she used a series of "I think" statements, indicating her increasing 
confidence as well as her strong commitment to her personal beliefs. 
In my opinion, I think that society has one structured view of how the 
"American Dream" should be. However, whether or not the individual 
chooses to follow society is up to them. Ultimately, I think that the 
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"American Dream" is personal, a goal the individual has for himself and how 
they go about obtaining that goal. I think the play A ~Zaisin in the Sun puts 
emphasis on the personal dreams and how all together they become each 
American's dream instead of one "American Dream." 
Lauren's progress was cultivated by how she saw the environment of the classroom. She 
called it an "out-of-the-box" kind of classroom in which divergent thinking was encouraged. 
Lauren talked about how for many students this approach to teaching required an adjustment 
for many students because they had been used to "thinking it [would be] like every other 
class where there is one answer to everything you do." While Lauren's initial willingness to 
learn and her trust in me allowed her to participate in this type of philosophy early, she did 
not become proficient at it until she strengthened her active and close reading skills. A New 
Critical reading of John Clare's poem "Fragment" demonstrates some of the skills she had 
cultivated: 
The tone of this poem is very serious and suggests a lot of depth. I think this 
adds to the piece by already giving the reader reason to believe that it has 
deeper meaning than what is plainly written on the page. Also, the word 
choice enhances the piece because it has a way of personifying the language 
by saying that it could speak, but doesn't have the power, the soul that can be 
buried, and the ink that writes. This personification brings these variables to 
life, giving an added touch of depth and dimension. 
Like other students in AP English, Lauren hadn't considered reading from multiple 
perspectives prior to this course. She described the process of learning how to do this: "Well, 
when you first start out reading a certain way, you have to do it over and over and over again 
and keep reminding yourself to do it because you want it to eventually become natural, so 
once you get there, you don't have to try any more." 
Lauren demonstrated this type of thinking in her journal reflections on Frankenstein. 
She wrote archetypally about the text: "When you look at the whole story, it is a lot like the 
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situation with God, creation, Adam and the Garden of Eden. There are many similarities 
tying the two together. Also, there is a visible competition between good and evil, man and 
monster, and nature versus nurture." As Lauren employs literary theory, she simultaneously 
creates a context for her reading, calling upon prior knowledge. Her description of the 
process of active reading is memorable: "When you go back and look at what you have 
written, it kind of makes up a home of its own and then you can understand it because it is 
your version." Not only had Lauren found a "home," but she had created it herself. 
By the end of the year, Lauren had taken her persistent work ethic and used it to 
create a series of reading strategies that helped her to have that same autonomous experience 
with "assigned literature" that she had with self-chosen books. She had also become more 
aware of what critical thinking meant: "It is when you just don't accept something, but you 
pick it apart in your brain." Essentially, Lauren had come to rely on "perplexity" or 
"disequilibrium" to help her incite critical thinking. Often, this cognitive dissonance would 
lead to making connections which helped her to experience the intrinsic reward she enjoyed. 
In the last week of school, during a book conference about One Flew Over the 
Cuckoo's Nest, an individual novel she had read, I discovered how autonomous of a thinker 
Lauren had really become. During this short unit, Lauren was to select a text that she wanted 
to read and study on her own, then schedule a conference to discuss her thoughts with me. 
Lauren was nearly jumping out of her seat when it was her turn to go out to the hall and 
discuss. She kept saying, "I have an epiphany, I have an epiphany!" Shortly after she had 
pointed out some of the main events in the text, she started talking about how she had 
thought about an archetypal reading. She saw the combine and the fog in the novel as 
symbols of society and that McMurphy was the outsider (Promethean rebel-hero) who 
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brought the followers to the light and provided them with the knowledge of who they wanted 
to be. One epiphany seemed to lead to another. She then started giving a Marxist and 
feminist reading as well. I sat listening to her insights, watching her enthusiasm, and 
knowing that she "got it." She had become the kind of reader who could make these 
connections and could use the contexts literary theory provided to think critically about this 
text. Not only did Lauren apply literary theory to literature, but she saw its role in her ability 
to read the world. This reflection from her final portfolio teems with her familiar enthusiasm 
and her new-found voice: 
If I am going to survive in this world I cannot look out of the windows with 
just my own eyes. My past experiences and my morals can take their part in 
the way that I live my life, but they cannot be the only way to look at the 
world around me. To be able to understand others and to feel for their 
experiences and empathize with them, I need to know these other lenses and 
know how I can look through them. Otherwise, I would turn out to be 
opinionated, overbearing, and in my opinion, just plain selfish. Without 
understanding, what kind of world would we live in? Not one I would like. 
That's for sure. 
Not only had Lauren found her way to meaning in this class, but her words resonated with 
the values of a life-long learner. 
Conrad: Seeking a Reader's Identity 
Conrad may not have enjoyed reading, but he certainly enjoyed school. A popular 
friend among his peers, Conrad's first priority was always making people laugh or catching 
up on the latest gossip. While his ready smile and quick wit were charming and often added 
to the fun atmosphere of the class, he clearly became uncomfortable whenever it was time to 
begin discussing the reading. His body language changed completely. He went from an 
outgoing teenager who seemed to take up the entire room, to an insecure child, frustrated 
with his inability to engage in discussions like other students. 
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Unfortunately, his frustration gave way to apathy, which sometimes turned into 
contempt for the work of the class. I saw two versions of Conrad each day, the exuberant 
one with his peers, and the confused, sometimes hostile one with the course. After our initial 
interview, I began to understand where his frustration originated. Unlike many of the other 
students in this class, Conrad wasn't a reader and hadn't had particularly enjoyable 
experiences in other English classes during high school. He said that he didn't read for fun; 
rather, he "just read required assignments" unless it was an occasional Sports Illustrated or 
newspaper. Conrad didn't use any type of reading strategy, rather he "just startled] reading." 
Yet, he saw himself as a good test taker and equated that with being "a good reader." Sadly, 
Conrad was lacking a reader's identity, a sense of his strengths or weaknesses, likes or 
dislikes. Early on, reading served merely as a passive activity for him, something he just 
expected to happen, not an endeavor intended for active involvement. 
Conrad's Change: From Disillusioned to Confident Reader 
Before a student like Conrad could think critically, he needed to learn to read 
critically. The first week of class I began teaching students how to actively read: not merely 
underlining a text, but interacting with it through summary, questions, and connections. 
Because students did not own their own books, their first assignment for the class was to buy 
several packages of post-it notes that they could stick all over their textbook and novels in 
order to make these reading strategies very explicit, very visible. While many students, like 
Conrad, felt such a practice was an intrusion of the "way they read," most eventually 
discovered the benefits of it. We also talked about strategies of prediction, questioning, and 
creating contexts for reading. Yet, Conrad's most acute obstacle in his reading process was 
that his focus was so narrow, he would often get "stuck" and be unable to elude the details. 
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He commented that "if something doesn't fit into the flow, then Iover-analyze that part of the 
book and kind of lose sight of the rest of it." The strategies weren't working because he 
couldn't see the "big picture" through all of the minute details. 
His early analytic essays demonstrated his effort to make connections with the texts: 
"Holden and I are almost completely different but we do share the quest in trying to find out 
who we truly are by sometimes looking beyond the norms of society and asking why." When 
Conrad tried to employ analysis that didn't relate to him, it often demonstrated his lack of 
confidence and his uncertainty about the text and his effort to uncover the "author's goal." In 
a paragraph from an essay on Metamorphosis and "The Minister's Black Veil," Conrad 
wrote: "Both Gregor and the minister died for their cause. Well, I am not quite sure because 
it doesn't come out and say it. I am pretty darn sure the minister died and I think Gregor 
died. The minister was basically displaying the life of Gregor but on free will." The same 
uncertainty he demonstrated in class permeated his written analysis. He shared his 
frustration, saying that he wasn't an "out-of-the-box thinker," which he found to be 
synonymous with the analysis he was trying to create. 
Conrad hadn't found direction, but he kept trying. Employing the literary theories 
proved to be challenging for this reader who was still trying to make sense of what he read. 
One archetypal attempt showed his effort: "In the book Metamorphosis, Gregor is dying for a 
cause and along the way he is bringing knowledge to the family." Misreadings made it 
difficult for Conrad to use the literary theories. I made an effort to look for his strengths and 
give him feedback that was appropriate for his own reading and learning level, rather than 
compound his frustration. It is not surprising that reading from different perspectives had no 
connection to literary theory for Conrad in the beginning; rather, it meant "reading from 
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different viewpoints and how other people might view the text." Although he hadn't reached 
the analytic level by the end of the first semester, he had become better at summarizing a text 
and asking questions about it. In a journal entry about "The Lottery," he showed more 
confidence in sharing his opinion: "I don't understand the reason for the lottery. Every year 
somebody had to die. It accomplishes nothing, much like many wars. There is no reason 
that these young people should lose their lives for something so pointless." His writer's voice 
was starting to emerge which would eventually help to instill confidence in his skills. 
B y the second semester, Conrad had started to catch on to the reading strategies and 
began to see how reading to make meaning worked: "You look for motive instead of just 
what happens." Locating character motives proved to be an important shift in Conrad's 
reading: "Before I was just trying to get the main idea to prove that I had read for that day, 
but now I just try to go as deep as I can and find out motives and surroundings or anything 
that would attribute to the way the characters are acting." Some of the questions he posed 
about A Raisin in the Sun demonstrate his ability to move beyond a very narrow reading. 
1. Why was Beneatha so driven to break through her gender and race roles? 
2. Was Asagai a vital part of Beneatha finding herself? 
3. Do you feel society gives everyone a fair shake at the American Dream? 
4. Was Beneatha's drive to become someone derived from money, social 
class, or a quest to better herself? 
These questions not only showed Conrad's broadening scope of reading, but they also 
demonstrated how the role of literary theory was starting to seep into his reading. Phrases 
like "gender and race roles," "social class," or "quest" all represent concepts that were 
constructed out of the study of various literary theories. While he might not be consciously 
employing these, he was using them to help create a context for this meaning making 
experience. 
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As Conrad's confidence improved, his hostility waned. He even talked about how he 
had gone from a "speed reader" to one who had "read for context" and started to look 
"beyond" the text. It was difficult for this emerging student to use the literary theories, partly 
because of his reading skills and partly because of how he perceived his own level of open-
mindedness: "I would say it's hard for me to put myself in people's shoes, generally, because 
I have been given everything, and I don't see why other people can't go after that 
themselves." Using the theories also seemed to put Conrad at risk. He talked about whether 
or not he was a convergent or divergent thinker: "I would actually say both. Convergent 
thinking more in the classroom because I feel more confident saying a right answer, but 
divergent when I am with my friends or on my own." Again, this speaks to the difference in 
his academic versus social confidence. 
A change was on the horizon for Conrad. It was a culmination of new reading habits, 
a heightened sense of confidence, and a real desire to be "part of the club" (Smith 105). By 
the end of the year, Conrad characterized his reading habits with more precision: "At the very 
beginning I was reading just for context, and then in the middle I would kind of get hung up 
on details and looking for specific theme, and now the themes kind of jump out at me." 
Further, the connections he made were more conceptual: "Before this class I maybe saw 
coincidences, but I never saw so many relationships." His focus on details had given way to 
an emphasis on creating contexts for learning. Conrad described his process of this strategy: 
"I am reading and then I pick out something that kind of sticks out and then I try to relate it to 
one of the criticisms or any relationship to the past. It kind of happens with practice, but I try 
to relate everything I can to something we have learned previously." Conrad was becoming a 
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self-sufficient learner, one who actively accessed prior knowledge and organized schema to 
help him forge connections with the new texts he encountered. 
Also, Conrad had grown to utilize and rely on active reading to help him manage the 
details so he could concentrate on the broader vision of the texts. Active reading also helped 
Conrad to dispel the pervasive myth that good readers are fast readers. Instead, he began to 
see the value of slowing down when he read because it allowed him to "think about themes." 
Our study of Existentialism encouraged him to be more of a risk taker. In fact, for a 
discussion paper he compared The Stranger's Mersault to Jesus: "Rejecting society, Mersault 
fought for what he believed in, and much like Jesus, his belief system led to his death." This 
thesis represented a conscious effort to not summarize The Stranger or to look for the 
author's purpose. 
Critical thinking had not yet become a conscious endeavor; instead, Conrad knew he 
was thinking critically when he recognized "that moment of surprise in [his] head." He 
attributed these surprise moments to "being forced to look to the different lenses. . . . Before, 
everybody else's reasons didn't matter because I could justify mine, but now you can walk in 
other people's shoes." Conrad's aversion to the theories had made a complete turnaround. 
Now, he was empowered with this type of reading that was "kind of like jumping inside the 
body of a person who thinks differently than you." Along with his reading skills, Conrad's 
ability to articulate his thoughts made vast improvements. By the end of the year he was 
writing twice as much in both journal entries and on analysis papers. He participated in class 
discussion, and I began to see his naturally exuberant personality merge with his newly 
cultivated reader's identity. Conrad exhibited some of the power of literary theory when he 
recognized that he now saw "what motivates people" and he had fostered a tolerant view of 
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those who weren't like him: "I would never j ustify [Edna] leaving [her] kids, but even though 
I still don't justify it, I can still see reasons why that might be ok to do." His essay on The 
Awakening, explored this new-found understanding: 
Edna's unorthodox change is an example for all of the women at that time 
period that there is another life for them. They all don't have to become wives 
and mothers. Though she did pave the way, in the end Edna ended up 
suffering greatly. This is why I think she is a Promethean rebel-hero. Though 
she maybe did it in a reckless way, Edna showed the women of the Creole 
society that they didn't need to only serve as mothers and trophy wives. She 
showed that women can be independent as well. She showed that women 
should follow their own dreams and aspirations and stop settling for the role 
that society saw fit. 
Though Conrad's reading, thinking, and writing skills clearly improved throughout the course 
of the year, perhaps his greatest accomplishment was the feeling of belonging to the culture 
of this AP class by the end of the year. 
His early hostility made a drastic change when one of his friends shared how she had 
convinced Conrad that he needed an "attitude adjustment" and that his "stubbornness" was 
getting in the way of his potential. Once he felt "part of the group," he sought out others who 
had similar experiences, especially when he would "over-analyze things." He commented 
that "people in AP English will understand it, but everyone else is like, 'What are you talking 
about?"' 
In our last interview, Conrad talked about how he would constantly see connections 
to what we had read: "Everything I see, everything I do, it kind of pops out. If it be the 
movies or books or j ust happenings at school, I find myself analyzing it through different 
lenses or comparing it." Conrad is reading not only for class, but he is reading the text of his 
world. He proves how important an open-mind and a willingness to improve are to an 
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enriched literary life. Finally, Conrad has overcome his disillusionment and leaves the 
course a confident, self-assured reader, ready to take on the challenges of college. 
Analysis of Qualitative Data 
Readers, Thinkers, and Writers 
It is difficult to separate reading from thinking from writing. Readers have to be 
thinkers, thinkers have to be readers, and writers need to know what they think. Studying 
literature affords learners the opportunity to engage in this web of literacy. Considering the 
role of literary theory in terms of critical thinking without addressing the reader or writer 
who makes his or her learning explicit, is naive. Before students make their own literary 
contributions, they must listen to the voices of others that provide the opportunity to open 
doors into new possibilities. One student, Derek, discussed how he came to see the value in 
the fiction which was fundamental to the AP course: 
Fiction, however, does not offer us pre-solved universes, bundled up neatly 
into well-organized arguments; but instead, worlds of chaos and conflict, 
leaving us to come up with solutions ourselves. Fiction offers us no answers, 
so we are forced to first comprehend the situations, then assess it for all of its 
meaning and reasons, and then conclude what lessons can be learned from it 
and what can be applied to our lives. Because all of this reasoning is done 
independently, the thoughts and understanding that we develop in response to 
these texts stay with us forever. 
While I will discuss many instances in which students are faced with "perplexity" or 
"disequilibrium," Derek reminds us that the very first kind of cognitive dissonance students 
are faced with comes from the potential of literature. This potential not only resonates with 
literature, but is also equally powerful for the student. Yet, having the potential and 
harnessing it are two different things. This qualitative study crystallizes many of the steps 
students took in order to become constructivist readers, writers, and thinkers. 
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These observations and case studies revealed that being a critical reader is 
fundamental to becoming a critical thinker. Although some of the students worked to build a 
repertoire of reading strategies, critical thinking did not occur until the students actively 
engaged with the text before, during, and after reading. The two most important skills used 
by the students were active reading and creating contexts for meaning. 
Active reading required students to slow down. Most had been predisposed to the 
idea that faster readers were better readers. While rate of reading can be important, 
especially as young children are learning to read, students would only walk away from texts 
with plot summaries and character facts when they read quickly. They had been trained to 
look for these specifics, as if they had a worksheet in front of them and were skimming for 
the answers. Instead, active reading forced students to stop reading and use post-it notes to 
ask questions, summarize when necessary, make predictions, and forge connections. 
Initially, the majority of the students felt this request was an invasion of their "tried and true" 
reading practices. However, by the end of the year, the majority also realized how this 
process enhanced their reading experience. The words were no longer a means to end, but a 
journey. 
The second reading strategy that students employed when exercising critical thinking 
was the creation of contexts or accessing prior knowledge. Either by creating a new schema 
or accessing a former one, students afforded themselves the opportunity to make new, 
meaningful connections. The power of connections should not be underestimated, as Lily 
describes: "Through this course, I have started to enjoy literature more than ever before. I 
always liked reading, but now I have the tools to connect with the text and understand the 
plot in greater detail." For Lily, the "tools to connect" meant having both a breadth and depth 
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of knowledge to draw upon as she read; they meant being able to navigate her own way 
through literature. A balance of breadth and depth helped students fashion the kinds of tools 
Lily described. Her journal entry considers their importance: "Students need enough breadth 
so that they have many sources to call upon and rely upon. This must be tempered with 
depth; otherwise, they won't know what to do with all of these different 'texts."' Here, text is 
defined not only as a novel or short story; it also refers to a concept, an experience, a literary 
theory. Each of these "texts" yields a different kind of connection for students. Personal 
connections seem to generate a sense of empathy with a character. Historical information 
confirms details, and author background incites students to looks for similarities between the 
author and the text. Literary theory connections are more abstract because they are 
conceptual and sometimes foreign. These types of connections produce less definitive 
answers and allow for more interpretation. For the students who need the reassurance that 
they are "reading right," the theories are daunting at first. Yet, the use of theories forces 
students to think and re-read in completely new ways. They incite a process that helps 
students begin to think divergently. Literary theory isn't the destination, but it can be the 
compass. 
In one of my journal entries, I contemplated the role making connections had on 
students: "The consistent practice by the students seems to be the necessary access of some 
prior knowledge in order for them to go further into the text. It seems to be an intricate web 
of connection-making that leads to deeper analysis." Sometimes when students described 
critical thinking as "just happening" there seemed to be a sense that as their minds were 
continuously trying to reconcile new and previous information, that there would be a moment 
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when the two would "just fit." Becky describes how she used connections to help her 
understand Heart of Darkness: 
I used the concept of community to compare and contrast the novel Heart of 
Darkness and the story, "Minister's Black Veil." By using a topic I could 
relate to and that we had talked about, I was able to make the two very 
different stories seem to have related topics. That way, I could compare them 
and analyze the meanings in both texts. 
Here, Becky accessed her prior knowledge of the concept of community in order to construct 
meaning with the new novel. Connections like this allow students to move beyond the 
superficial details of plot summary and character details into a realm that leads to critical and 
creative thinking. 
Further, these reading strategies gave way to more confident, more divergent readers. 
They helped to prepare students to use their voices in the classroom and become active 
agents in the Socratic nature of discussion. Formats of discussion ranged from pair-share, to 
more intimate discussion groups of three or four students, to large group discussion that was 
sometimes facilitated by me and sometimes facilitated by the students. 
The height of making connections seems to occur when a new idea is formed. One 
student, Jeff, explores this theory: 
I would argue that there is no such thing as an original idea. Rather, I feel that 
all thoughts are more a synthesis of previous knowledge and cognitive 
reasoning. Basically, in order to produce thought, one must be given 
knowledge, or at least some standard medium to convey it. That, in my 
opinion, is why reading is so important. It allows for us to create new 
thoughts, thoughts that have been merged with previous ideas, and then 
refined. This is true learning, for it allows concepts, our understanding of 
reality to be filtered. This is why I chose to put this paper in my portfolio, for 
it clearly shows the union of two contrasting characters, who, in the end, are 
very much alike. 
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Jeff describes a process in which reading transfers to thinking through the making of 
connections. 
Despite the belief that students in high school may not be able to wield literary theory 
with its abstract nature (as evidenced by the fact that it is seldom taught in high schools), the 
evidence from these qualitative results indicate that students can both apply and benefit from 
literary theory. Greta indicated one benefit of viewing a text in multiple ways: "By looking 
at each text in a different way I have gained a better understanding of how one piece of work 
can be interpreted in so many different ways. This makes a lot of sense and explains why 
you could discuss a book forever with others, because everyone sees the piece differently." 
In her view, the meaning of a text increases because of multiple perspectives. Another 
student wrote about how she was able to see the same passage in two entirely different ways 
as she read Frankenstein: "One time I looked for the feminist characteristics and the other 
time I looked for the archetypes. Normally I wouldn't do anything like that. Read twice? No 
way!" Lisa not only discovered what others have already indicated, that several people can 
read a text differently, but she also demonstrates how one person can see the same passage in 
a new way, just by employing a different literary theory. Lisa also discussed how using 
theories helped her to uncover symbolism in a poetry project: "I felt when I wrote in the 
lenses that I was actually giving the poem a totally different story line, or the moon was not a 
moon, it was a woman or a goddess." Here, we see Lisa as an example of a student who is 
constructing meaning, rather than reporting the meaning someone else had given the text. 
At the end of the first semester when I invited students to evaluate the class and my 
teaching methods, many suggested that this was a "philosophy class." At first, I was 
dismayed, so worked through their comments in my journal: 
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One of the comments I received was that kids thought this was more of a 
philosophy class than an English class. I think this is an interesting comment 
because they are associating philosophy with thinking abstractly as well as 
thinking from different perspectives. I think this comment comes directly 
from the literary criticism because that work seems like (and often is) abstract 
thinking or thinking that "feels" different. 
My students were being asked to use "cognitive muscles" they didn't know they possessed. 
Although a little stiff and sore at first, they eventually became agile at the skill, especially 
when they began to use it to create schema. Natalie was one of the students who experienced 
this shift: 
To be honest, at first I didn't like the literary criticisms because I felt 
they prevented me from talking about what I wanted to discuss or what I 
thought was important to a piece of literature. However, now I don't know 
how I'd read or write without them, or at least aspects of them. With this 
piece [a reference to her final portfolio] especially, I tried to understand the 
actions of the characters and the meaning of it through the criticism. It was 
much easier to comprehend the meaning by narrowing my focus to the 
psychoanalytic mindset. 
Learning the criticism brought along with it new vocabulary, like 
overcompensation or regression. It helped to apply these new ideas to what I 
was reading while I was reading it. With this passage I should have close read 
and tried to use the criticism right away on the story so I could make better 
connections. 
Natalie describes how accessing the schema of psychoanalytic theory allowed her to narrow 
her focus and make explicit connections in order to engage in critical, even divergent 
thinking. Further, she notes that with each theory comes a set of vocabulary and concepts 
that helped her to construct meaning with this text. 
Tishman uses another term to describe making connections as "transfer" (Sprenger 
156). He describes the occasion of transfer as "whenever we connect up one area of learning 
to another to help us understand or gain leverage on a problem" (156). Nearly all students 
exhibited forms of near transfer (when the connection is made in a similar context) by 
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comparing characters or texts. Others exhibited far transfer (when the connection is made in 
a dissimilar context) between texts and their lives, their world, or concepts that had far-
reaching implications. Yet, each time students employed literary theory beyond the 
identification stage, they exercised far transfer skills. Tishman reminds us that using either 
near or far transfer "shapes and empowers" student lives (Sprenger 158). Moreover, some 
students, like Kristen, Lauren, and Conrad noted in their interviews that they often applied 
the concepts of literary theory to other disciplines when they noted the relevance of social 
class in history or of gender roles in government. In any case, the learner is embodying those 
habits of mind to exhibit both creative (considering the possibilities) and critical (analyzing 
the possibilities) thinking. 
Finally, literary theory welcomes but does not limit reading to determine the 
author's purpose. While determining author's purpose is often valuable and can lead to 
interesting analysis, this type of analysis undermines the role of the reader. Jyll comments on 
her intrigue with analysis that relies on the reader: "The literary perspective that intrigued me 
the most was reader response. I find it fascinating that when two readers have different 
backgrounds, their interpretation of the exact same text may be drastically different because 
their experiences throughout life have affected the way in which they view the text." Under 
this mindset the reader establishes a formative role and once again, constructs her own 
meaning rather than trying to report what she perceives the author's to be. 
Although it is easy to create a dichotomy of convergent and divergent thinking, a 
more complex relationship between the two actually exists. Convergent thinking is a 
necessary part of the learning process for students. For many, convergent exercises like 
quote quizzes (a quote is given and the student has to name the speaker, give the context in 
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which it was delivered, and analyze its significance to the entire work) help to hone their 
critical thinking and close reading skills. These are essential skills, which when properly 
practiced, can help prepare students for more divergent thinking. When students have 
confidence that they are skillful readers, they are more likely to engage in the more risky, 
more creative endeavor of divergent thinking. While most students found they were able to 
maneuver among convergent and divergent, critical and creative thinking, very few could 
consciously "turn on" those thinking skills. Many had not yet acquired the mental dexterity 
to begin deliberately thinking in these terms. However, all but one of the case study students 
could confidently describe what happened in their mind when they were either analyzing, 
thinking critically, or making meaning with a text. Emma described how she felt liberated by 
the kind of thinking she cultivated throughout the course: "Realizing there is no right answer 
to many texts has been a scary experience for me because I am a person who always wants a 
correct response. But it has helped me grow as a reader, and I know I can think however I 
want to think without being confined." 
Many factors work together in order to achieve an environment where this kind of 
thinking can prosper. Perhaps foremost, the culture of the classroom must be both 
intellectually and emotionally safe for students. All learners must trust that their opinions 
will be valued and respected. Learners must know that intellectual risk-taking is not only 
valued, but also necessary. The primary tool for helping students to become risk-takers was 
the reading journal. In their j ournal, students knew their grade would not be penalized for 
using that forum to discover what they thought about their readings. Further, most journal 
assignments required students to write from different perspectives, in different formats, using 
different theories. Essentially, this on-going assignment created disequilibrium for students 
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and forced them to confront their skepticisms, thereby engaging them in critical and creative 
thought. Taking risks is more about a process of learning, than a singular activity. My 
journal chronicled a few thoughts about risk-taking: 
I realized that in order for [students] to become critical thinkers, they had to 
open up their minds, they had to try something new, and they had to make 
mistakes. Taking risks obligates students to step into new shoes, often ones 
that don't fit well at all, but stepping into those shoes is the only way they are 
going to grow. 
Further, learners needed rewards for what they did well with public and individual praise. 
Written feedback, cast in a positive light, was instrumental in giving some students the 
confidence to try again, take another risk, raise their hand in class, or engage with the 
literature in this "scary" way. 
Amy wrote about the shock of her initial encounter with disequilibrium: "For once, I 
was challenged, truly challenged by something I was reading. You can never know what 
that felt like to me. I was mad, excited, sad, and happy all at the same time." The kind of 
challenges that literature and literary theory offer are both euphoric and daunting. However, 
realizing that these feelings don't elude anyone who thinks, even the teacher, helps to create a 
culture of high standards and camaraderie in the classroom. For students like Heidi, this type 
of environment allowed her to overcome her initial frustrations: "I thought analysis and 
insight was something you had or didn't have. I believed I was the only one in class to lack a 
deeper thinking. Yet, as the year went by, I realized I wasn't the only student struggling. I 
also learned that analysis is something that can be taught and something I have improved 
greatly upon." 
An additional characteristic shared by nearly every case study student that factored 
into their use of literary theory was their ability to "transport" themselves into another 
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mindset. Most described it as "looking from someone else's eyes" or "stepping in someone 
else's shoes." One student, Chet, described it as "crawl[ing] into this tunnel with the other 
[theories] and it seems it's not hard to pretend what they are thinking." His tunnel metaphor 
indicates that Chet saw the theories as more confining and more like "make-believe" than 
genuine thinking. 
As students became equipped to "transport" themselves in the realm of literary 
theory, they displayed more traits of critical thinkers. Students created contexts and accessed 
prior knowledge, they made various connections to elicit new insights, and they became 
active participants in their own learning process. Instead of using reading, writing, and 
thinking separately, students engaged in the web of literacy. 
When Multiple Perspectives Don't Work 
Unfortunately, using literary theory was not successful for everyone. Primarily two 
kinds of students did not benefit from the theories like other students: the highly intelligent, 
highly convergent and the acutely struggling reader or writer. Some very intelligent students 
like Chet or Kara preferred not to use the various theories, and they only did so when 
required. Perhaps Chet, the most intelligent student in all four sections, had a very specific 
way he wanted to read. He loved to look at any text primarily at the level of words. In fact, 
he said that he didn't have a reading process but described his experience almost ethereally, 
saying, "It's just like the book is talking to me." He preferred to look for intricate patterns of 
word choice, or talk about an aesthetic experience with the language. This already highly 
divergent thinker saw literary theory as almost "gimmick-like" and although very capable of 
conceptualizing broader issues within a text, he became our close-reading specialist. 
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Because his connections were most often connected to the language, New Criticism was an 
especially important theory for him to use. 
Also highly intelligent, Kara's reputation as an exceptional student of math and 
science preceded her. Kara's need for the right answers was so strong that the alternate 
interpretations of literary theory were too overwhelming. Often, she would almost look 
physically uncomfortable in class when the discussion went in an offbeat direction. Her 
ability to control her surroundings had made her an exceptional student, yet it was that same 
control that became nearly impossible to relinquish. However, when she wrote about literary 
elements in texts, few did sb with more precision or eloquence. By allowing her the freedom 
to capitalize on her strengths as a convergent thinker, I found that Kara could still flourish as 
a student in the class. 
For other students, like Kim and Cassie, the literary theories were just too 
overwhelming. Kim had an incredible work ethic and showed significant growth over the 
course of the year but had a very difficult time moving beyond summary and identification. 
She understood the plot of what she had read but hadn't learned how to move beyond making 
familiar connections. However, Kim demonstrated a great deal of growth in her reading and 
writing throughout the course. Although she had difficulty applying the theories on her own, 
she benefited from class discussions where others used them. She took especially careful 
notes on these discussions and would then try to use them to help her own reading and 
writing. For Cassie, who struggled with many fundamentals of reading and writing, her 
energies were so focused on improving her basic skills that she wasn't able to effectively 
write using the various theories. When students at any level of learning are struggling with 
concrete concepts, it is more difficult for them to move to abstract ideas. Although Kim and 
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easier for them to read, asking them to apply theories to more complex literature proved to be 
too arduous. 
A Closer Look at the Literary Theories 
In order to meet the needs of all students, re-envisioning the high school classroom 
with a spectrum of literary theories is an asset. Each theory offers both advantages and 
disadvantages to the high school student who is learning to construct meaning with what he 
or she reads. 
Perhaps the most long-standing theory as part of high school curriculums is New 
Criticism, which offers several benefits. First, it has been part of their literature study for 
much of their high school experience. This gives students a large amount of background 
knowledge and confidence because they have had practice and feedback on the skills 
germane to this theory for many years. Further, it is very accessible on different levels for all 
kinds of students. Due to its nature of having a "best answer," it also takes away some 
subjectivity when assessing, which is one of the reasons the AP Exam is fundamentally New 
Critical. One of the drawbacks of New Criticism is that it situates the author and text as 
more important than the reader. Students many find it difficult to make conceptual 
connections to a study of literature that is often boiled down to form and function. 
Unlike the literary elements that had to be learned for New Criticism, students already 
had a wealth of encounters with the basic ideas of archetypal theory. Archetypal criticism 
offers a special incentive to many students. Contemporary American culture television, 
music, movies, newspapers, and advertisements is steeped in the types of archetypes 
students are asked to identify and analyze when employing this theory. Students feel 
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confident using this theory because once they learn to identify the archetypes, they begin to 
see them everywhere. This theory encourages students to look for patterns and to compare 
very disparate types of texts. Alternately, because identifying archetypes is so accessible to 
students, they often have a tendency to identify many archetypes in a text and analyze few, if 
any, in depth. Also, some students will explain how a character is representative of a certain 
archetype, but then they will fall short of describing how that connection offers new insight 
to the text. 
Whereas nearly all students had a point of reference for archetypal criticism, few had 
background knowledge that would aid them with psychoanalytic criticism. This theory is 
often most effective with the students who have taken one or more years of psychology. 
Those who have taken such courses quickly learn the vocabulary associated with this theory 
and have confidence in applying other concepts not explicitly taught in this English class. 
This theory is especially helpful for specific character analysis of figures like Hamlet or 
Willy Loman, but is less effective when taking an entire text into account. As with 
archetypal criticism, sometimes students will assign psychoanalytic terms to a character, but 
then omit how that identification leads to new insight about the text. For beginners, this 
theory often includes very basic concepts, yet these concepts often enable students to 
articulate precisely the motives of any particular character. 
Unlike psychoanalytic criticism, many students quickly understood the principles of 
feminist theory. At its best in the high school, feminist criticism offers re-readings of 
characters and texts in order to see both oppression and empowerment in ways they had 
never considered. At its worst, it is reduced to a stereotyped version of "male-bashing." This 
criticism is especially poignant to high school students who are very aware of how they are 
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forming their identities and how gender is powerful in that development. They draw on 
personal experiences and meet head-on many of the issues that concern them daily. Also, 
this type of criticism will often lead to an analysis of a text considering the vantage point of 
any oppressed person. However, many students have a stereotyped notion of what "feminist" 
means and are leery of associating with it. Stemming from this stereotype, some 
simplistically see feminist criticism only as a means to condemn the male gender rather than 
a patriarchal society. Both of these drawbacks can be overcome with frank discussion and 
clear ground rules. 
More abstract than feminist criticism, most students very drawn to Marxist criticism, 
or very intimidated by it. The vocabulary that coincides with this theory is daunting and can 
miscommunicate the intention of this theory. Those who are intimidated see words like 
"communism" or "bourgeois" and are unsure how to apply such principles to a literary text. 
It is important to remind students that employing this theory to literature does not bind them 
to the principles of communism. Rather, students who are most successful with this theory 
boil it down to the role of social class on a text. They are more likely to generate 
commentary about capitalism or materialism than class consciousness. More male than 
female students chose to include this theory in their writing. Examining why Marxist theory 
appealed more to the male students might be a topic for further research. 
One day in class, a student asked me if all of these theories really stemmed from 
reader response because choosing which theory to employ was fundamental to how the 
reader chose to approach the text. Further, the theories students chose often seemed to 
correlate with experiences or belief systems. In this sense, reader response seems to 
encompass multiple theories. This is a poignant theory for nearly every reader because in 
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some way they are basing how they read on their own ideologies and experiences. For many, 
making personal connections to texts becomes second nature and provides for a wealth of 
prior knowledge. This theory helps students make literature relevant to their lives and to 
their world. It also helps them to make conceptual connections among various texts. Yet, as 
with any theory, it has its disadvantages, too. Some students do not want to connect their 
personal lives to literature in any kind of public way. On the other extreme, some students 
make a vague connection and never return to text, instead choosing to tell a personal story 
that doesn't elicit new insights about the text. Occasionally, students do not have relevant 
experiences to apply to the text, but try to connect anyway. 
One such example resonates for me. In a group presentation on All Quiet on the 
Western Front, some students were trying to get the class to connect to the characters by 
asking how they would feel if they went to war. When that didn't work, the group 
acknowledged that we may not know what going to war would be like, but instead asked how 
it would feel to "be at war with your parents when you are fighting with them." Not 
surprisingly, this class of teenagers without any war experience couldn't and wouldn't make 
that kind of connection. Trying to make reader response, or any other theory, "fit" when it 
simply doesn't has the potential to undermine both the literature and the students reading it. 
This example speaks to the benefits of having a variety of responses to call upon. In another 
class, a group chose to analyze the same novel with a psychoanalytic approach where they 
used terms like "post-traumatic stress" or "guilt" or "loss of identity." These students were 
successful because they had chosen a theory that most appropriately coincided with the 
content of the text as well as their own lives. 
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A spectrum of theories for students to chose from and use at different times and with 
different texts empowers them to construct meaning with what they read. This sense of self-
sufficiency need not be applicable to the classroom only. Helping students to become 
autonomous, life-long learners outside of the classroom is equally vital. In her final 
portfolio, Michelle talked about her literacy goals as she progressed to the next step of her 
life and education: 
My real goal, however, is to continue on the path that this experience 
has directed me in and continue to read, write and think about everything. I 
have the desire to participate in educated discussions and want to gain the 
courage to voice my ideas when they should be heard. . . . My goal is that my 
mind will keep developing as a tool for discovery and thinking. 
As I am growing up, I am slowly discovering who I am, who I want to 
be and where I want to go with my life and it's my goal to be able to share that 
with others and help them see who I am inside. 
For some, the influence of literature does not lie in the theory or the measurability of 
their growth in critical thinking. For some, the measure is an internal understanding, a 
decision made, or a choice finally acted upon. For those like Michelle, thinking is the 
pursuit of a lifetime: hers to direct, hers to share, hers to enjoy. 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
In Critical Encounters in High School English, Deborah Appleman contends that 
literary theory has traditionally had a place in curricula, but in a "monolithic, almost 
corrective way" (4). Further she indicates that a single theory dominates pedagogy until a 
new theory takes its place (4). For a long time, New Criticism has had a dominant presence 
in the literature classroom. More recently, reader response has taken its place as a formative 
philosophy for ways to approach literature. While these two theories, juxtaposed, create a 
dichotomy of text-centered versus reader-centered approaches, this study indicates that 
educators may be inhibiting our students by not seeing the complexities afforded by the 
entire scope of literary theories. 
With Appleman's theory in mind, this study examined a curriculum which included 
multiple literary theories to see if these theories affect critical and creative thinking in high 
school students. This inquiry enabled me to see Appleman's theory first-hand and not only 
explore the possibilities she described, but to investigate how they manifested themselves in 
the life of the classroom. My research question led me to explore the complexities of 
thinking in a high school classroom: Does literary theory affect critical and creative thinking? 
If so, in what ways? If not, why not? 
A balanced approach of quantitative and qualitative research methods elicited a 
collection of results and conclusions that illuminated many facets of literacy instruction. 
Literary theory authorized students to become constructors of their own meaning. It 
instigated both critical and creative thinking for advanced, proficient, and emerging students. 
Further, for most students, literary theory led to divergent thinking and allowed them to 
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create contexts or "schema" for learning when they encountered new texts. Overall, the 
inclusion of literary theory enhanced the breadth and depth of connections students made 
while in AP English. The multiple perspectives helped students become autonomous 
learners and critical thinkers of the text of their world. 
Quantitative and Qualitative Conclusions 
Quantitative 
The quantitative assessment of the pre-and post-tests revealed that students did, in 
fact, have to use both creative and critical thinking effectively in order to perform well. First, 
students needed to read the passage critically in order to begin the meaning-making process. 
Then they had to enlist their creative thinking skills in order to generate three thesis 
statements about the text, each of which used a different literary theory. Next, they again 
used critical thinking skills to identify the type of theory in each thesis statement. Overall, 
students were successful in these first two steps. At the time of the post-test, more than 90% 
of students correctly identified the types of literary theory, and 86% were proficient when 
writing thesis statements from multiple points of view. 
The next choice students made became their most critical: selecting a valid thesis for 
an essay. The study indicated an extremely high connection between those students who 
were proficient in this task and those who were proficient at the final two, more complex 
tasks. Those students who were able to compose relevant thesis statements, and select an 
effective one for their essay, proved to be the same students who successfully composed and 
supported an argument. These two final tasks were the most challenging when students were 
asked to synthesize material and write "competent" essays. This speaks to the fundamental 
concern evidenced by the assessment: students often have an overwhelming desire to 
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summarize what they read and they frequently consider that summary to be analytical. 
Nevertheless, in summarizing and beginning to make arguments, students engaged in critical 
thinking, although it was not as heightened as those students who composed convincing 
written arguments. Many students demonstrated a need to summarize before they could 
analyze. While some could summarize mentally, others needed to compose a written 
summary prior to analyzing. Had students completed a similar, untimed task in which they 
could write multiple drafts, the scorers may have seen more competent and compelling 
essays. 
Finally, this assessment speaks to the inherent complexities of the relationship among 
reading, writing, and thinking. Even if students were thinking both critically and creatively, 
if they did not possess the rhetorical skills to convey those thoughts, their efforts went 
unrewarded. Those students who had a stronger command of their writing skills generally 
performed better on the assessment, because they were able to construct essays with solid 
organization, more precise diction, and effective rhetorical strategies. 
Due to the timed nature of this assessment, students were not likely to use literary 
theory before or while they read; instead, they used theory to create a context for meaning 
after the reading was completed. Some students may have had the opportunity to re-read the 
selection, but many would not have had time. Therefore, the quantitative assessment 
indicates the effectiveness of using literary theory as apost-reading strategy rather than apre-
reading one. Though literary theory was most likely used as apost-reading strategy for the 
quantitative assessment, students revealed its value before and during reading in the 
qualitative study. This quantitative assessment provided a valuable picture of the scope of 
literary theory and critical and creative thinking for all 67 students. 
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Qualitative 
The observations, case studies, and teacher journal demonstrated the complex 
responses of students who are learning to become divergent thinkers. The qualitative data 
indicated that, indeed, literary theory can be accessible to high school students. In fact, their 
interview statements and reflective writings indicated that literary theory often helps them to 
conceptualize elements of their own ideologies, enabling them to read literature and their 
world with more self-sufficiency. For the five case study students, literary theory served as a 
catalyst for "skepticism" or "perplexity" which led students to use creative and critical 
thinking skills. 
In classroom discussion, literary theory worked as an agent in leading students to 
divergent thinking. The class discussion mimicked the constructivist thinking cycle 
employed by individual students, demonstrating the dynamics between critical and creative 
thinking as it occurred in discussion. Unlike the performance assessment in which students 
used creative thinking (the thesis statements) to generate critical thought (the essays), in this 
cycle, critical thinking (searching for reasons and alternatives) led to creative thought 
(application of literary theory, divergent thinking). This indicates that literary theory can 
serve different functions when used at different stages in the reading process. 
"Advanced," "proficient," and "emerging" case study students illustrated a transition 
connected to their personal capabilities. Kristen and Mark established how the highly 
successful student could be resistant to engaging with literary theory due to the desire to 
experience the kind of success engendered in traditional English classes. Each of them had 
to make a transition from some sort of traditional mindset about literature to anon-traditional 
one. For both of these students, the low-risk journal and similar activities provided 
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opportunities to experiment with new ideas without jeopardizing classroom success. As their 
confidence grew, both became less concerned with grades and more concerned with the 
learning process they had come to value. 
Asa "proficient" student, Paul exhibited the importance of using literary theory to 
create contexts before, during, and after reading. He also provided a reflective account of his 
personal meaning-making experience which often required him to turn off the discussion in 
order to turn on his mind and generate possible connections. As a teacher, I noted Paul's 
need for reflective time and allowed him a safe environment to employ his personal method 
of meaning making. Further, Paul established how the study of literary theory empowered 
him to become an independent thinker. In fact, by the end of the year he had become so self-
sufficient in his thinking that he stopped using SparkNotes (Internet summary and analysis) 
because he felt they ultimately confined, instead of liberated, his thinking. 
As "emerging" students, Lauren and Conrad are especially important to this study 
because they reveal the potential for literary theory to impact all students, not just gifted or 
reflective students. Through diligence and an adherence to the learning process, Lauren used 
literary theory to help her explore texts in new depth. Her work served as an important 
example of how reader response is a starting point for many emerging readers. Perhaps only 
from this point can Lauren and other emerging readers begin to use the spectrum of theories 
available. Conrad reinforces the concept that students must first have their "basic needs" of 
confidence and reassurance met before they can enter the uncharted waters of literary theory. 
As his reading and writing skills improved, his ability to employ the literary theories 
increased. Perhaps most consequential to Conrad's growth throughout the course was his 
change in attitude and his willingness to engage in the culture of a classroom that values 
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divergent thinking. Conrad reminds us that learning may first be a state of mind, a conscious 
endeavor in which emotional needs must be met before any cognitive growth can occur. 
The qualitative portion of this study indicates that using multiple literary theories as 
an instrument for learning incited more than just critical and creative thinking skills. It 
became an important catalyst for a symbiotic relationship between the two types of thinking. 
Used independently, either mode of thought can be effective and important. Together, they 
can provide a rich experience for the student who has learned to direct their complexities into 
divergent thinking. 
Recommendations 
Recommendations for Teaching 
As a result of this study, several teaching practices emerged as beneficial to helping 
students acquire confidence in and proficiency at using literary theory as it enhanced their 
critical and creative thinking skills. Indicated below are several recommendations for 
teaching that include specific strategies or assignments, along with some general suggestions 
for introducing literary theory to high school students. 
Consider timing. Introducing literary theory to students requires some direct 
instruction initially. If the concept is entirely new, as it was for students in this study, it may 
require time .for them to understand that they are constructors of meaning and that literary 
theory may aid them in this process. A brief, but intense unit early in the course introducing 
literary theory may be needed. This will offer students sustained practice with theories as 
they work to master each theory's principles. Providing many opportunities for practice 
application with positive, constructive feedback will likely aid their confidence level. 
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Depending on students' preparedness, teachers may prefer to introduce theory later in the 
course, after students have demonstrated sufficient reading and writing skills. 
Speak at their level. Students this age would surely be overwhelmed if they were 
asked to read Louise Rosenblatt, Northrup Frye, or Henry Louis Gates, Jr. However, they are 
able to unpack salient paragraphs or passages from the original work of theorists. If they put 
the principles of each theory into their own words, they can apply rather than just memorize 
definitions. Providing handouts with necessary vocabulary or summaries of the key concepts 
that correspond to each theory in the language of high school students increases students' 
ability to employ the theories. 
Require students to try. While encouraging students to try literary theory without 
tying it to a specific assignment may be ideal, it may not be realistic. Literary theory may 
seem new and intimidating for many students. By the very nature of literary theory's 
complexity, students will have to confront and overcome cognitive dissonance. Providing 
options for students to practice applying the theories in low-risk situations helps to temper 
student anxiety. 
Provide low-risk opportunities. Once students are required to use the literary 
theories, they must have a means for experimenting with them. On-going reading journals 
can be a forum for students both to discover what they know and to "play" with these new 
ideas. Without the ability to experiment and receive feedback, students will not employ the 
creative thinking necessary to generate divergent thought. Creative thinking isn't something 
one can simply do; rather, it requires an on-going process. Instead of always beginning with 
a whole-class Socratic discussion, teachers can give students opportunities to talk in pairs or 
small groups first. By letting them try out their ideas with a few students, they can take that 
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big leap to sharing them with the entire class. Forming permanent discussion groups of four 
students each may help to instill camaraderie and trust. 
Be positive. Be patient. Because creative and critical thinking are complex processes, 
teachers need to let students know when they are making progress. The process of divergent 
thinking can often be messy and students will invariably make mistakes. Teachers can 
embrace these errors as moments of risk-taking and can help students find a foundation for 
future efforts. Educators need to realize that some students may be resistant, hostile, or 
unwilling to try this new way of reading, so they must be patient and locate the nature of a 
given student's hesitation. when a student locates one comfortable theory, her or she may be 
ready to try another perspective. 
Create a culture of learning. Teachers need to be active participants in the learning 
process by modeling genuine questions, a pursuit of literature, and personal passion. 
Depicting the desired type of learning is one of the most powerful tools to help students 
engage. As the lead learner, the teacher can instill a respect for the desired environment 
where a spirit of inquiry thinking and learning flourishes. 
Pursue active learning. Having students become active agents in the learning process 
empowers them to become meaning makers. It will also help them to take responsibility for 
discussions, presentations, and the occasional independent study of texts. They can be 
responsible for leading discussions, determining paper topics, and collaborating with others. 
Students can be successful at using literary theory when a variety of classroom 
practices work together to make the classroom environment challenging, safe, and 
constructive. Presenting the content of literary theory should not be confused with helping 
students to engage with it. The three-pronged approach of the Paideia group which uses 
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direct instruction, coaching, and Socratic or maieutic methods (Adler 22-23) can serve as a 
balanced approach to incorporating literary theory into the classroom. 
Limitations 
As with any study, limitations often affect the final data. Mariann Culver, an Area 
Education Agency assessment consultant, noted three characteristics that could adversely 
affect the data of this quantitative performance assessment: (1) Cognitive complexity. 
Students are asked to do a highly complex set of tasks in a relatively short amount of time. 
(2) Original ideas. Students are not working from a specific question; rather, they are 
determining their own way of pursuing the text. (3) Scoring standards. The standards of the 
scorers were high, especially in terms of ranking students as advanced. 
While these may be perceived as limitations, they also provide important insights. 
The short amount of time in which students had to complete the exercise is perhaps the most 
significant. In a classroom that values a process of reading, writing, and thinking, this 
assessment was traditional in the sense that the time and environment were controlled to 
ensure the most valid and reliable data possible. However, the assessment characteristics of 
cognitive complexity, original ideas, and high scoring standards are integral to the role of 
enhanced critical thinking in the classroom. Rather than being detrimental, these assessment 
traits are valuable to embrace as worthy and necessary indicators of student achievement. 
While using a method of audiotaping classroom observations allowed me the 
opportunity separate my roles as teacher and researcher, the technology has a natural 
limitation. It records only what people have said and doesn't provide indications of what the 
other students whose voices are not caught on the tape are doing. Often student body 
language can demonstrate both engaged learning as well as disengagement from the class 
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discussion. Perhaps a videotape, if it could be used unintrusively, would be a more ideal 
method of collecting this type of data. 
Another possible limitation could be the absence of an outside analyst of the data. 
Although the use of various types of data helps to elicit balanced findings, having another 
person also listen to the observation audiotapes could verify and strengthen the findings. 
A further limitation was using short stories by two female authors for the 
performance assessment. I recently discovered the contemporary short story, "Stockings" by 
Tim O'Brien, which would provide the balance of a male author. "Stockings" by Tim 
O'Brien, coupled with "Barbie-Q" by Sandra Cisneros would be strong choices for future pre-
and post-test materials. 
Exercising the dual role of teacher and researcher requires a tenuous balance, which 
at times can be challenging to maintain. Whereas some may see the potential subjectivity of 
this role as a limitation to the study, others see it as a powerful combination. The classroom 
teacher has many opportunities to engage with the students and can often~observe small, 
subtle effects of classroom practices. The triangulation method, as well as both quantitative 
and qualitative research, provided amulti-faceted exploration of literary theory and critical 
and creative thinking. The multiple data helped sustain an objective- researcher viewpoint. 
Limitations are a natural part of the research process and recognizing their role in a 
study can assist in seeing the multi-faceted research project. In this study, the limitations 
help to inform but do not overshadow any part of the findings or analysis. 
Suggestions for Further Research 
This study of literary theory and critical and creative thinking suggests that further 
research may be needed in several areas to enable high school teachers to learn how to 
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enhance the effectiveness of instruction. Few studies have been conducted on the direct link 
between literary theory and critical and creative thinking. Even fewer studies have focused 
on the current role of literary theory in high schools or the potential of reading from multiple 
perspectives as an important element of literature instruction. Additional research may help 
educators determine if literary theory is one of many catalysts for critical thought, or if it 
embodies unique characteristics that make meaning-making experiences occur. 
In addition, it would be beneficial to research the applicability of literary theory to a 
non-AP literature course in order to examine whether this form of instruction, or a variation 
of it, is effective for students who may still be emerging readers and writers. Similarly, 
examining the use of literary theory in 10~ and 1 l~' grade curricula may uncover its relevance 
to a broader spectrum of high school students. Some theories, such as reader response or 
archetypal criticism, could be identified for students at an earlier age so that students build up 
to the full inclusion of multiple theories by their senior year of high school. Even for 
students who struggle applying literary theory on their own, it is still beneficial to take part in 
discussions and classrooms where a variety of theories are explored and multiple 
perspectives are encouraged. This can assist struggling students by helping them see the 
many ways in which literature can be read and analyzed. 
While I have presented findings related to six literary theories, there are many 
others structuralism, biographical, historical, deconstruction, cultural, and others which 
may also have an important place in a high school classroom. Examining the advantages or 
disadvantages of other theories would benefit teachers who are beginning to incorporate 
theory into their English classrooms. 
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Other factors not examined in this study also warrant further inquiry. This study was 
conducted in a homogenous, suburban, school district. Variables such as ethnicity or socio-
economic status may alter our understanding of the many dynamics and complexities of 
teaching literary theory in a high school classroom. 
Recommendations for the AP Classroom 
While many AP teachers already create stimulating environments for students to 
appreciate the complex role and power of literature, some discoveries implicit in this study 
might further enhance AP classrooms. Due to the timed, New Critical nature of the AP 
Exam, which most students in AP Literature take, a great deal of energy is often focused on 
exam preparation. Teachers may choose to give sample test questions as in-class essays on a 
regular basis or help students prepare for the multiple-choice section of the exam by giving 
similar classroom assessments. Although preparing students to succeed on this exam is 
important, when this practice is taken to an extreme, students may become relegated to 
reporters of information and writers of the safe, five-paragraph essay. Using literary theory 
in the AP classroom does not have to be an "additional" content area to cover. Rather, it can 
help students learn to become constructors of knowledge. While using a product approach 
(timed writings, multiple-choice tests) may be efficient, incorporating a process approach to 
reading and writing may cultivate more autonomous thinkers and learners. 
Despite the New Critical assumption of the AP Exam, students who know how to 
read, write and think from multiple perspectives will certainly be prepared for the exam. 
Further, the ability to extract more universal themes or provide relevant contexts for AP 
exam questions may even increase the potential for success on the test. Yet, until the test is 
changed, its format will most likely continue to drive curricula of AP classrooms across the 
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country and around the world. Perhaps the exam itself could undergo revision. An ideal 
exam may require students to formulate their own questions about literature or ask them to 
make connections between texts they have already studied. An even loftier idea may include 
portfolio assessment, where students could project their skills at constructing meaning. Of 
course, time and money could hinder the practicality of this last suggestion. 
Teachers of AP English do not have to feel confined by the elements of the spring 
exam and using literary theory as part of a balanced approach to this course may enable them 
to feel more autonomous and less driven by a "product-approach" to the course. 
Summary 
I began this study by asking the research question, "Does literary theory affect critical 
and creative thinking?" Both the quantitative and qualitative studies provide a resounding 
"yes." The quantitative study served as a panoramic lens in letting me see how literary 
theory affects a wide range of AP seniors. The qualitative study provided a zoom lens in 
allowing me to focus on five case studies to see how individuals at the advanced, proficient, 
and emerging levels made literary theory a part of their critical and creative thinking. 
My second research question of "If so, how?" receives a variety of responses, since 
different students learn in different ways. However, I can draw these conclusions: (1) High 
school students can identify and apply literary theory to the texts they read. (2) Using 
literary theory helped some students to create contexts for reading and forge new connections 
among texts. (3) Some students were drawn to particular theories. (4) Literary theory was 
accessible to many "advanced," "proficient," and "emerging" students. (5) Learners construct 
meaning when they employ literary theory. (6) Using multiple literary theories helped many 
students ask new questions about literature. (7) Using multiple literary theories helped 
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students to value multiple perspectives. (8) Critical and creative, convergent and divergent 
thinking are interdependent. (9) Students must have some command of rhetorical strategies in 
order to articulate their thinking effectively. (l o) Students who employ a process of reading 
make connections using literary theories with more ease than students who do not use 
specific reading process. 
However, literary theory isn't a panacea that can turn all students into great thinkers 
over the course of one year. It isn't the latest "strategy" for teachers to swallow without 
taking time to taste its many textures and flavors. Using these six literary theories in a high 
school classroom isn't the end; rather, teaching with them offers a new beginning. As an 
educational system, we have been conditioned to give students the questions we want them to 
answer, to give them the problems we think they should solve. In order for the system of 
education to begin cultivating life-long learners who construct meaning, instead of creating 
blind consumers who absorb it, we need to teach students to ask their own questions and 
define their own problems. 
While literary theory may not be a universal remedy, many characteristics make its 
inclusion in a high school curriculum powerful for all learners. When multiple perspectives 
are instrumental to the environment of a classroom, learners begin to value curiosity and 
pursue their own questions. My students and I realized the array of potential when using a 
spectrum of literary theories. The world of literature opened up to them as their engagement 
with language went from passive consumption to active construction. The plurality of 
multiple theories allowed each student to make a personal connection with literature. As 
students raised new questions about both classic and contemporary texts, AP English became 
less of a "class" and more of a forum in which these young adults, began to recognize their 
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own ideologies and how their belief system affected their perspectives in reading literature 
and in reading the world. 
Surely, students have internalized informally some of the elements of these theories. 
But once students knew how to name them and how they worked, they used the theories less 
haphazardly and more deliberately to construct meaning. Even those students who were 
hesitant to use a variety of literary theories—perhaps cautious of disrupting their familiar 
paradigms—may still benefit from their principles at a later time. These "latent learners" may 
find as they embark into the adult world, that the potential of life-long learning has not 
eluded them; instead, the skills were simply waiting to emerge when the timing was ideal. 
When we provide only one or two options for reading literature in the classroom, we 
deny our students the opportunity to, ask their own questions, make their own meaning, take 
intellectual risks, and think autonomously. Rather, the black and white approach to literary 
theory could give way to a kaleidoscope of color and pattern. With students in control, each 
turn of the kaleidoscope offers a new vision, a new image. The colors haven't changed, just 
their patterns. Literary theory doesn't change the color of our cherished literature; rather, it 
enables the literature to evolve with the reader who has been empowered to make her own 
connections and see her own patterns. This study indicates that literary theory is a 
kaleidoscope, enabling readers, authorizing writers, and empowering thinkers to pursue 
literature and enter the world with confidence and tenacity, knowing they can flourish. 
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APPENDIX A 
TIMELINE OF THE STUDY 
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Conduct initial research and consult AEA 
assessment specialist 
X 
Conduct pilot performance assessment X 
_ 
Conduct interviews for pilot study X 
Apply for and receive human subjects 
permission from ISU 
X 
Apply for and receive IC'1'E Teacher as 
Researcher grant to fund costs of study 
X 
Inform parents of study and obtain permission 
from students to participate 
X 
Conduct review of literature X X X X 
Organize students into categories of advanced, 
proficient, and emerging based on ITED and 
ACT scores 
X 
Select randomly nine case study students (three 
from each group of advanced, proficient, and 
emerging) 
X 
Collect data (student work) of the nine case 
study students 
X X X X X X X X 
Maintain teaching journal with observations X X X X X X X X 
Score pilot study performance assessments X 
Revise rubric and gather anchor papers from 
pilot scoring session 
X 
Administer performance assessment pre-test X 
Conduct first round of interviews with case 
studies 
X 
Propose study to POS committee X 
Conduct second round of interviews with case 
study students 
X 
Conduct third round of interviews with case 
study students 
X 
Transcribe interviews of case study students X X X X X X 
Audiotape class discussions for observation X 
Administer performance assessment post-test X 
Create training packets for performance 
assessment scorers 
X 
Score performance assessments (both pre- and 
post-tests) 
X 
Graph and analyze performance assessment data X 
Analyze collected data (student work, interview 
transcripts, teacher journal, discussion 
observations, and performance assessment) 
X X 







1. Tell me about yourself as a writer/reader. 
2. What is your reading process like? 
3. How would you characterize yourself as a reader? 
4. What kinds of questions do you ask yourself when you read? 
5. If I give you a passage to read, how do you make meaning with it? 
6. Do you believe there is a "right" answer to reading literature? Why or why not? 
7. How do you decide which details to concentrate on in a text? 
8. Describe your experience in analyzing literature. 
9. What does reading in different perspectives mean to you? 
10. Are there other things you' d like to add? 
Interview #2 
1. How is your reading process similar or different since the beginning of the year? 
2. Do you think this process should be different? What accounts for keeping the process 
the same or causing it to change? 
3. How do you decide what to think about when you read? 
4. What kinds of questions do you ask yourself when you read? Do you notice patterns 
in the kinds of questions? What do you attribute these patterns to? 
5. What does analyzing literature mean to you? Do you notice any patterns in your 
analysis? What do you attribute these to? 
6. Where is your comfort level with reading from/writing in different perspectives? 
What do you attribute this to? What would give you even more confidence in this 
area? 
7. If I gave you a short story, how would you make meaning from what you've read? 
8. Have you noticed any changes in this process throughout the year thus far? 
9. Do you see yourself being open-minded? Why or why not? 
10. Do you see yourself as more of a convergent or divergent thinker? Why? 
1 1. Do you think the environment of the classroom is conducive to these types of 
thinking? Why? 
12. Are there other things you' d like to add? 
Interview #3 
1. How would you characterize yourself as a reader at the end of your high school 
experience . 
2. What do you think about when you active read? How do you "mark" a text? 
3. How do you know when you are thinking critically? What helps you to think in new 
ways? 
4. Can you describe your process of thinking critically? Do you believe thinking is 
more difficult or easier than the beginning of the year? Why? 
5. What does reading in different perspectives mean to you? How is this similar or 
different than what it meant to you earlier in the year? What do you attribute this to? 
6. How has literary theory impacted your reading process and how you view literature? 
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7. Which literary theory most makes sense to you? Why? 
8. Which literary theory seems most beneficial to you? Why? 
9. Do you see yourself using literary theory in your other reading? Explain. 






















Performance Task Blueprint 
Title of task: Reading with Literary Perspectives Grade levels: 12th 
Curriculum areas: AP Literature and Composition Time frame: 45 minutes (one class period) with extended 
time if necessary 
Developed by: Sarah Brown Wessling School district: Johnston Community Schools 
Resources/Materials: "Barbie-Q," by Sandra Cisneros and "The Story of an Hour," by Kate Chopin 
Content Standards and Benchmarks 
4. The student understands the meaning of what is read. 
4. The student applies inferences to other texts, experiences, or to the world. 
5. The student reads different materials for a variety of purposes. 
Description of Task using a prompt format (CAP —Audience, Task, Purpose) 
Audience 
The audience for this assessment is the Advanced Placement Literature and Composition classes. The 
assessment was constructed under the notion that this would be given to all students currently enrolled in the 
course. This Advanced Placement course focuses on content and skills that will be used for college-bound 
students. This is an optional course with some basic prerequisites, although admittance to the course is not 
contingent upon meeting certain requirements such as grade point average or standardized test scores. The 
same teacher teaches all sections of this course. 
Task
The task for this assessment is to have students read the short story "Barbie-Q" (pre-test) and "The 
Story of an Hour" (post-test) and then have them determine three ways of reading the text based on literary 
theories. They will then select one of these theories to compose awell-constructed essay which analyzes the 
text through one of these literary lenses. The actual task and questions are attached. 
Purpose 
The purpose of this assessment is to determine the levels of critical thinking of students as readers 
based upon the proposed standards and benchmarks for AP Literature and Composition. The performance 
assessment is especially significant because it will allow the teacher to determine to what degree students can 
employ higher order thinking skills such as application, synthesis, and evaluation to literary analysis. 
Student products/performances: 
The student product will consist of three thesis statements that demonstrate the basic ability to read a 
text from three different perspectives. The product will also consist of awell-constructed essay that analyzes 
the selection of literature based on a literary theory. 
Criteria for evaluation students products/performances: 
A scoring guide will be used to assess the task. Scorers will be trained on the use of the rubric and will 
work to maintain consistency by using anchor papers. The scoring guide is attached. 
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Advanced Placement Literature and Composition 
I.D. #  Student Name  
(last) (first) 
Criteria Advanced 
AP Literary Perspectives 
Performance Assessment 
Final Scoring 





Selects valid thesis 




Argues the literary 
position (reading) 
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AP Literature and Composition 
Literary Perspectives Performance Assessment 
Purpose: This is an assessment to evaluate your ability to read a literary selection from 
different perspectives, through different literary lenses. You will be asked to offer various 
readings on the text and explore one in awell-constructed essay. You will not be assessed on 
the mechanics of writing, rather on your ability to articulate your analysis. The following 
passage is a short piece of fiction in its entirety. It has not been condensed in any way. 
Rubric: The rubric that will be used to evaluate your answers is attached. Please feel free to 
use this as a guide as you write. 
Directions: After carefully reading the attached selection, please complete Part I and Part II 
on the attached sheets. You may make notes on the story as you read and should write your 
answers on the paper provided. You will have 45 minutes to complete this exercise. 
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Part I. 
After reading the selection, list the three lenses that you believe are most applicable to this 





In awell-organized essay, analyze the reading selection using the most appropriate of the 
three literary lenses from above. Support your analysis with appropriate textual evidence. 
(Use the attached paper to write this essay.) 
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2nd Scorer 





Selects valid thesis 




Argues the literary 
position (reading) 
1St Scorer 





Selects valid thesis 




Argues the literary 
position (reading) 
Procedure: The first scorer completes the scoring guide and then folds the paper under. The second scorer 
marks the paper without seeing the first scorer's marks. A tabulator records the two scores. If there is a one-
score differentiation (e.g. 3 and 4), the tabulator records an average (e.g. 3.5). If there is a two-score 
differentiation (e.g. 2 and 4), the tabulator gives the paper to a third scorer. 
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Scoring Process for Performance Assessment 
Training Packet 
• As the scoring facilitator, I gave each scorer a training folder one week prior to the 
scoring. The folder contained the following items: a copy of the student prompt, the 
scoring rubric, copies of both short stories, working definitions of the various literary 
theories (see below), anchor papers, and practice papers. Scorers were asked to read the 
prompt, stories, and literary theory definitions prior to scoring. 
Student Prompt 
• Refer to Appendix D for student prompt and directions. 
Summary of Short Stories 
• "Barbie-Q," by Sandra Cisneros is a story of two young girls whose Barbie dolls have 
been purchased at a flea market because their family cannot afford new dolls. At the 
time, the girls hardly noticed how the dolls have been burned in a fire. But as an adult, 
the speaker is acutely aware of how this one event, the gift of already ruined toys, is a 
statement about the living conditions in which she and her sister were oblivious to as 
children. 
• "Story of an Hour," by Kate Chopin is the story of how Mrs. Mallard deals with the news 
of her husband's death. Greeted by her sister, Mrs. Mallard hears the tragic news that her 
husband has died as a result of a train accident. Rather than grieving, she silently rejoices 
in her freedom from the marriage. Ironically, there was a mistake and her husband walks 
through the front door at the end of the story. At the sight of her husband, Mrs. Mallard 
dies of a heart attack. 
Day One Scoring 
• 10 minutes. The scorers and I read and discussed the student prompt, clarifying any 
questions about the task which the scorers had. 
• 20 minutes. The scorers quickly re-read each of the stories and we discussed each, 
clarifying any questions about content or meaning. 
• 20 minutes. I summarized the theories one-by-one, each one followed by a short 
discussion. Scorers asked questions and we talked about what each theory would look 
like in a student essay. We concluded that any of the theories could be applicable to 
either of the short stories read by students. 
• 20 minutes. Each part of the rubric was addressed. Coming to consensus on each section 
of the rubric was crucial. Scorers discussed what words like "compelling," "argument," 
or "valid" meant until they all agreed. Scorers made "scoring notes" on their rubrics to 
remind them of the decisions the group had made in reference to any ambiguous or 
subjective element of the rubric. 
• 30 minutes. In order to begin calibrating the consistency of scorers, I pulled sample 
papers from the pilot study, which had already gone through a scoring process. These 
"anchors" offered examples from all score points on the rubric for each short story. 
These helped scorers to see the further define terms like "compelling," "argument," and 
"valid." Discussions about their scoring continued. 
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• 20 minutes. Prior to scoring the actual exams, I pulled papers from the pilot study and 
removed their scores. Each scorer read the essay and scored it in each of the five areas of 
the rubric. Proceeding from "identifies the theory" to "makes an argument," I asked the 
scorers to report the score that had given the essay. Scorers then explained their 
reasoning. When there were significantly different scores, the group discussed and came 
to consensus. This process continued until the scorers were reading without significantly 
different scores. 
• 2 hours. Scoring. Each teacher also took exams home and returned them to me within 48 
hours. 
Day Two Scoring 
• 10 minutes. Review prompt, rubric, short stories, and definitions of literary theories. 
• 20 minutes. Re-calibrate with practice papers. 
• 3 1/2 hours. Scoring. Each teacher also took exams home and returned them to me 
within 72 hours. 
Note: Each exam was scored twice. I used a system to ensure different combinations of 
readers were scoring the same exams. The scorers did not know which test was the pre-test or 
which was the post-test. If scores were not adj acent, a third scorer read the essay and gave it 
a final score. 
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Definitions of Literary Theories Given to Assessment Readers2
Archetypal Criticism. In criticism, "archetype" signifies narrative designs, character types, or images that are 
said to be identifiable in a wide variety of works of literature, as well as in myths, dreams, and even ritualized 
modes of social behavior. The archetypal similarities within these diverse phenomena are held to reflect a set of 
universal, primitive, and elemental patterns, whose effective embodiment in a literary work evokes a profound 
response from the reader. The death-rebirth theme is often said to be the archetype of archetypes. Other 
archetypal these are the journey underground, the heavenly ascent, the search for the father, the paradise-Hades 
image, the Promethean rebel-hero, the scapegoat, the earth goddess, and the fatal woman. 
Feminist Criticism. A feminist critic sees cultural and economic disabilities in a "patriarchal" society that have 
hindered or prevented women from realizing their creative possibilities and women's cultural identification as a 
merely negative object, or "Other," to man as the defining and dominating "subject," There are several 
assumptions and concepts held in common by most feminist critics. 
• Our civilization is pervasively patriarchal. 
• The concepts of "gender" are largely, if not entirely, cultural constructs, effected by the omnipresent 
patriarchal biases of our civilization. 
• This patriarchal ideology also pervades those writings that have been considered great literature. Such 
works lack autonomous female role models, are implicitly addressed to male readers, and leave the woman 
reader an alien outsider or else solicit her to identify against herself by assuming male values and ways of 
perceiving, feeling, and acting. 
Marxist Criticism. A Marxist critic ground theory and practice on the economic and cultural theory of Karl 
Marx and Friedrick Engels, especially on the following claims: 
• The evolving history of humanity, its institutions and its way of thinking are determined by the changing 
mode of its "material production" that is, of its basic economic organization. 
• Historical changes in the fundamental mode of production effect essential changes both in the constitution 
and power relations of social classes, which carry on a conflict for economic, political and social 
advantage. 
• Human consciousness in any era is constituted by an ideology that is, a set of concepts, beliefs, values, 
and ways of thinking and feeling through which human beings perceive, and by which they explain what 
they take to be reality. A Marxist critic typically undertakes to "explain" the literature in any era by 
revealing the economic, class and ideological determinants of the way an author writes, and to examine the 
relation of the text to the social reality of that time and place. 
This school of critical theory focuses on power and money in works of literature. Who has the power/money? 
Who does not? What happens as a result? 
New Criticism is directed against the prevailing concern of critics with the lives and psychology of authors, 
with social background, and with literary history. There are several points of view and procedures that are held 
in common by most New Critics. 
• A poem should be treated as primarily poetry and should be regarded as an independent and self-sufficient 
object. 
• The distinctive procedure of the New Critics is explication or close reading: The detailed and subtle 
analysis of the complex interrelations and ambiguities of the components within a work. 
• The principles of New Criticism are basically verbal. That is, literature is conceived to be a special kind of 
language whose attributes are defined by systematic opposition to the language of science and of practical 
and logical discourse. The key components of this criticism deal with the meanings and interactions of 
words, figures of speech, and symbols. 
• The distinction between literary genres is not essential. 
2 Definitions from Deborah Appleman's Critical Encounters in High School English: Teaching Literary 
Theory to Adolescents, pp. 155-157. 
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Psychoanalytic Criticism. Psychological criticism deals with a work of literature primarily as an expression, in 
fictional form, of the personality, state of mind, feelings, and desires of its author. The assumption of 
psychoanalytic critics is that a work of literature is correlated with its author's mental traits. 
• Reference to the author's personality is used to explain and interpret a literary work. 
• Reference to literary works is made in order to establish, biographically, the personality of the author. 
• The mode of reading a literary work itself is a way of experiencing the distinctive subjectivity or 
consciousness of its author. 
This theory requires that we investigate the psychology of a character of an author to figure out the meaning of 
a text (although to apply an author's psychology to a text can also be considered biographical criticism, 
depending on your point of view.). 
Reader-Response Criticism. This type of criticism does not designate any one critical theory, but focuses on 
the activity of reading a work of literature. Reader-response critics turn from the traditional conception of a 
work as an achieved structure of meanings to the responses of readers as their eyes follow a text. By this shift 
of perspective a literary work is converted into an activity that goes on in a reader's mind, and what had been 
features of the work itself including narrator, plot, characters, style, and structure are less important than the 
connection between a reader's experience and the text. It is through this interaction that meaning is made. 
